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Abstract

This thesis examines two distinct yet interrelated topics. One concerns the role 

of attention within ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) phenomena (e.g. Rensink, O’Regan & 

Clark, 1997). The second contrasts direct and indirect measures, to examine 

whether aspects of unattended visual stimuli, within CB and ‘Inattentional 

Blindness’ (IB) paradigms, that are seemingly inaccessible to awareness may 

nevertheless be implicitly extracted.

A series of new experiments were conducted on the role of attention in CB. Pre

cueing subjects’ attention to the locus of a change greatly reduced change 

blindness. Moreover, presenting a post-cue could also improve change detection. 

This evidence supports a role for attention in CB, but further suggests that more 

detailed visual information can be retained across brief interruptions than 

previously proposed. Further experiments with a modified CB paradigm examined 

whether there is a spontaneous attentional bias to attend to foreground rather than 

background items. These studies consistently found that changes were explicitly 

reported for foreground but not background items, consistent with default allocation 

of attention to the foreground.

Regarding the second main topic of the thesis, a series of experiments 

demonstrated that Gestalt grouping may be implicitly extracted under conditions of 

‘inattention’, despite the fact that such grouping may be unavailable for explicit 

report, as measured by standard IB indices. Such grouping may also be implicitly 

extracted even across saccadic eye movements. Further experiments showed that
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undetected background luminance-changes, or background motion, can also be 

implicitly extracted, and can influence explicit reports of foreground stimuli by 

inducing illusions for them. Although both IB and CB have been taken to suggest 

that little visual processing takes place outside the focus of attention, the present 

experiments suggest that considerable processing does take place, albeit implicitly.
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Chapter 1 

General Introduction

“My experience is what I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice shape my 

mind -  without selective interests, experience is an utter chaos”

William James, 1890

As indicated in the quotation above, William James recognised long ago that 

the vast and complex visual input that typifies daily life is selectively processed, 

leading to restricted awareness. However, there have been enduring disputes 

concerning the point(s) at which processing becomes selective. Specifically, these 

disputes concern whether selective attention, is applied to a pre-organised scene of 

segmented items and objects, or whether only at the point of attentional allocation can 

any complex processing begin to take place. In order to investigate this question, 

research began to examine the extent of processing that may be possible without 

attention. ‘Early’ selectionists believed that selective attention was the starting point 

for detailed processing (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Rock & Gutman, 1981), while prior to 

attentional allocation only very simple physical properties could be extracted. 

Conversely, those who argued for ‘Late selection’ proposed that some detailed 

extraction of, for example, stimulus identities could occur prior to attention (e.g., 

Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Duncan, 1980; Tipper, 1985). This introductory chapter 

will begin with a description of these traditional arguments in attention research and 

the results previously taken as evidence for the different points of view.
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The second major section of this Introduction will describe more recent work 

appearing to contradict even the suggestion that extraction of simple features could 

operate without attention. In the early 1990’s, Irvin Rock, Arian Mack and their 

colleagues (e.g., Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnett, Grant & 

Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998) questioned the experimental basis on which much 

evidence for even simple ‘pre-attentive’ processing of visual features had been 

founded. They claimed that previous studies, particularly those using ‘visual search’ 

methodology, did not control for the possibility of diffuse attention across the scene, 

which could result from an intention to search the whole display. Mack, Tang, Tuma, 

Kahn and Rock (1992) examined whether ignored Gestalt grouping could be 

perceived when intention to search was controlled for, thereby eliminating diffuse 

attention across the scene. This form of visual processing (i.e.. Gestalt grouping) was 

examined as organisation of the visual scene according to the Gestalt principles of 

grouping had previously been widely presumed to occur pre-attentively. Their results 

suggested that processing of even simple grouping might not be possible without 

attention. Mack et al termed this ‘Inattentional Blindness’ and initially concluded that 

little visual processing was possible without attention. However, the paradigm used 

by Mack, Rock and their colleagues did not address whether implicit processing of 

unattended grouping was possible. More recent work investigating this issue will also 

be discussed within this section.

The work of Rock, Mack & colleagues, appears to chime well with the 

recently researched phenomenon of ‘Change Blindness’, which is considered in the 

third section. Rensink, O’Regan & Clark (1997) were among the first to describe in 

detail conditions under which subjects appear unable (or take a surprisingly long time) 

to detect large changes occurring in a complex visual scene, across interruptions,
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unless specifically attending to the changed item. Despite the fact that changes were 

substantial (e.g., one image contained an engine being removed from a plane, which 

was the largest object in the display), subjects consistently failed (or took tens of 

seconds) to detect such changes in the presence of interruptions (such as flicker across 

the screen). Rensink et al described their results as reflecting an inability to detect 

changes without focused attention. They argued that the flicker prevented attention 

being captured by the change, by masking the small transient associated with the 

change via the large transient of the ‘flicker’. The seeming failure of conscious 

perception outside the focus of attention is thus reflected in both ‘Change Blindness’ 

and ‘Inattentional Blindness’ phenomenon. Recent work on the ‘Change Blindness’ 

phenomenon has also examined whether more indirect and/or implicit measures may 

reveal some processing of the unattended change which is inaccessible to explicit 

questioning.

Finally, the fourth section will examine processing across saccadic eye 

movements. One of the motivations of initial ‘Change Blindness’ research was some 

evidence suggesting that little information appears to be integrated from one fixation 

to the next, possibly due to the interruption caused by the intervening saccade (e.g., 

Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; McKonkie & 

Currie 1996; Currie, McKonkie, Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 2000). Research on 

saccadic eye-movements has some relation to attentional research, since saccades 

provide one mechanism for overt orienting, and moreover some authors have 

suggested attentional causes for the apparently restricted integration across saccades 

(e.g., Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). Furthermore, control of overt saccades and 

of covert attention may involve some overlapping structures within the brain (e.g., 

Kustov & Robinson, 1996; Corbetta, 1998). Thus, research into transaccadic
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processing, particularly with regard to change detection, will be discussed. Finally, 

evidence will be outlined suggesting that indirect methods might reveal residual 

implicit processing from one eye fixation to the next, just as indirect (or implicit) 

measures may also reveal more processing without attention than would otherwise be 

observed.

1.1. Traditional Theories of Selective Attention

The ‘Early’ versus ‘Late’ Selection Debate

In 1958 Donald Broadbent formulated his influential theory concerning the 

operation of selective processing. His seminal contribution, often referred to as ‘Filter 

Theory’ or ‘Early Selection Theory’, made a great impact on the way in which 

selective processing was presumed to occur. Broadbent forged his ideas from 

auditory experiments of his own, and related studies by Cherry (1953), which utilised 

the dichotic-listening technique. Within this paradigm, subjects receive two different 

taped messages, one presented to each ear through headphones. They are instructed to 

‘shadow’ one of these messages by repeating it aloud to the experimenter. Initial 

results with this paradigm suggested that people knew very little about the ignored 

stream presented to the unshadowed (or ‘unattended’) ear, at least when tested with 

surprise retrospective questioning. For instance, they might not even notice changes 

made to the language spoken in the ignored message, although they could notice a 

salient physical change (e.g., switches from a male to female speaker). Broadbent’s 

explanation of these phenomenon was that only attended messages can be processed 

further than a simple analysis of physical characteristics, resulting in only these 

messages being semantically analysed and identified. Therefore selection in these
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terms arises prior to identification, with selection being directed on the basis of 

physical cues such as location or pitch; hence the use of the term ‘early selection’ to 

define Broadbenf s theory.

Within the visual domain, Rock and Gutman (1981) produced seemingly 

analogous evidence that there could be little or no (conscious) processing of 

unattended visual stimuli. Their subjects were presented with line drawings of two 

different shapes at a time, one drawn in red and one in green. These pictures 

overlapped one another, thus they occupied regions of similar acuity on the retina. 

Subjects were then asked to rate the pleasantness of either just the red drawings or the 

green. At the end of this task subjects were given a surprise recognition test, which 

could feature the previously unattended shapes (i.e, those in the stream of drawings of 

the opposite colour to those that they had rated), interleaved with foils. Results 

suggested that subjects were unable to recognise the shapes that had previously been 

presented in the unattended stream, whereas recall was very good for the previously 

attended figures. Rock and Gutman interpreted their findings to suggest that 

perception of form may be impossible without attention (see also Rees, Russell, Frith 

& Driver, 1999, for a related recent fMRI study looking at unattended processing of 

words using measures of neural activity).

It should be noted that the ‘early selection’ evidence in both the auditory 

shadowing tasks and in the visual example from Rock and Gutman (1981; see also 

Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998, as discussed later) is 

based primarily on explicit tests of memory for unattended items tested with surprise 

questions after their presentation. This form of investigation can be criticised on the 

basis that it is possible that subjects simply forget the information before being 

questioned, rather than never having processed it at all. Additionally, both these
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methods use an explicit test, whereas it is possible that processing of unattended 

information could be implicit and therefore inaccessible to explicit testing. Thus, a 

more indirect and on-line method could be more suitable (e.g., see Chapters 2-4 here 

and also Castiello, Paulignan and Jeannerod, 1991; Luck, Vogel & Shapiro, 1996; 

Moore & Egeth, 1997; Shapiro, Driver, Ward & Sorensen, 1997; Smith & Merikle, 

1999; Castiello, 2001; Merikle, Smilek & Eastwood, 2001). These issues are 

returned to later in this Introduction and throughout the thesis.

Broadbent’s (1958) theory has remained influential. However it was soon 

suggested that ‘early selection’ as defined by his theory was unlikely to account for all 

phenomena. For example, Moray (1959) established that if the subjects’ own name 

appeared in the unattended channel during dichotic listening, this could effectively 

“grab” their attention, such that they then attended this message instead; this 

phenomenon is often referred to as the ‘cocktail party’ effect. The fact that attention 

can be “grabbed” in this way appears to indicate that some processing of the 

unattended stream may have taken place, over and above the simple physical 

properties suggested by ‘early selection’.

Additionally, there were some experiments utilising indirect methods that 

attempted to assess whether processing of the unattended stream occurred during 

dichotic listening tasks. Corteen and Dunn (1974) conditioned people by pairing an 

electric shock with certain words such that when these words were heard they initiated 

a galvanic skin response (GSR) in the subject. These GSR inducing words were then 

presented in the unattended stream of a standard dichotic listening task. Despite an 

explicit failure to detect these words when unattended, subjects did demonstrate some 

of the GSR response conditioned earlier to these words (see also. Von Wright, 

Anderson & Stenman, 1975). Furthermore, Mackay (1973) suggested that some
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priming could take place from non-shadowed (and thereby presumed unattended) 

words, as their presence could bias the subjects’ interpretation of an ambiguous 

sentence presented in the attended stream (see also, Lewis, 1970).

As research into these issues shifted more to the study of visual processing 

rather than auditory processing, further evidence amassed to suggest that more 

extensive processing of unattended stimuli was possible than envisaged by Broadbent, 

These newer tests utilised more indirect methods. The behavioural effects of 

irrelevant distractor items on responses to target items provided one way in which this 

issue was addressed. The idea behind this method is that if irrelevant (thereby 

designated ‘unattended’) items are processed to the extent that they are identified, 

then it should be possible for their identity to alter responses to the attended task. For 

example, Eriksen and Eriksen (1974) demonstrated that flanking distractor letters with 

an incongruent response-mapping, in relation to the central target, could increase RT 

to the target compared to flanking distractor letters with the same response-mapping 

as the target. The result of this indirect measure was taken to suggest that it was 

possible to identify the task-irrelevant items outside the focus of attention, even when 

against one’s intention.

Tipper (1985) introduced another indirect measure, also designed to assess 

whether unattended items are processed beyond mere physical characteristics. His 

task was similar to that used by Rock and Gutman (1981), as subjects again viewed 

two overlapping figures in each display, one drawn in green and one in red. Subjects 

again attended only to one of the two coloured streams of objects. Rather than rate 

the pleasantness of the attended image, subjects were asked to name the object as 

quickly as possible. Tipper manipulated successive presentations in the attended and 

unattended streams. For instance, items that previously appeared in the ignored
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stream could then reappear in the attended stream. Results suggested that naming 

latency was consistently slower for attended items that had previously appeared in the 

unattended stream. Tipper concluded that unattended items could be identified and 

actively inhibited thereby producing a slowed response if the same (or a related) item 

was subsequently attended. This phenomena was dubbed ‘negative priming’ (see also 

Beech, McManus, Baylis, Tipper & Agar, 1991; Tipper, 1991).

Thus, the use of indirect tests, such as the effects on reaction time or accuracy 

of irrelevant distractors and negative priming, appeared to turn the tide in the late 

1980’s towards the ‘late selection’ theory of selective attention. Many researchers 

believed complex analysis of unattended items could be revealed if assessed with the 

correct method. For example, Duncan (1980, p. 291) suggested that before selection 

“there is already a full analysis of stimulus form and much extraction of stimulus 

meaning”.

The fact that neither ‘early selection’, which suggested there was little 

processing without attention, nor ‘late selection’, in which all items were said to 

receive a great degree of processing prior to attention, were likely to describe 

processing in all situations was first noticed and addressed many years ago by Anne 

Treisman (1960). She suggested that the filtering required when processing a large 

amount of stimuli may not completely prevent further processing of unattended 

stimuli (as ‘early selection theory’ would suggest), nor does it allow unrestricted 

processing of all these stimuli (as ‘late selection’ would propound). Instead filtering 

may result in an ‘attenuation’ in the processing of unattended stimuli, such that only 

weak processing of these items is possible. However, as this processing is relatively 

weak, only in some special circumstances will identification of these unattended items 

be possible. Treisman described determining factors for whether an unattended item
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can be recognised as being intrinsic to the stimulus itself; for example, if the stimulus 

is primed in the context of the experiment (as in Corteen & Dunn, 1974 and Mackay, 

1973, discussed above) or due to its personal pertinence (such as your own name, see 

Moray, 1959).

The idea of some compromise between ‘early’ versus ‘late’ selection, is 

echoed in recent work on the role of ‘perceptual load’ in determining the extent of 

processing of unattended stimuli (see, Lavie & Tsai, 1994; Lavie, 1995; 2000). This 

recent account states that a vital factor governing processing of unattended items may 

be the amount of task-relevant clutter or information that the perceptual system is 

dealing with at that time. Specifically, it is suggested that there is a point at which the 

perceptual system reaches its capacity. Up until this vital point, all items are 

involuntarily processed. Once capacity is fully consumed by task-relevant items, 

processing of unattended items may become impossible. Therefore, according to this 

theory, it is only in highly loaded situations that perceptual processing will be 

selective.

The idea that selective attention results in attenuated responses to unattended 

stimuli, with the amount of processing possible for them being dependent on the 

present conditions, has recently been supported extensively by neuroscientific studies 

of attention. Studies utilising single-cell recordings in animals, or ERP and functional 

imaging studies in the human brain, have suggested that response to unattended items 

is greatly reduced as compared to attended items, but is often not entirely obliterated, 

especially under low-load conditions (e.g.. Van Voorhis & Hillyard, 1977; Moran & 

Desimone, 1985; Corbetta, Meizin, Dobmeyer, Schulman & Petersen, 1990; Mangun, 

Hillyard & Luck, 1993; Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Rees, Frith & Lavie, 1997).
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Grouping, visual search and ‘Feature Integration Theory’

The classic issue concerning the extent of processing prior to attentional 

selection may also be related to the work of Gestalt Psychologists in the early 20^ 

century (e.g., Wertheimer, 1923). They argued that the perceptual input was 

automatically organised by the perceiver. The manner in which this organisation was 

conceived to proceed followed Gestalt laws of grouping. These laws describe the 

grouping together of items that are, for example, similar to one another, adjacent or 

sharing common motion (see Figure 1.1).

A .

B.

C.

Figure 1.1. Illustrations of a few important principles of Gestalt visual 
grouping.

A- Proximity; circles appear grouped into neighbouring pairs 
B- Similarity; circles phenomenally appear grouped according to 

matching colour.
C- Common Motion; circles moving in the same direction appear to be 

grouped together.

The idea of Gestalt organisation of the visual input can be related to the debate 

discussed in the preceding section, as one can ask whether such organisation arises 

pre-attentively or post-attentively. Traditionally, Gestalt grouping has been 

considered to arise relatively early in visual processing (e.g., prior to object
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recognition). Moreover, Gestalt grouping is a fundamental part of many recent 

descriptions o f ‘pre-attentive’ processing (e.g., Treisman, 1982; Duncan, 1984; Driver 

& Baylis, 1998). It appears to make potential sense that if the scene can indeed be 

divided into candidate objects, attention might then be more usefully deployed to the 

object of most interest. Note that while this segmentation of the visual scene into 

‘grouped’ elements was presumed by many late selectionists (e.g., Duncan, 1980; 

Tipper, 1985), it was also taken to be possible prior to selection by some early 

selectionists (e.g., Treisman, 1982).

Much of the evidence taken to suggest pre-attentive segmentation of the visual 

input has come from the ‘visual search’ paradigm (e.g., Treisman & Gelade, 1980; 

Treisman, 1982; 1985). Within this method, subjects typically search for the presence 

or absence of a target item amongst a varied number of non-target items. The crux of 

this paradigm is the time taken to detect a target in relation to the number of non

target distractor items in each display (the set size). If an item can be detected 

efficiently in parallel, performance may be relatively unaffected by increases in the 

number of non-target items. Such a target is said to ‘pop-out’ from its surrounding 

distractor items efficiently and effortlessly. By contrast, a steeply linear increase in 

target search time with number of non-target distractor items is often taken to reflect 

serial application of focused attention to each display item in succession (e.g., 

Treisman & Gelade, 1980; but see Townsend, 1971, 1990). Plotting search time 

against set size in such cases can reveal a characteristic pattern of slope gradients, 

which are approximately twice as steep for trials in which there is no target item 

(negative trials) than for trials with a target present (positive trials). This particular 

pattern can be reconciled with a serial self-terminating search, as positive trials would
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on average require search of only half the set, whereas negative trials may necessitate 

an exhaustive search of all non-targets.

Treisman & Gelade (1980) classified items that could be detected in parallel as 

those with a salient unique feature (e.g. colour, orientation or form) different to the 

surrounding non-targets. However, targets unique only in a conjunction of features 

from the surrounding items (e.g. a red circle amongst blue circles and red crosses) 

were originally reported to result in a linear increase in search time against set size, 

with the characteristic 2:1 slope for negative versus positive trials (though see Wolfe, 

1998, for more recent caveats). Treisman & Gelade (1980) developed the feature 

integration theory to explain these results and related findings. They suggested that 

individual visual features (e.g. ‘red’ or ‘circle’) may be represented in feature-specific 

maps of the entire scene, which are efficiently extracted in parallel. Targets with a 

unique feature could then be detected automatically and effortlessly (feature search). 

By contrast, detecting targets characterised only by a unique combination of features 

(conjunction search) was thought to require integration of information, at a shared 

spatial location, from more than one feature-specific map. It is this integration that 

Treisman & Gelade thought must require focused attention, leading to a recursive 

serial process when conjunction search is required.

Treisman and Gelade (1980, see also Treisman, 1982) posited a role for 

Gestalt grouping processes within their ‘Feature Integration Theory’. They believed 

that if grouping processes operated pre-attentively, they should be mediated by 

discriminations based on unique features but not by discriminations formed from a 

conjunction of different features. That is, as simple features appear to be detected 

pre-attentively, if grouping processes also operate pre-attentively they should rely on 

feature-based processing thought to be possible outside the focus of attention.
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Treisman and Gelade (1980) seemingly demonstrated that this was the case, as their 

subjects efficiently segregated items differing in colour or shape into separate groups 

but were inefficient if the elements differed according to a combination of colour and 

shape. They concluded that processing of visual grouping on a feature basis was 

possible pre-attentively.

Criticisms of ‘Feature Integration Theory’

Duncan & Humphreys (1989) challenged Treisman & Gelade's (1980) 

‘feature integration theory’ account of visual search. They suggested that, in general, 

search becomes less efficient with increased similarity between targets and non

targets and decreased similarity between non-targets, producing a continuum of 

search efficiency rather than the dichotomy of strictly parallel versus strictly serial 

search that feature integration theory had proposed. Duncan & Humphreys posited 

that the importance of similarity lies in the part that this plays in grouping processes 

(see also, Duncan & Humphreys, 1992). Less similarity between target and non

targets allows simpler segmentation of all non-targets into a discrete group. 

Additionally, the more similar the non-targets, the easier their collective segmentation 

becomes.

Further evidence against ‘feature integration theory’ in its original form came

from findings that some of the properties leading to parallel search (i.e. ‘pop-out’) are

more complex than the simple 2D features that Treisman and colleagues envisaged.

For instance, Enns & Rensink (1990) demonstrated that parallel search was possible

for targets differing from non-targets only in three-dimensional properties, derived

from 2D pictorial cues. Search for 3D target boxes drawn at different orientations in

depth and/or different lighting conditions to non-target boxes, proved to be parallel.

These results and further control experiments suggested that the basis for the parallel
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search was pre-attentive extraction of 3D stimulus characteristics. Furthermore, 

Davis & Driver (1994) reported that parallel search can take place for items that are 

distinguished by yielding subjective figures, suggesting their pre-attentive formation. 

Recently Humphreys & Muller (2000) argued that the figure-ground relations of 

stimuli can also be extracted in parallel. Visual search findings of this type suggest 

that the ‘pre-attentive segmentation’ inferred from visual search performance might 

be considerably more sophisticated than mere extraction of very simple 2D features.

There have also been criticisms of the theory based on limitations with the 

terminology of ‘parallel’ versus ‘serial’ search. First, Townsend (1971; 1976; 1990) 

has convincingly argued that judging whether a process is operating in a serial or a 

parallel manner from just the search slopes themselves may be an inadequate method 

to study the mechanisms involved. For example, serial search has been presumed on 

the basis of steep search slopes, whereas in fact Townsend (1971; 1976; 1990) argued 

that such search slopes could in fact reflect inefficient parallel search. Wolfe (1998) 

raises further criticisms of the dichotomy. For example, he also suggests that slopes 

appearing to indicate serial search could in fact reflect processing in a limited- 

capacity parallel model (e.g., Ratcliff, 1978).

Object-based visual attention

In addition to evidence from visual search paradigms, proponents of ‘object-

based’ theories of visual attention have forwarded the idea that pre-attentive processes

segment the visual input according to the Gestalt principles of grouping discussed

earlier, resulting in candidate visual objects to which attention is directed (see Driver

& Baylis, 1998; Scholl, 2001 for reviews). Duncan (1984) provided an influential

demonstration that visual attention may be allocated within segmented objects rather

than simply spatial locations. Using brief masked displays, he reported that subjects
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were equally good at judging two properties of one object as at judging just one 

property of the same object. However if the two properties were on two separate (but 

spatially overlapping) objects, performance was impaired (see also, Baylis & Driver, 

1993; Lavie & Driver, 1996). Additionally, Egly, Driver & Rafal (1994) 

demonstrated that an invalid spatial cue produced a greater cost to performance when 

the target appeared in a different object than when the target was presented equally far 

from the cue, yet within the same object.

Many studies have shown analogous ‘object-based’ attentional effects using 

stimuli where the objects concerned are defined by Gestalt rules of perceptual 

grouping. For example. Driver & Baylis (1989) demonstrated a dominance of 

grouped objects compared to absolute spatial position for flanker interference effects, 

akin to those studied by Eriksen & Eriksen (1974). Flanking distractors furthest from 

the target item were grouped by common motion with the target. This grouping led to 

greater distractor interference from these furthest flankers, as compared with flankers 

much nearer to the target but not grouped with it by motion. These results and others 

(e.g., Atchley & Kramer, 2001; Pomerantz & Gamer, 1973; Pomerantz & Pristach, 

1989; Watson & Kramer, 1999) have been used as evidence to support the idea that 

visual attention is directed towards already segmented groups or objects, the key 

assertion being that these proto-objects are pre-attentively formed utilising Gestalt 

mles of grouping (for recent studies on possible limits of object-based attention 

proposals see, for example, Davis, Driver, Pavani & Shepherd, 2001; Lavie & Driver, 

1996).
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B.

Grouping may occur ‘later’ than traditionally accepted

Proposals that grouping may operate pre-attentively stemmed initially from the 

belief that grouping processes typically operate at relatively early stage of visual 

perception. However, some research suggests that this may not necessarily be the 

case. Rock and Brosgole (1964) provided evidence apparently suggesting that one 

form of grouping, retinal proximity, might not occur as early as previously assumed. 

Their subjects correctly judged an arrangement of dots to be grouped into columns 

despite the fact that the stimulus plane was tilted away from the subjects resulting in 

the dots actually being closer horizontally on the retina. Thus, this result suggests that 

proximity grouping must have been calculated after size-constancy operations on the 

spacings, which took depth into account.

A.

Figure 1.2.
A- Diagram of a Kaniza triangle.
B- Example of Stimuli from Palm er and Nelson (2000). Subjects judged 
whether the central stimuli belonged with the left (similar based on illusory 
contour information) or  the right (physically more similar ’pacm en’). 99%  of 
subjects judged the central stimuli to belong with those on the left. 36



Palmer and colleagues have extended this work in an attempt to show that 

grouping can be constrained by other relatively sophisticated perceptual processes. 

For example, Palmer and Nelson (2000) proposed that grouping can follow the 

perception of illusory figures. Illusory figures, such as the famous Kaniza triangles 

(see Figure 1.2A), are figures wherein the viewer perceives areas containing zero 

contrast (such as a monotonous white) as real contours based on the presence of areas 

of genuine contrast. However, the real high-contrast regions must conform to certain 

rules. Most importantly, they must be arranged so as to create the impression that one 

object is occluding another. Palmer and Nelson (see Figure 1.2B), working from the 

idea that illusory contours are perceived only after computation of depth cues created 

from occluded surfaces, constructed displays wherein subjects were asked to chose 

which side of a display a central column of figures appeared to ‘belong with’ (i.e., 

was grouped with).

The vital question was whether subjects would choose the side that was more 

similar based on illusory contour information, or the side that had the most physically 

similar inducers. Subjects consistently grouped the central stimuli with elements that 

were similar based on illusory contours. The authors concluded that grouping 

processes can be constrained by the perception of illusory contours. Other 

experiments appear to suggest that grouping processes can similarly be affected by; 

brightness constancy (Rock, Nijhawan, Palmer & Tudor, 1992) and amodal 

completion (Palmer, Neff & Beck, 1996).

However, the evidence of Palmer and colleagues, discussed above, does not 

take in account whether an earlier form of grouping could constrain the perception of, 

for example, illusory figures. Certainly some grouping processes may operate later, 

after the perception of illusory figures, but this does not necessitate the need to
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conclude that there is no grouping prior to this point. Moreover, subjects in these 

experiments were generally given as much time as they wanted to make their decision 

with unrestricted viewing, so their judgments could not be described as necessarily 

capturing the earliest form of perception. It is also controversial whether perception of 

illusory contours can itself be characterised as ‘later’ processing, (see Davis & Driver, 

1994). Indeed, neurophysiological evidence now suggests construction of illusory 

figures is early both anatomically (within V2) and in time (e.g., Peterhans & von der 

Heydt, 1989; von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989). Additionally, the work of Palmer 

and his colleagues assumes visual processing to be operating in a unidirectional feed

forward manner, which is unlikely to be the case. Finally, these experiments on 

apparently sophisticated influences upon grouping (e.g.. Palmer and Nelson, 2000) 

have not yet provided a critical test for the role of attention.

1.2. ‘Inattentional Blindness’: Is there any processing 

under complete inattention?

It is not universally accepted that even simple forms of segmentation for the 

visual input do occur automatically, at a ‘pre-attentive’ level of processing. Rock, 

Mack and their colleagues (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, 

Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; see also Mack and Rock, 1998) strongly challenged the 

suggestion that Gestalt grouping operates without attention. They argued that past 

studies relied on methodologies that failed to eliminate the possibility of diffuse 

attention. Specifically, in visual-search paradigms (and some of the studies on object- 

based attention), observers had the intention to search for particular targets. This 

intention to search can be considered as having at least two separate aspects: 1. An 

intention to search the entire visual scene as defined by all possible target locations;
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and 2. The intention to search for the particular characteristics of the pre-defined 

target. Hence, although the processing traditionally taken to reflect ‘preattentive’ 

vision in parallel search tasks may indeed arise without serial focused attention, it 

could be due instead to diffuse attention across the image (as all locations are in fact 

potentially task-relevant). Moreover, there may be active priming of the stimulus 

characteristics that distinguish targets from non-targets. Treisman (1993) herself 

suggested that “when attention is narrowly focused elsewhere, pop-out no longer 

occurs”. If pop-out search is not possible with scarce attentional resources, then in 

the extreme this could mean that no perceptual grouping (not even segregation of 

highly distinct target and non-targets) can occur pre-attentively.

Mack et al (1992) developed a new methodology with the aim of assessing 

whether visual grouping can take place entirely without attention, under conditions of

CRITICAL TRIAL
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
□ □ □ □ □ □
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

□ □ □
■ ■ ■ ■ ■

□ □ □

Trial 1

Figure 1.3. Schematic example of trial sequence from Mack et al (1992). Each display was 
presented for 200 msecs and followed by a mask. Subjects responded as to which arm  of the 
central cross was longer. Only after the critical third trial were they asked unexpected 
questions about background organisation in the preceding display.
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so-called “true inattention”. Subjects performed a difficult central task wherein they 

judged which of the two lines of a central cross was longer. This cross was presented 

on an entirely task-irrelevant background pattern (see Figure 1.3 for example displays 

from one of these studies). The irrelevance of the background and the difficulty of the 

foreground task were expected to compel subjects to maintain their attention on the 

cross.

After responding to the cross for a number of trials (usually two), subjects 

were then unexpectedly asked after the next trial some questions about the patterns 

that had appeared in the background. For example, they could be asked whether there 

had been any change in the organisation of the background pattern of the previous 

display. If they detected this change, they were asked which area had changed. Mack 

et al (1992) asked three sets of these questions. The first ‘surprise’ question was 

taken to be a measure of background processing under pure “inattention”. Subjects 

did not expect to be asked about the background, it had never been task-relevant up to 

this point. During the trial immediately following this first question (on which 

subjects again had first to judge the central cross), subjects were now presumably 

aware that they might subsequently be asked about the background; thus, the 

subsequent question was taken to be a measure of processing under “divided 

attention” conditions. For the final control question, subjects were told to pay 

attention both to the cross and the background in advance. Rock, Mack and their 

colleagues repeatedly showed that subjects were at chance when attempting to answer 

the first set of surprise ‘inattentive’ questions about the unattended background, for a 

variety of stimulus types and stimulus dimensions (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and 

Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998).
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They claimed that these results conclusively proved that there was no visual 

grouping without attention stating that “«o perception of texture segregation or Gestalt 

grouping” (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992, p 488) takes place without 

attention. They coined the term ‘Inattentive Blindness’ (IB) to describe this general 

phenomenon. The word ‘inattentive’ was used to differentiate their conditions from 

those previously used in supposed studies of putative ‘pre-attentive’ processing (e.g., 

visual search), which may in fact have involved diffuse attention, as noted above. The 

term ‘Inattention’ asserts that the ignored items are utterly without attention (see also, 

Joseph, Chun & Nakayama, 1997; Ben-Av, Sagi & Braun, 1992).

Mack et al’s (1992) experiments were taken to suggest that elements grouped 

by similarity, proximity and simple texture-segregation were not perceived under 

inattention within their paradigm. Following on from this original study. Rock, 

Linnet, Grant and Mack (1992) further examined whether any different types of 

stimuli could be perceived under inattention when using their ‘surprise question’ 

paradigm. These experiments utilised the same general procedure as Mack et al 

(1992), in that subjects first judged which of the two lines of a central cross was 

longest, while task-irrelevant and unexpected stimuli could be placed in the 

background behind the cross. This series of studies suggested that although subjects 

could retrospectively report the presence, colour and location of an unattended ‘blob’ 

or geometric shape, judging its shape appeared impossible under inattentive 

conditions. Further striking experiments reported by Mack and Rock (1998) placed 

the cross stimulus for the line judgement task at the periphery of subjects’ visual field, 

and the ‘inattended’ item actually at fixation. Results suggested that ‘Inattentional 

Blindness’ for simple geometric shapes, presented on the fovea, was actually more 

severe than previous demonstrations with the cross at fixation and the unexpected
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item in the periphery. Many subjects (89% or 15/18 subjects) now apparently did not 

even detect the presence of the shape.

It should be noted the Mack, Rock and their colleagues generally relied 

entirely on retrospective explicit reports in their evidence for putative ‘Inattentional 

Blindness’. As discussed earlier in relation to ‘late selection’, more indirect and on

line measures might reveal implicit processing. This point will be returned to in 

detail, once some additional evidence (seemingly in support of Mack and Rock), plus 

other experiments with a similar theme, have been examined.

Further examples of ‘Inattentional Blindness’

Simons (2000) highlights the fact that a striking example of seeming 

‘Inattentional Blindness’ was discovered as long ago as 1975. Neisser and Becklen 

(1975) developed a paradigm that they termed ‘selective looking’, as an attempt to 

create a visual analogue for dichotic listening (c.f. Cherry, 1953; Broadbent, 1958). 

Within this method, a film was created of a number of people passing a basketball to 

one another superimposed onto another film of other people playing a ‘hand-slapping’ 

game. Subjects were required to attend to one or other of the games. Results 

demonstrated that unexpected events (such as the disappearance of the ball) occurring 

in the unattended stream were not detected. In another study (Becklen & Cervone, 

1983), observers failed to detect an additional person entering and opening an 

umbrella in the centre of the screen, when part of the unattended stream.

Simons and Chabris (1999) followed up these studies with a similar paradigm.

They superimposed on film two sets of players passing a basketball, one dressed in

black and one in white. Subjects were required to count the number of passes made

by either the team in black or the team in white. Whilst this continued, a man in a

gorilla suit entered the frame. Yet again observers frequently failed to detect this
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event, as over a number of conditions approximately 46% missed the unexpected 

event. Simons and Chabris (1999) confirmed that such results were not due to the 

transparency caused when superimposing the film, as they choreographed all the 

events to occur in real time so that a single film could be taken without utilising any 

special effects. These experiments are an entertaining demonstration of selective 

attention. However, as in Mack and Rock’s studies (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & 

Rock, 1992), because of their reliance on explicit and/or retrospective measures they 

leave open the possibility that there may be considerable implicit on-line processing 

of unattended events.

Additionally, in a brain imaging study utilising fMRI, Rees, Russell, Frith and 

Driver (1999) appeared to support the suggestion that observers can be effectively 

‘blind’ to certain aspects of unattended events. Their study involved two 

simultaneously presented stimulus streams, one in red and one in green superimposed 

onto each other, similarly to the stimuli of Rock and Gutman (1981) and Tipper 

(1985) that we discussed earlier. While in the MRI scanner, subjects were required to 

attend to the red stream featuring pictures of everyday items, or the green stream 

which contained words. Results demonstrated that activation specifically related to 

word versus non-word processing (e.g. in the posterior left temporal cortex) 

disappeared when subjects attended to the picture stream, despite the fact that words 

were still presented directly at the fovea. Although this study supports the idea that 

some aspects of unattended items (here word identity) may not be processed, it is 

possible that the null result for unattended words is due to limitations in imaging 

techniques presently available. Moreover, word identification is presumably a higher- 

level process than basic image segmentation.
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Effect of reducing attentional resources on ‘pre-attentive’ processing

Some further research which appears harmonious with many of Mack and 

Rock’s claims (e.g., Mack & Rock, 1998) has involved demonstrations of a 

performance cost in tasks previously thought to be possible pre-attentively, when 

attention is occupied to some extent on a second demanding task. Subjects within 

Joseph, Chun and Nakayama’s (1997) study performed an attentionally-demanding 

central task, within which they had to report the identity of the single white letter 

amongst black letters in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) of 12 letters. This 

task has been previously demonstrated to effectively occupy attentional resources, 

inducing the well known ‘attentional blink’ phenomenon (e.g., Raymond, Shapiro & 

Amell, 1992). During the RSVP task, a visual search array of oriented Gabor patches 

were presented for 150 msecs around the central task, and subjects were instructed to 

detect the single Gabor patch that was at a different orientation to the others. Despite 

this detection of the orientation ‘oddball’ being extremely accurate when performed 

without the concurrent letter task (approx. 94%), it fell to around 60% when subjects 

were also required to identify the white letter. Further experiments confirmed that the 

orientated Gabor-patch search-task used in the task conformed to the standard pattern 

of shallow search slopes, previously described as indicative of a parallel pre-attentive 

processing, when performed as a single task. Joseph et al supported their attentional- 

demand explanation for the results with the fact that 667 ms after presentation of the 

white letter, performance in the search task recovered, suggesting that attention was 

no longer occupied with processing of the target letter. This lag period is expected in 

line with the ‘attentional blink’ phenomena (e.g. see Raymond, Shapiro & Amell, 

1992; Duncan, Ward & Shapiro, 1994). Joseph et al concluded that their results 

suggested that even simple features (e.g., the orientation of Gabor patches, thought to
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be extracted in primary visual cortex) are unlikely to be processed independently of 

attention.

Further evidence suggesting that engaging attention within one task impairs 

performance in another task that had previously been presumed to operate 

independently from attentional allocation was outlined by Ben-Av, Sagi & Braun 

(1992). Similarly to Joseph et al, their subjects performed two tasks, one to occupy 

attentional resources and one to examine whether perceptual grouping could be 

carried out while attention was occupied in this way. While performing an 

attentionally-demanding identification task an array of items simultaneously 

appeared; across a number of experiments these items could be grouped by stimulus 

similarity or proximity into horizontal rows or vertical columns. Subjects were 

required to indicate whether the grouped stimuli were vertically or horizontally 

arranged. Results demonstrated that subjects were poor in identifying the grouping 

while attending to the form identification task.

These experiments illustrate the limitations in making dogmatic statements 

regarding whether certain processing strictly is or is not possible pre-attentively. 

They demonstrate that processing can be ‘attenuated’ by attentional load in certain 

circumstances, in a similar manner to that suggested by Treisman in 1960 (see also, 

Lavie & Tsai, 1994; Lavie, 1995; 2000)

Implicit processing within ^Inattentional Blindness’ paradigms

The suggestion by Mack & Rock (see Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992; 

Rock, Linnett, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998) that earlier investigations 

of so-called ‘pre-attentive’ processing without attention, may not have controlled for 

diffuse attention across the visual scene, nor for the intentional goals of the observer.
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are well taken. On the other hand there are a number of important potential flaws with 

the ‘Inattentional Blindness’ (IB) methodology they have introduced.

Relying on post-display surprise questioning is inherently problematic for studies 

of this type. Subjects could have processed the background grouping on-line, in the IB 

experiments, and yet not recall the information later due to failures of explicit 

memory (e.g. see Wolfe, 1999). Alternatively the critical grouping processes could 

operate at a preconscious level, so that during initial presentation any grouping does 

not reach awareness but is nevertheless encoded (e.g. see, Moore, 2001). 

Additionally, subjects could possess very low-confidence knowledge of the 

background grouping, yet with some versions of Mack et al’s methodology this might 

not be identified, as subjects were not always pushed to make forced-choices between 

distinct alternatives.

It may be more appropriate to measure any grouping that might arise under 

conditions of inattention in an indirect and implicit manner (to eliminate the problem 

of low-confidence or unconscious knowledge), using on-line measures (to eliminate 

the issue of memory problems). The processing measured in this way may clearly 

differ from that assessed with explicit surprise retrospective questioning, as used by 

Mack, Rock and their colleagues. Subjects often remain unaware of the properties 

that affect their behaviour implicitly, yet it still remains vital to assess this processing 

(see Merickle, Smilek & Eastwood (2001), for a recent review of implicit visual 

processing without explicit awareness).

Mack and Rock themselves attempted to address the criticisms involving the 

role of memorial demands, in a number of experiments (Mack & Rock, 1998). Within 

these tasks, subjects completed the cross task parafoveally (as in the experiment 

discussed earlier within this chapter) while a small rectangle appeared at the fovea.
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Immediately after the offset of the cross and original rectangle, a second rectangle 

appeared. This was identical to the first except that it was shifted slightly in location. 

Mack and Rock reasoned that if the first item is fleetingly perceived but then 

forgotten it might nevertheless produce apparent motion attributed to the second 

rectangle. They believed that this was possible as Weisenfelder and Blake (1991) had 

demonstrated apparent-motion perception despite one of the inducing stimuli being 

suppressed due to binocular rivalry. However, most of Mack and Rock’s subjects 

failed to perceive this apparent motion (in fact many did not even perceive the second 

rectangle). Mack and Rock concluded that this was clear evidence that stimuli to 

which subjects are inattentively blind are not fleetingly perceived. However, the fact 

that many subjects did not perceive the second rectangle suggests only that is possible 

that apparent motion cannot be consciously perceived if both stimuli are unattended. 

If this were the case, it would render the method unsuitable for investigating the issue 

at question. Additionally, Mack and Rock used these experiments to argue only 

against one criticism of their original studies (that subjects could have forgotten about 

the experience before being questioned). Their experiments did not address the 

problems with using only direct, explicit methods to examine any implicit processing.

Moore and Egeth (1997) attempted to devise experiments that sought to 

measure grouping processes implicitly, under conditions of inattention. Subjects 

judged the length of two horizontal lines presented one above the other. The 

background consisted of dots that, if grouped by common contrast polarity, should 

induce the standard Muller-Lyer and Ponzo illusions for the extent of each horizontal 

line (see Figure 1.4 for an example stimulus). Results demonstrated that subjects’ 

judgements of line length were biased by the geometric illusion, which was taken to 

suggest inattentive organisation of the background formation. This was despite the
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fact that subjects retrospectively reported little or no knowledge of the background 

organisation, on surprise retrospective questioning of the type used by Mack & Rock 

(c.f. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; 

Mack and Rock, 1998).

Figure 1.4.

Schematic representation of a sample 

trial from Moore & Egeth (1997). 

Subjects Judged which of the two 

horizontal lines was longest. Any 

implicit background grouping should 

bias responses to the top line in this 

example, as the dots group to produce 

the lengthening version of the Muller- 

Lyer illusion for that line.

Moore and Egeth’s (1997) study provides a conceptual advance on standard 

measurements of inattentive blindness, due to the indirect ‘implicit’ on-line nature of 

their measure. But unfortunately their particular stimuli leave open the possibility that 

their results are due to processes other than fully inattentive grouping. For example, it 

should ideally be the case that ‘inattentively grouped’ items are as separate from, and 

as different to, the primary task as possible, thereby preserving Rock and Mack’s 

criteria for preventing dispersal of diffuse attention. Recently it has been shown that 

the more similar a task-irrelevant item is to task-relevant stimuli, the more likely it is 

to be noticed even within a standard IB paradigm (Most, Simons, Scholl, Jimenez, 

Clifford, & Chabris, 2001), presumably due to attention spreading easily to these 

items. The critical background stimuli in Moore & Egeth’s study were the same
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colour and contrast as the lines, so even though the background pattern was not 

accurately reported retrospectively, it is possible that it was not entirely ‘inattended'.

Moreover, the identically coloured dots and line were very close to each other, 

and the dots themselves were close together. The closeness of the inducing dots to the 

target lines (only 0.62 degrees of a visual angle away) attracts criticism based on the 

role of location in IB paradigms (e.g. see Most, Simons, Scholl & Chabris, 2000). 

Moreover, due to the closeness of the dots to each other and their particular contrast 

polarities, it seems possible that rather than true ‘grouping’ by similarity, mere 

blurring at low spatial frequencies could create an elongated ‘line’ connecting the 

black dots, as the contrast between them and the surrounding white dots is so strong, 

and neighbouring dots very close. Finally, in Moore & Egeth’s study, attention was 

drawn in initial instructions to the black and white background dots. This is best 

avoided in studies hoping to measure inattentive processes.

Smith and Merikle (1999) also sought to investigate implicit processing within 

an ‘Inattentional Blindness’ paradigm. Subjects were presented with the standard 

cross stimulus used by Mack and Rock (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 

1992) and a word on each trial. On some trials subjects were instructed to attend to 

the cross and on other trials to the words. They examined the difference in processing 

of attended versus unattended words by introducing a stem-completion task at the end 

of the cross-and-word displays. For this, subjects were required to complete the three- 

letter word stems with the first word that came to mind except words that had 

appeared in the previous displays (c.f. Debner & Jacoby, 1994). Results demonstrated 

that for attended words, subjects successfully completed the task by entering words 

that had not featured earlier. However, for unattended words, subjects consistently 

completed the stems with the words that had been earlier presented. This is clear
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evidence of priming from unattended words in an ‘Inattentional Blindness’ paradigm. 

Moreover, Merikle, Smilek and Eastwood (2001) emphasise that unattended 

information could not be prevented from influencing the stem-completion task under 

the ‘exclusion’ conditions, unlike the effect from attended words.

An additional paradigm that has been used to demonstrate implicit processing in 

the absence of explicit detection is the ‘attentional blink’ phenomenon. Within this 

method subjects typically fail to detect a second target appearing in an RSVP display 

if it appears within approximately 100 to 400 msecs of a first target (e.g. see 

Raymond, Shapiro & Amell, 1992; Shapiro & Raymond, 1994; Shapiro, Raymond & 

Amell, 1994). Results from these experiments have been used to argue that attention 

cannot be immediately re-deployed after successful detection of a target. Thus, 

failures to detect the second target may be analogous in some respects to the other 

failures to explicitly detect stimuli without attention described earlier in this chapter. 

More recently the method has been used to demonstrate that missed items occurring in 

the ‘blinked’ period can in fact be implicitly processed. In a study by Shapiro, Driver, 

Ward and Sorensen (1997), responses to a third target word were facilitated if it was 

related to an undetected second target word, despite the fact that the second target had 

not been explicitly detected. Thus, the meaning of the undetected second target 

appeared to be extracted and prime detection of a related third target. Additionally, a 

study completed by Luck, Vogel and Shapiro (1996) also presented words during the 

‘blinked’ period. Consistent with previous findings of the ‘attentional blink’ and 

harmonious with the ‘Inattentional Blindness’ literature, subjects could not recall the 

words presented during the ‘blinked’ period. However, Luck et al utilised 

electrophysiological measures of brain activity (ERPs) to reveal that the meaning of
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these unattended words had been sufficiently extracted to affect the N400 wave of the 

ERP.

1.3. ‘Change Blindness’

Basic Phenomena

Rensink, O’Regan and Clark (1997) introduced a new paradigm to the field of 

selective attention when they demonstrated the great difficulty observers experience 

when attempting to detect relatively large changes to scenes if the original and the 

changed image were separated by a blank screen for 80 msecs, to produce an 

interrupting flicker. Their research was stimulated by two previous findings. First, 

some evidence suggested that visual short-term memory could not support detection 

of subtle changes to stimuli if the two successive experimental displays were 

separated by blank inter-stimulus intervals (ISIs) of greater than 60-70 msecs (e.g., 

Phillips, 1974; Pashler, 1988). Secondly, research focusing on processing of 

information across a saccade had indicated that change detection was extremely poor 

if the change occurred between one fixation and the next in a location that was not the 

target of the saccade (e.g., Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 

1996; McConkie and Currie, 1996).

Rensink et al. believed that both of these earlier examples of poor change 

detection could be the result of a lack of attentional allocation to the relevant area and 

set out to investigate this suggestion. They devised a paradigm in which a brief blank 

screen intervened between the original and the changed image of a natural scene, 

thereby creating a flicker across the image; consequently this method was dubbed the 

“flicker” paradigm (see Figure 1.5 for a schematic diagram of their method). This
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flicker created a large transient across the whole screen, which was expected to mask 

the smaller transient associated with the change itself. Under normal viewing 

conditions, the local transient caused by the change would exogenously draw attention 

to the changing item, thereby enabling easy detection of any change. By masking the 

transient associated with the change, it was thought that attention would not be drawn 

to the relevant locus. Therefore, if detection of change is dependent on focal 

attention, it will only be detected by a slow ‘serial’ search of all possible change 

locations. In order to assess overall search time, display presentation was iterated 

until response or for a maximum of one minute.

560 msecs

80 msecs

560 msecs

M
560 msecs

Figure 1.5. Schematic example of a trial from Rensink et al (1997).
Subjects were required to detect the change as quickly as possible (note the bar behind the 
diners moves position between the two images).
Within this example, each picture was displayed for 560 msecs and separated by blank grey 
screens displayed for 80 msecs. These were iterated until subjects’ response or for a 
maximum of 60 seconds.

Note that Rensink et al. believed that they were examining similar processing 

to the brief ISI paradigms and the processing across a saccadic eye movement. This 

was due to the fact that the paradigm was similar to the previous manipulations of ISI
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(e.g. see Phillips, 1974), except that the scenes were continuously cycled thus 

avoiding criticisms based on a possibly insufficient presentation time for subjects to 

build up a representation of the two scenes, detailed enough to support change 

detection. Additionally, they conceived their intervening blank screen to be 

analogous in some ways to a saccade, as movement of the eye will produce a transient 

across the retina during a saccade, similar to the flicker in their experiment.

Rensink, O’Regan and Clark’s (1997) study utilised full-colour images of 

natural scenes, which were manipulated in order to create a changed set of images. 

These changes could be an alteration to an item’s colour, its location or its 

presence/absence (see Figure 1.5 for an example). As demonstrated in Figure 1.5 and 

described above, these original and changed images were displayed with a blank 

screen of uniform grey interleaved between them for 80 msecs. These stimuli were 

then cycled repeatedly for a maximum of one minute. Subjects were allowed to freely 

examine the scenes. They were told to press a key as soon as they detected any change 

and then to verbally describe what they believed had changed. The results showed 

that change detection was very poor when a flicker separated the scenes. Scenes were 

alternated many times before observers spotted the change, or the changes were even 

entirely missed. This is despite the fact that changes were large and that once they 

were detected (or pointed out) they appeared trivially easy to see. The obviousness of 

the change once detected is so strong that some observers have accused the 

experimenter of switching on the change only at that point (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark 

& Rensink, 2000)! This obviousness is used by Rensink et al to argue that the flicker 

does not prevent detection of the change due to some general degrading of the image, 

preventing any clear perception of the two scenes.
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Rensink et al (1997) concluded that focal attention was needed to detect 

changes, as preventing the allocation of attention to the locus of change, by masking 

the local transients, apparently resulted in a slow search of all locations. The 

additional evidence that Rensink et al relied on when asserting an important role for 

attention in this phenomenon was that changes in regions they deemed to be of 

‘Central Interest’ were detected more quickly than those at areas of ‘Marginal 

Interest’. Rensink et al defined these different areas on the basis of verbal descriptions 

of the scenes from five volunteers. If three out of the five people mentioned the 

area/item it was deemed to be of ‘Central Interest’ to the picture. Areas of ‘Marginal 

Interest’ were those which none of the five mentioned in their description. They 

argued that the search for change was likely to be determined by top-down processing 

of the areas of interest within the scene, resulting in subjects preferentially attending 

to areas of greatest interest and thereby detecting changes here quicker than in other 

regions.

O’Regan, Rensink and Clark (1999) produced another example of ‘Change 

Blindness’, which was not dependent on an intervening flicker across the entire 

image. They demonstrated that small ‘mud-splashes’, consisting of six small black- 

and-white textured rectangles appearing on the image at the same time as the change, 

led again to poor change detection performance. This was despite the fact that these 

‘splashes’ did not cover the changed area and the image itself was now never 

removed. O’Regan et al argued that this supported their previous findings as the 

small ‘splashes’ should capture attention and thereby prevent it from being drawn to 

the changed location.

These results and others (e.g. see O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996; O’Regan, 

Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 2000) have been used to
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argue that observers’ internal visual representations of the world may be extremely 

sparse. Many of these authors have asserted that only currently attended information 

can be represented, so that despite our subjective perception of a rich and detailed 

environment, much of this perception is an ‘illusion’ (e.g. see Dennett, 1991; 

O’Regan ,1992; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; O’Regan, 1998; 

O’Regan and Noe, 2001). O’Regan (1992) posited that the outside world could act as 

our ‘external memory’. That is, we do not need to represent a large amount of the 

complex visual information around us, as the world continues to exist as we interact 

within it. In a similar vein to this idea, Rensink (2000) suggested that we could have a 

kind of ‘virtual representation’ or our environment; as long as we can access the 

information that we require immediately, we perceive a rich and detailed 

environment. His analogy for this idea is drawn from the way a computer has a 

limited capacity for storing information, yet has access to huge amounts of 

information on the internet, which can be reached immediately as if it was stored in 

that particular computer.

The phenomenon of ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) appears to be analogous in 

some respects to the previously discussed ‘Inattentional Blindness’ (IB) effect. Both 

of these paradigms have utilised explicit measures, which have apparently 

demonstrated that surprisingly little processing is possible outside the focus of 

attention. Whereas IB is related to processing within a single presentation, CB 

research further states that very little information can be brought forward across an 

interruption.
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Further studies of ‘Change Blindness’

The strength of the assertions drawn from initial work on ‘Change Blindness’, 

and the phenomenally compelling nature of the effect, led to other similar 

investigations. Further studies purported to demonstrate that changes might not be 

detected even if attention may be allocated at the site of change (Levin & Simons, 

1997; Simons & Levin, 1998). Within Levin and Simons’ (1997) study, the central 

actor in a simple motion picture display was changed during the cut between scenes. 

Surprisingly, only 33% of the subjects detected this change, even though the actor was 

the main subject in the film. Levin and Simons concluded that even large changes 

occurring at the putative centre of attention are not necessarily detected. 

Furthermore, Simons and Levin (1998) conducted a similar ‘person swap’ experiment 

but this time within real-world situations. For example, unsuspecting subjects were 

approached and asked directions by one experimenter; while the subject answered 

him, two additional experimenters walked between them carrying a door. This door 

occluded from the subject the fact that the original experimenter (who had asked for 

directions) was being replaced by one of the newly arrived experimenters. Again, 

many subjects (8/15) apparently did not notice this change and continued explaining 

the directions to the new person! This result was again interpreted to indicate that 

focal attention was not in itself sufficient to detect change.

It is important to note some potential criticisms of the above studies. For 

example, within Levin and Simons (1997) the switched actors were extremely similar 

to one another; same clothing, age, hair colour and so on. Additionally, neither 

appears for very long. Viewing the actual film makes the result seem less surprising. 

Furthermore, Shapiro (2000) highlights the fact that in both their papers, Simons and 

Levin never actually assess whether attention was directed to the relevant features of
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the scenes. Without this assessment, it is possible that attention is not directed to the 

specific changing area (i.e. the actor’s faces).

A recent further example of ‘Change Blindness’ was reported by Simons, 

Franconeri and Reimer (2000). They appeared to show that the phenomenon still 

occurred even without any form of visual interruption (such as the ‘flicker’, the ‘mud- 

splashes’, the film cuts or the physical occluders described earlier), provided there is 

no rapid transient at the site of a change. Their observers examined full-colour 

photographs of changing images while attempting to detect where the change was 

occurring. However, rather than viewing simply an original and then a suddenly 

changed image, the image graduallv changed. That is, an item that disappeared was 

slowly removed over the course of the 144 frames that comprised each 12-second 

trial. The results indicated that subjects were similarly poor at detecting these 

changes as they were for a condition that mimicked Rensink, O’Regan and Clark’s 

(1997) original flicker study (64% versus 57% correct detections of 

disappearing/reappearing objects and 31% versus 41% for colour changes, 

respectively). Simons et al concluded that ‘Change Blindness’ could also occur 

without a visual disruption, and suggested that this experiment was further proof that 

little visual information is retained from one inspection to the next. However, 

concluding from this experiment that little is represented from one view to the next 

may be problematic. As the changes are gradual, it seems possible that in fact little 

has actually changed from the first time subjects scan the changed item to the second, 

and so on.

As touched on earlier, the studies described above that have investigated the 

phenomenon of ‘Change Blindness’ have all utilised explicit measures to examine 

observers’ processing of change. As discussed above, it is often the case that more
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indirect and/or implicit methods can reveal processing that direct explicit tests cannot. 

It thus remains possible that there is some processing of change within these 

paradigms but it is inaccessible to the subjects’ conscious report. Some authors have 

begun to examine this possibility; their work will be discussed within the next section.

Recent work on putative implicit detection in ‘Change Blindness’

The phenomenon of ‘Change Blindness’ ostensibly provides strong evidence 

that changes made to unattended items are not consciously detected (see Simons & 

Levin, 1997; Simons, 2000 for reviews). Subjects consistently fail to detect relatively 

large changes across a number of different methodologies.

Importantly, all such experiments (e.g.. Levin & Simons, 1997; Simons & 

Levin, 1998; 0 ’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 

2000) typically measure only explicit detection of change. That is, subjects are asked 

to respond deliberately to indicate whether they consciously detect a change in the 

stimuli. As discussed earlier in this chapter, an explicit question of this type may not 

reveal whether unattended changes can be extracted implicitly by the visual system. 

Some recent research has focused on the issue of whether undetected changes may be 

processed implicitly, and the experiments in the present thesis will pursue this further.

Femandez-Duque & Thornton (2000; Thornton & Femandez-Duque, 2000)

claim that subjects, who declare themselves unaware of any change, can show some

evidence of correct implicit localisation and identification of changed items. In their

first studies (Femandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000), observers were presented with a

display of between 8 and 16 vertically and horizontally arranged rectangles, one of

which changed in orientation over the course of two briefly presented successive

displays (see Figure 1.6 for schematic examples of these studies). Subjects were told

to attempt to identify where this change occurred. Their knowledge of the change was
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assessed with a two-alternative forced choice test, in which two rectangles, in their 

original positions, were presented alone. One of these rectangles was the changed 

item; and the other was the item diagonally opposite to the changed rectangle’s 

position. Subjects were required to select which rectangle they thought was the one 

that had changed. Importantly, subjects were subsequently asked to indicate whether 

they had been ‘aware or unaware’ of the change. Fernandez-Duque & Thornton 

(2000) demonstrated that correct judgement of which item had changed could be 

somewhat above chance, even in trials where subjects indicated retrospectively that 

they had not been aware of the change. This was also supported by the fact that, 

despite signalling that they were unaware of the change, reaction time for correct 

selections of the changed item was significantly faster than for incorrect selections.

250 msec

250 msec

250 msec

B.

Figure 1.6. Schematic example of the general design used by Fernandez-Duque & Thornton
(2000) and Thornton & Fernandez-Duque (2000).
A. The changing displays and their timing. The red circle highlights the change, this circle was 

not present in the actual experiments.
B. An example of the response-display appearing immediately after the presentation of the 

experimental displays in Fernandez-Duque & Thornton (2000). Subjects make a forced 
choice decision regarding which of the two rectangles they believe changed.

C. An example response-display from Thornton & Fernandez-Duque (2000), again appearing 
immediately after the second experimental display. Subjects here make a speeded decision 
regarding whether the item is vertical or  horizontal.
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The authors interpreted this to signify that subjects are able to form some 

representation of the changed location without awareness. They suggested that, in 

contrast to previous Change Blindness research, processing of change (albeit implicit) 

may be possible outside the focus of attention.

It should be noted that there is a possible flaw with this study. The main result 

relies on the fact that forced-choice accuracy can be above chance even when subjects 

are reluctant to acknowledge awareness retrospectively. However, forced-choice 

tasks in general usually reveal better performance than judgements of confidence; this 

is expected according to standard signal detection theory considerations. The second 

criticism concerns the possible role of criterion in the subjects’ own retrospective 

judgement of whether they were aware of the change they had just reported on, or 

were just guessing. There is likely to be some degree of variation across subjects 

according to the point at which they declare that they are aware of a change. It is 

difficult to control for this fact, yet it could have the important effect of some ‘aware’ 

trials being incorrectly coded as ‘unaware’ trials, thereby biasing the results to detect 

more ‘implicit’ processing than is actually taking place.

The authors also investigated whether implicit change detection might be a 

result of visual attention being redeployed to the location of the changed item. To this 

end, further experiments required observers to make a speeded identity discrimination 

for a probe item appearing at the location of the change, or in the diagonally opposite 

position. Past studies have consistently shown probe-judgements of this type to be 

faster at attended locations (e.g., Posner, 1980; McCormick, 1997). Results suggested 

that there was no redeployment of attention to the site of the change, as there was no 

reliable facilitation of reaction time for identity discriminations at the locus of the 

change. The authors suggested that this confirmed implicit change detection occurred
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in the absence of visual attention. These results raise a further criticism as this 

particular conclusion is based on a null-result. The apparent lack of attentional 

allocation may simply be due to their particular method being unsuitable of 

insufficiently sensitive to demonstrate this allocation.

Thornton & Femandez-Duque (2000) investigated whether information 

regarding the identitv of the changed item (in addition to its location) can also be 

extracted implicitly. The method for these studies was similar to that discussed 

previously, except that rather than making a forced-choice decision between two 

items, subjects were now required to indicate as quickly as possible whether a probed 

item was horizontal or vertical. As before the probed item was either that which had 

changed or the item diagonally opposite. Additionally, any item probed in the 

position opposite the change could have the same identity to that of the changed 

rectangle in the second experimental display, or the opposite identity. Thus, the effect 

of two manipulations was assessed; probe validity and probe congruency. The probe 

item was valid if it appeared at the changed location and invalid if it appeared in the 

alternative position. Congruency refers to whether the probed item’s orientation was 

congruent with the final orientation of the changed rectangle. In the valid-probe 

condition, the item was always congruent, as it was the changed item itself that was 

being probed. However, when the alternative position was probed (an invalid probe) 

the orientation could be identical (congruent) or the alternative orientation 

(incongruent) to the changed rectangle. Both of these manipulations were examined 

under conditions where subjects indicated retrospectively that they had been aware of 

a change and also when they indicated they were unaware of any change.

Results indicated that responses were speeded for items at the location of a 

change, as subjects were faster to indicate whether the item was vertical or horizontal
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in the valid-probe condition. This suggests attentional allocation to the site of the 

change (in apparent contradiction of the results from the previous study by the same 

authors!). Additionally, there was some indication that subjects might possess some 

implicit knowledge of the “nature” of the changing item. When responding to an 

invalidly cued item (i.e. away from the location of change), responses were facilitated 

if the item was congruent with the changed item in terms of orientation. That is, if the 

cued item was identical to the changed item, responses were more accurate. Note that 

this was the case even for changes that subjects said retrospectively that they had not 

seen. Thornton & Femandez-Duque (2000) concluded that this provides evidence of 

more detailed information than simply the location of a change being detected in the 

absence of awareness.

However, these results raise another criticism regarding Femandez-Duque and 

Thomton’s work. The issue of attentional allocation becomes confused over the 

course of their two papers. The first paper (Femandez-Duque and Thomton, 2000) 

putatively demonstrates that attention is not allocated to the changed region, thereby 

suggesting that any implicit processing occurs in the absence of attention. However, 

within the second paper using the same basic paradigm, attention now appears to be 

drawn to the changing area, as validly-cued items are responded to faster than those 

that are invalidly-cued. The lack of attention allocation at the changing area in the 

first paper was based on a null-effect, so their method may not have been powerful 

enough to reveal attentional allocation. This criticism is supported by the fact that it 

appears attention was drawn to the changed location within the second paper. This 

being the case, detection of the change location even in the first paper could be based 

on attentional processing, rather than the changes being unattended. Additionally, this 

could have implications for their claims that the “nature of the unattended change” is
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implicitly processed (Thomton & Femandez-Duque, 2000). If attention is allocated to 

the changed location, the orientation of the item at that position may presumably also 

be attended. This could result in priming of congment orientations at the invalid cued 

position, without any tmly unattended processing taking place.

Additionally, a further issue concems the displays themselves. The first 

experimental display generally consisted of an equal number of vertical and horizontal 

rectangles; hence a change in the array results in the second display containing an 

unequal number of stimuli types (see again Figure 1.6). This is the case for most 

experiments in the first paper (Femandez-Duque & Thomton, 2000) and for all of the 

experiments carried out in the second paper (Thomton & Femandez-Duque, 2000). 

The effect of the unequal number is that the orientation of the changed item also 

becomes the most common orientation in the second display. This could prime 

responses to the changed orientation, without necessitating the need to invoke implicit 

change detection across the two displays. For example, if the subject is presented 

with a second display containing 5 vertical and 3 horizontal rectangles, they are then 

probed with a vertical item. It seems clear that priming to this vertical item could take 

place from within just the second display, without encoding and comparison of the 

first and second display. Thomton & Femendez-Duque (2000) unconvincingly 

attempt to dodge this criticism by claiming that an unreported control experiment 

somehow ruled this out.

Smilek, Eastwood & Merikle (2000) also attempted to assess whether there 

may be implicit processing of change. In their task subjects searched for a change 

occurring in a flickering visual-search image. The stimuli were created such that a 

change involved the manipulation of a varying number of features. Smilek et al 

discovered that search slopes for detecting changes involving a smaller number of
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features were steeper than those for changes to a larger number of features. That is, 

subjects were much slower to detect smaller changes, and increasing set-size 

exacerbated this. The authors concluded from this that unattended changes were 

being processed, arguing that this guided attention towards the change at a differential 

rate according to the magnitude of the change. They believed that if this were not the 

case, search for change should be uniformly slow and serial regardless of the number 

of feature changes to the target item.

However, this study and its conclusions seem problematic. Smilek et al assert 

that their results demonstrate accumulation of unattended processing of changes 

‘guiding’ focused attention. However, it is conceivable that the results actually show 

something more straightforward. The fact that larger changes were detected more 

efficiently than smaller changes does not necessarily require explanation based on any 

prior implicit processing of the unattended changes. Rather, simply by being larger, 

these changes are easier to detect. They are more likely to be spotted as the subject 

searches the scene. It seems unnecessary to suggest that this is as a result of attention 

being drawn to them through prior implicit processing, especially since it is well 

known that easier discriminations generally lend to flatter set-size functions. 

Moreover, note that the search task used by Smilek et al. (2000) may involve ‘diffuse 

attention’ as discussed and criticised by Mack and Rock (1998).

Williams & Simons (2000) reported further evidence of putative implicit 

change detection. They asked subjects to identify whether a change occurred to a 

novel object that travelled across the screen. While moving, it passed behind an 

occluder. When the item emerged it was identical to before, or changed by a varying 

number of features. Despite explicit detection of change being poor (as expected 

from previous Change Blindness work), analysis of reaction time when subjects
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claimed nothing had changed suggested that there may be some implicit detection of 

change. Subjects were consistently slower to make a ‘same’ response when the item 

had actually changed as opposed to when there really had been no change. 

Furthermore, there was a greater slowing of these responses when the novel object 

was changed by a greater number of features. Williams & Simons’ (2000) 

demonstration is suggestive that subjects may have extracted some information that 

the display had changed.

1.4, Integration of information across saccadic eye 

movements

Visual stability and the role of change detection

Our experience of the visual world around us seems stable, continuous and 

highly detailed. In order to perceive as much as possible from the environment, 

frequent eye movements, known as saccades, are made. These determine what falls 

on to the fovea during fixations, consequently determining which items receive most 

detailed visual perception. Saccades result in a shift in retinal position of everything 

in the visual scene. That is, all of the visual input entirely changes location, yet we 

typically perceive locations in the world as unchanging. This phenomenon raises an 

important question; why is our conscious visual perception not affected by the 

seemingly disruptive consequence of saccades?

One previous account for this is the ‘spatiotopic fusion’ hypothesis (see 

McConkie & Rayner, 1976). This seemingly intuitive proposal suggests that the 

visual system contains a high capacity integrative visual buffer, which combines 

information from successive fixations creating a unified mental image of the scene.
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This buffer could utilise both proprioceptive information (about the position of the 

eye) and/or efference copy information (of the commands from the brain to the 

muscles surrounding the eye) to correct for shifted spatial locations after a saccade.

Early evidence apparently supporting this hypothesis came from Jonides, 

Irwin & Yantis, 1982 (see also, Davidson, Fox & Dick, 1973). They reasoned that an 

integrative visual buffer would enable people to integrate a pre- and post-saccadically 

presented pattern into a single percept, if the stimuli were appropriately aligned. To 

assess this, they devised a task wherein subjects were required to localise a missing 

dot from a 5 x 5 matrix arrangement of dots. This matrix was presented in two 

halves, one half before and one after a saccade, so subjects could only locate the 

missing dot efficiently if they carried forward information from the first fixation and 

fused this successfully with information from the second. Results initially suggested 

that this was an easy task. In addition to choosing the correct position, subjects 

reported that they “saw” a complete image of a 5 x 5 matrix with a clear gap.

Unfortunately the task was easy precisely because subjects were in fact 

exposed to a complete image of the matrix with a missing dot, due to phosphor 

persistence on the computer screen! Irwin, Yantis & Jonides (1983) overturned their 

previous results simply by introducing a tachistoscopic shutter into their apparatus. 

This prevented phosphor persistence, which had been providing visible evidence of 

the previous display. The previous spatiotopic fusion evidence was now obliterated.

Repeated failure to find evidence for spatiotopic fusion across saccades (e.g., 

Pollatsek, Rayner & Collins, 1984; Pollatsek, Rayner & Henderson, 1990; Irwin, 

Zacks & Brown, 1990; Henderson, 1997), plus criticism of past evidence that had 

apparently supported the idea (e.g.. Van der Heijden, Bridgeman & Mewhort, 1986), 

led to a shift in research emphasis towards examinations of what information actually
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was maintained across saccades. Specifically, what are the attributes of any preserved 

information from the previous fixation? The nature of this information is important as 

it may provide insight into how visual stability may be preserved across saccades. 

Irwin et al (1990) suggested that rather than the retinal images from successive 

fixation being fused into an integrated image, they are compared. This comparison 

process must involve some form of short-term memory across saccades, known as 

‘transaccadic memory’. Irwin et al investigated whether transaccadic memory could 

support a comparison with information from the previous fixation. Subjects were 

required to judge what, if anything, had changed in matrix patterns between the first 

and second fixation. The matrices used were similar to those used by Phillips (1974) 

to study short term-visual memory. The second matrix was presented in either the 

same spatial position as the first or in the identical retinal position (but different 

external location) across a saccade. Results demonstrated that there was no significant 

difference in subjects’ performance in the spatial-overlap compared to retinal-overlap 

condition (68% versus 63% correct respectively) and that this level of accuracy was 

comparable with a no-eye-movement condition when the matrix pattern was shifted to 

a new location (76% correct). This lack of significant difference between the two 

saccade conditions versus the no-eye-movement condition lead Irwin at al to conclude 

that transaccadic memory operates on the same principles as normal (i.e, with static 

eyes) short term visual memory.

Irwin and colleagues (Irwin, 1992a; 1992b; Irwin & Andrews, 1996) proposed 

that their studies suggested transaccadic memory operated in a similar ‘object file’ 

manner to the framework proposed by Kahneman & Treisman (1984) for visual 

perception. It is presumed within this theory that an integrated object file (e.g. 

concerning colour, shape and position information about an item), is only formed
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when focused attention has been allocated to the object. Irwin (e.g., 1992a; 1992b) 

believed that in transaccadic memory, the number of object files that can be created is 

limited by the fact that processes operating across a saccade rely on short-term visual 

memory. He suggested, based on his previous results, that only three to four of these 

object files are created and maintained across saccadic eye movements. The 

implication is that visual stability is in fact possible precisely because so little 

information is stored when the eyes move. Instability or a change in the environment 

can only be noticed if it occurs to one of the attended ‘object files’. Thus, rather than 

stability being constructed, it may merely be assumed unless change is detected.

Other studies have suggested that in more complex visual scenes, analogous to 

those we experience each day, it is possible that only one ‘saccade target object’ is 

perceived and brought forward to a sufficient degree to lead to detection of any 

change across a saccade (McKonkie & Currie 1996; Currie, McKonkie, Carlson- 

Radvansky & Irwin, 2000). Currie et al (2000) demonstrated that a small spatial 

displacement of just the previously cued target for the upcoming saccade (saccade 

target object), was detected better than a shift of the whole image (83% versus 73% 

correct detections), even though the latter is obviously a much bigger stimulus 

change. Detection of a shift to the background behind the target object was only 35%.

Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko (1995) also used a change- 

detection task to assess transsaccadic processing. Their stimuli were small 

photographs of everyday scenes. Subjects viewed the first photograph for 2 seconds. 

After this image was extinguished, it was replaced by another which was the same as 

the first or differed from it by the appearance of a new object or the disappearance or 

rotation of an object from the previous picture. This second photograph was 

presented in the same location as the first or shifted sufficiently to force a saccade.
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The subjects’ task was to respond same or different to the second image. Results 

demonstrated that if the second picture moved, thereby forcing at least one saccade, 

change detection rate fell to 55% (it was 87% without an intervening saccade). In 

another study examining change detection across saccadic eye movements. Grimes 

(1996) demonstrated that all of his subjects failed to notice that within his stimuli two 

men swapped hats, of different colours and styles, when this switch occurred during a 

saccade. These transaccadic results have an obvious resemblance to those from the 

‘Change Blindness’ paradigms described earlier.

Problems relating to previous studies of transaccadic integration

It is possible that the nature of the methods used within these studies is a key 

reason why a lack of processing across saccades has consistently been shown. First, 

there are several confounding factors prevalent in these studies of transaccadic 

processing. First, studies are often problematic when they attempt to equate saccade 

and no saccade conditions. The saccades generally are cued, in order to instruct the 

subjects where to saccade to. This is in contrast to no-eye-movement conditions, 

where typically no cue is used. Therefore, it is often the case that attentional 

allocation may be different across the conditions compared. Moreover, in the Currie 

et al (2000) study, the cue used was actually a shift of the saccade target-object. The 

use of this particular cue, in a study looking at detection of shifts, may bias subjects’ 

responses, as on every trial they are made aware of the possible movement of this 

target by the cue (with no corresponding example of movement anywhere else in the 

image during the cues).

The issue of attentional cues raises a vital point. Attentional processes are

intricately bound up with current theories about how much information is maintained

across saccades (e.g., Irwin, 1992a; 1992b; Irwin & Andrews, 1996), as the items that
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appear to be carried forward across the saccade are invariably those that have been 

attended. Items not cued as saccade targets are typically unattended. Therefore, 

evidence of a lack of processing across saccades of non-target objects may be 

analogous to the previously discussed evidence for a supposed lack of processing 

without attention (e.g., Mack & Rock, 1998). This suggests that the extent of 

processing across saccades may previously have been underestimated, as in order to 

measure processing for items that were not attended before and/or after a saccade, it 

may better to use an indirect task and examine implicit processing, rather than the 

explicit measures used to date.

An additional point of interest is that generally all previous studies involve 

viewing the item in the periphery for only one of two fixations in the test. Peripheral 

vision is entirely different from that at the fovea. Perception of spatial frequency, 

colour and form are all different peripherally or parafoveally as compared to on the 

fovea, from the retina onwards. Perhaps integration of such peripheral information 

with the very different perception in the next fixation, when the relevant item(s) are 

now focused on the fovea, will be very difficult for this reason. It would require 

compensating for all the different non-linear factors associated with acuity etc, on top 

of the linear shift of retinal position.

Implicit processing across saccades

Despite the evidence for poor explicit change-detection across saccades, recently 

evidence of implicit change-detection has been suggested within a number of different 

paradigms. Hayhoe, Bensinger and Ballard (1998) have focused specifically on 

processing during ‘active vision’ (see also, Ballard, Hayhoe and Peltz, 1995; Hayhoe, 

2000); that is, examining the functioning of saccades and fixations while subjects
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interact with the environment in order to perform a particular task. The task Hayhoe 

et al have used to examine change-detection in active vision involves subjects copying 

a pattern of coloured blocks (see Figure 1.7). Subjects are required to copy, within 

the workspace area, the pattern displayed in the model by selecting blocks from the 

resource area.

Model

Workspace

A .
Before pick-up

Resource
area

Workspace

B .
After pick-up

Resource
area

Figure 1.7. Example of the two trial types from Hayhoe et al (1998). Subjects are 
required to copy the ‘model’ pattern with coloured blocks from the ‘resource a rea’, into 
the ‘workspace’ whilst their eye movements are analysed.
The two black arrows indicate the direction of the saccade when changes could be made 
to the model.
A -  The saccade from the workspace to the model before selecting the next block.
B -  The saccade from the resource area to the model after picking up the next block.

Their work has revealed that explicit change-detection (for changes occurring 

in the model) during these tasks is surprisingly poor, despite the fact that the model is 

highly relevant to the task that subjects are completing. However, there is some 

evidence for implicit detection of change when subjects’ fixation times on the model
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are examined. This measure revealed that subjects would fixate longer on the model 

area after a change, despite the failure in explicit detection. Furthermore, the length 

of this fixation extension was mediated by the purpose of the particular saccade. For 

example, subjects fixated longer if the changed item has already been indicated as 

being useful to the present task. This was demonstrated by the fact that when a 

change was made to the model after pick-up from the resource area (see Figure 1.7B) 

there was a greater effect upon subjects’ fixation duration, as compared to changes 

occurring before pick-up (see Figure 1.7A). Hayhoe et al interpreted this in terms of 

the fact that the function of the saccade made prior to pick-up was to assess colour 

information in order to select the next block, therefore at that particular point none of 

the blocks are specifically relevant. However, after pick-up, the saccade back to the 

model is performed to assess the correct location to place a particular block, therefore 

any changes in block formation may now interfere with the representation of the 

pattern the subjects have when selecting the correct colour for that particular move. 

Hayhoe et al also manipulated the number of blocks changed and discovered that 

fixations on the model increased as the number of changes to the blocks increased.

Earlier pioneering research carried out by Castiello, Paulignan and Jeannerod 

(1991) compared explicit detection of change with motor performance related to this 

change. They demonstrated that subjects could immediately correct a hand movement 

if they were reaching for an item that was suddenly displaced. However explicit 

detections of this change apparently occurred only later, often 300 msecs after the 

motor corrections had been made. Thus, the authors suggested that awareness of the 

change occurs after the motor system has already processed and reacted to it (see also, 

Castiello and Jeannerod, 1991).
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Hollingworth, Williams and Henderson (2001) also suggested that change 

detection was underestimated by previous methods for studying both ‘Change 

Blindness’ in a flicker paradigm, and also in the examinations of similar phenomena 

within saccadic research (see also, Hollingworth & Henderson, 2000; Hollingworth & 

Henderson, 2002). The task they utilised involved subjects scanning black-and-white 

lines drawings of natural scenes after being instructed that they would receive a 

memory test on them later. They were also told that changes could occur to the 

pictures while they examined them and that they should press a response key if this 

occurred. Results of Hollingworth et al suggested that some processing of changes 

occurred without explicit detection. Their measure of this processing was similar to 

Hayhoe et al, as subjects’ fixation duration was seen to increase when their eyes 

returned to a changed item. This effect was often independent from any explicit 

detection of change. Hollingworth and Henderson (2000) reported a similar effect 

with full-colour 3D images. Further evidence of implicit change detection across 

saccades was suggested by other data from the same research group (Hollingworth, 

Schrock & Henderson, 2001). Within this study there was evidence that saccades 

were faster when saccading towards a changed item than a non-changed item, even in 

the absence of explicit change detection.

Over and above these implicit effects, Hollingworth, Williams and Henderson 

(2001) have argued that even explicit change-detection was actually better than 

reported by other experiments in transsaccadic and ‘Change Blindness’ research. 

They reported 27% overall explicit detection, which they claimed to be above the 

level that subjects would detect if many researchers were correct in suggesting that 

internal visual representations are extremely sparse (O’Regan, 1992; Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997, Rensink, 2000; O’Regan & Noe”, 2001). Furthermore, they
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noted that a significant number of detections occurred some time after the actual 

change (over 1500 msecs later) and that over 90% of these late detections were during 

re-fixations of the changed item. This fact appears suggestive of some relatively 

detailed preserved memory for the scene across fixations, Hollingworth et al stated 

that they believed that “detailed visual information was often retained for a relatively 

long period of time and consulted only when focal attention was directed back to the 

[change]”. This argument is in clear contrast to the proposal discussed earlier for very 

poor internal visual memory being supported by, for example, the ‘external memory’ 

provided by the outside world (O’Regan, 1992).

Furthermore, Henderson and Hollingworth (1999) have examined in detail 

conditions under which changes can be explicitly detected across saccades (see also, 

Hollingworth, Schrock & Henderson, 2001). They examined whether change- 

detection was affected by whether the change occurred in an item that was the current 

target of the saccade, the site of the previous fixation, or another item in the scene. 

Their results suggested that changes were detected better to items that were the target 

of the ongoing saccade. However detection of change (particularly deletions from the 

scene) were also good if they occurred to the previously fixated item (87% versus 

78%). Occasionally, changes were subsequently detected on refixation, as in the study 

discussed above.

Thus, there is some evidence to suggest that those arguing for sparse visual 

representations and poor visual memory, both without attention and across saccadic 

eye movements, may have underestimated the extent of underlying processing, 

especially by failing to consider implicit measures sufficiently.
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Outline of Studies within this Thesis

The work described within this thesis will further investigate the three key 

areas of research outlined within this chapter. That is, the experiments will study 

issues relating to Tnattentional Blindness’, ‘Change Blindness’ and transaccadic 

processing. As discussed in detail earlier, much research into these three areas has 

appeared to reveal that little information can be perceived or brought forward without 

attention and/or across saccades. However, much of this evidence is derived from 

explicit and often retrospective measures. Therefore, a unifying theme within this 

thesis will concern the use of indirect measures, in an attempt to examine whether 

implicit processing can occur in the absence of explicit perception. Furthermore, the 

role of attention in explicit change detection will be thoroughly examined.

The first two experimental chapters examine whether an indirect and on-line 

method can reveal implicit processing of Gestalt visual grouping under conditions that 

appear to conform to Rock, Mack and their colleagues’ (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, 

Kahn & Rock, 1992) criteria for ‘inattention’. Within these experiments, subjects 

complete a central task while an ignored pattern of grouped elements is presented as 

surrounding background to the central stimulus. Background grouping can either be 

congruent or incongruent with subjects’ responses in the task; thus the paradigm will 

examine whether congruency or otherwise of background grouping can effect 

behavioural responses to the primary task. It is predicted that if visual grouping can 

be implicitly processed, subjects should be less accurate and/or slower to respond 

when background grouping is incongruent to the task response. Furthermore, a 

surprise question block at the end of each study will examine whether the stimuli meet 

Mack & Rock’s criteria for ‘inattention’. Subjects should be at chance when
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attempting to answer these retrospective explicit questions regarding the background 

grouping.

Within the third experimental chapter (Chapter 4) the paradigm utilised in 

these earlier experiments will be adapted and extended in order to assess whether the 

Gestalt grouping can be implicitly extracted and compared across a saccadic eye 

movement. That is, subjects will complete a similar task to that previously utilised 

whilst an ignored grouping pattern is simultaneously displayed on the screen. 

However, in order to complete the task subjects must now make a saccade during each 

trial. The same congruency measure utilised earlier will examine whether there is 

implicit processing of any change in the grouping across eye movements. 

Additionally, as in the first two experimental chapters, a retrospective surprise 

question block will also be presented to the subjects at the end of the study.

During Chapter 5 the studies shift topic slightly to address ‘Change Blindness’ 

(CB). The first experiments on this issue examine the role of attention in a standard 

CB paradigm. As outlined earlier, the posited role of attention in change detection 

has been suggested by the faster detection of changes in areas of ‘Central’ rather than 

‘Marginal’ interest (e.g., Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). This appears to be a 

rather circuitous way in which to assert a causal role for attention; thus the 

experiments within this chapter will utilise attentional cues to assess their effect on 

change detection more directly. These cues will either occur before the change (pre

cues), after the change (post-cues) or at the end of the trial (delayed-cues) in an 

attempt to delineate any differential effect of the timing of attentional allocation to the 

locus of change. It is expected that pre-cues will substantially improve change 

detection. Moreover, it is possible that post-cues could also facilitate detection of
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changes, which would demonstrate that internal visual representations are unlikely to 

be as sparse as proposed by many CB researchers (e.g. see O'Regan, 1992).

Chapter 6 continues to examine the role of attention within ‘Change 

Blindness’. In an attempt to further substantiate the claims of Rensink et al (1997) 

concerning facilitated change detection at areas o f ‘Central Interest’, it is hypothesised 

that areas described as being of ‘Central Interest’ could correspond to the ‘figure’ of 

the image whereas areas of ‘Marginal Interest’ could be described as the ‘ground’, 

within the terms of the classical figure versus ground dichotomy (e.g., Rubin, 1915). 

Using simplified displays, this chapter attempts to investigate whether changes are 

preferentially detected in the foreground (or ‘figure’) of the image as compared to the 

background (or ‘ground’), and whether this is due to a spontaneous bias to attend to 

foreground regions. In order to provide a strong test of this proposal, changes to the 

background are physically stronger than those occurring in the foreground. It was 

predicted that background changes will nevertheless be consistently missed in 

conditions that allow spontaneous allocation of attention. However, these background 

changes should become easily detectable once subjects are informed that they should 

attend to the background of the scene, not just the foreground.

The experimental approach in Chapter 7 returns to the examination of implicit 

processing outside the focus of attention using indirect methods. Utilising similar 

displays to those in the previous chapter, the experiment examines whether undetected 

background changes can nevertheless undergo implicit processing. To this end, a 

simultaneous contrast illusion is exploited (e.g.. Rock, 1975), whereby a smaller item 

resting upon a larger background appears to change its own brightness when just the 

background undergoes a change of luminance. This illusion will be manipulated such 

that, in some conditions, when the background changes it can induce the illusory
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impression that a foreground item has changed in brightness. It is predicted that 

subjects will continue to miss the background changes under spontaneous attention 

conditions as in the experiments of Chapter 6. However, implicit extraction of the 

background change would be demonstrated if subjects detect illusory change in the 

foreground, as this illusion could not be perceived without the computation of the 

luminance values of the background. This would suggest that the background 

luminance must be extracted despite changes to it being undetected.

In order to confirm that any results of Chapter 7 are not specific to the 

luminance domain, the final experimental chapter attempts to refine and extend these 

findings to the case of visual motion. Chapter 8 investigates whether background 

motion can be implicitly extracted to produce illusory foreground motion, despite an 

explicit failure to detect the effective background motion. Thus, this experiment will 

take advantage of an induced motion illusion within which observers generally 

perceive a vertically moving foreground dot to move diagonally if the background 

behind it undergoes a horizontal or diagonal shift (e.g. Bacon, Gordon & Schulman, 

1982).
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Chapter 2 

Implicit Measures of Inattentive Visual 

Grouping

Introduction

Many authors have proposed that a fundamental task for our visual system is 

to organise the raw information hitting our retina into coherent elements (e.g., 

Wetheimer, 1923; Rock, 1975; Palmer & Rock, 1994). A central debate within 

psychology has long been the role attention may play in this process (e.g. see, 

Neisser, 1967; Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Julesz, 1981; Treisman, 1982; 1985; 

Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, 

Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Moore & Egeth, 1997; Driver & Baylis, 1998; Mack 

and Rock, 1998). Is attention needed for initial segregation or does selective attention 

operate only (or primarily) afterwards, on segmented units?

Here 1 briefly outline some of the major issues and arguments involved in 

these questions (see Chapter One for a more extensive consideration of the relevant 

literature). Considerable evidence, from visual search and a variety of other ‘object- 

based’ effects, has been taken to suggest that the visual input undergoes fairly 

substantial ‘preattentive’ processing, which allows some initial segmentation prior to 

the direction of attention (e.g.. Driver & Baylis 1989; Duncan, 1984; Duncan & 

Humphreys, 1989; Kahneman & Treisman, 1984, Treisman, 1982; 1985). However, 

Irvin Rock, Arian Mack and their colleagues challenged these established ideas in the
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early 1990’s (see Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & 

Mack, 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998). They reported that, when attention is fully 

engaged elsewhere, there might not even be the simplest segmentation of the visual 

scene.

Evidence taken to suggest ‘preattentive’ processing 

of the visual scene

The Gestalt psychologists argued that the perceiver imposes organisation on 

the perceptual input, resulting in ‘wholes being more than the sum of their parts’ 

(e.g.,Wertheimer, 1923). This organisation was thought to follow certain Gestalt laws 

of grouping. For example, groups were formed for items which were similar, 

adjacent or shared common motion. This has often been assumed to occur ‘early’ in 

visual processing, possibly before any attentional processing. With the scene divided 

into candidate objects, attention might then be allocated more usefully to such 

individual objects within the visual environment (e.g.. Driver & Baylis, 1998; 

Duncan, 1984; Neisser, 1967; Pomerantz, 1981; Pomerantz & Gamer, 1973; 

Treisman, 1982; 1985).

Throughout the 1980’s evidence apparently supporting such ‘preattentive’ 

grouping of the visual scene accumulated. Some of this evidence was from visual 

search paradigms (e.g., Treisman, 1982; 1985; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). For 

example, Treisman (1982) sought to provide evidence that ‘pop-out’ targets (those 

found equally efficiently regardless of the number of non-targets they were hidden 

among, and often defined by one unique distinguishing feature from the distracting 

items) were the result of preattentive organisation of the scene. Reasoning that
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preattentive grouping must direct focused attention if its goal is to identify candidate 

objects for further processing, Treisman (1982) extended her previous feature 

integration theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) to suggest that organising search 

displays into groups should facilitate conjunction search but not feature search, as the 

latter targets were already segmented prior to allocation of focused attention. In 

apparent support of this claim, Treisman (1982) demonstrated that if items (in a large 

set size) were arranged into discrete groups of proximal identical items, search for 

conjunction targets was facilitated. The larger and fewer the groups, the faster and 

more efficient the search. There was no such benefit for feature search. As discussed 

in detail within Chapter 1, ‘feature integration theory’ was subsequently criticised 

from a number of different viewpoints. These criticisms included not accounting for 

the role of similarity between targets and non-targets, and particularly between non

targets also, (see Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Duncan & Humphreys, 1992) and also 

the complexity of features that appeared to be extracted in parallel (e.g. see Davis & 

Driver, 1994; Humphreys & Muller, 2000).

Proponents of object-based visual attention have also supported the existence 

of pre-attentive segmentation of the visual input according to Gestalt principles of 

grouping (e.g., Duncan, 1994; Baylis & Driver, 1993). They suggested that these 

processes result in segmented visual objects to which attention can be selectively 

directed (see Driver & Baylis, 1998; Scholl, 2001 for reviews). For example. Driver 

& Baylis (1989) appeared to demonstrate that attention can be preferentially directed 

to ‘objects’ defined solely by the Gestalt rules of perceptual grouping. Moreover, this 

object-based attentional allocation appeared in some cases to possess a greater 

influence than absolute spatial separation. Within Driver and Baylis’s study, 

distractors that were spatially far from a central target were grouped together with it
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by common motion. As a result of this grouping, these far distractors produced more 

response interference when incongruent than those that were adjacent to the target 

item.

‘Inattentional Blindness’

The arguments outlined above, suggesting that relatively detailed pre-attentive 

processing could segment the visual input, were disputed by Mack, Rock and their 

colleagues in the early 1990’s (see Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, 

Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992). This work was described in detail within Chapter 1, so 

will only be briefly recapped here. Mack and Rock argued that much of the previous 

evidence failed to account for the subject’s intention to search the scene, during a 

typical visual search task and in at least some of the studies on object-based attention. 

That is, as subjects must search the entire scene for a target, all locations may be 

potentially relevant and moreover certain target characteristics are typically primed by 

the task of looking for a particular target. Thus, they concluded that these 

experiments did not assess processing without attention but rather under conditions of 

divided or diffuse attention.

Mack, Rock and their colleagues devised a new paradigm to investigate 

whether processing could occur under true “inattention”, which they believed 

counteracted the intention to search that they thought to be intrinsic to many other 

methods (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992). Within this new paradigm, 

subjects judged which of the two lines of a central cross was slightly longer. This 

task was considered to be difficult and was thereby expected to maintain the subjects’ 

attention on the central item. Surrounding this cross was an irrelevant background 

pattern that could be grouped into various formations according to Gestalt principles 

of grouping. After completing a number of trials of the cross-task, subjects were
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suddenly asked a surprise question regarding the grouping of the background pattern. 

This paradigm consistently revealed that subjects were at chance when attempting to 

answer the explicit surprise questions regarding the background grouping. Thus, 

Mack et al concluded that processing of Gestalt grouping was not possible outside the 

focus of attention, coining the term Tnattentional Blindness’ to define this 

phenomenon.

Possible implicit processing without attention

The work of Mack and Rock (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; 

Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992), despite drawing attention to important flaws 

within previous demonstrations of pre-attentive processing, appears to contain some 

important flaws of its own. As discussed in depth within the Introduction to this 

thesis, retrospective surprise questioning of the type used by Mack and Rock can be 

criticised in a number of ways. First, subjects could forget what they have processed 

before they are asked to report it (see Wolfe, 1999). Alternatively, unattended 

grouping could be processed implicitly, so that it never reaches awareness (see 

Moore, 2001). Finally, low-confidence knowledge might not be assessed with many 

of the methods used by Mack, Rock and their colleagues. Thus, it would appear to be 

more appropriate to measure any processing in an on-line and indirect manner, as this 

would counteract criticisms based on memory problems and also enable measurement 

of implicit processing.

With these criticisms in mind, some more recent work has sought to

investigate whether in fact grouping can be processed under conditions of

‘inattention’ in an implicit manner. Moore and Egeth (1997) produced an interesting

study in which subjects judged which of two lines (arranged with one above the other,

see Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1) was longest. Behind these lines, black background dots
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could be arranged into a formation that would form the Muller-Lyer illusion if they 

could be grouped. Moore and Egeth appeared to demonstrate that these background 

circles were implicitly grouped, as their arrangement affected perception of the two 

lines according to the Muller-Lyer illusion. Furthermore, explicit retrospective 

questioning of the subjects revealed that these stimuli appeared to conform to Mack 

and Rock’s definition o f ‘inattention’ (e.g. see Mack & Rock, 1998).

However, as noted in the detailed discussion of this work in the preceding 

chapter, Moore and Egeth’s study contains some potentially serious flaws. Firstly, as 

stated within Mack and Rock’s criticism of earlier methods, items to be described as 

‘inattentively’ grouped should be clearly separate from and different to the primary 

task; whereas Moore and Egeth’s background dots were the same colour and contrast 

as the task-relevant lines. Furthermore, the closeness of the dots to the lines was such 

that it invites criticism on the basis that proximal location has previously been shown 

to lead to greater processing within ‘Inattention Blindness’ paradigms (see Most, 

Simons, Scholl & Chabris, 2000). Additionally, the dots were so close to one another, 

and the contrast between them and the white dots so strong, that blurring in low- 

spatial frequencies could lead to perception of a solid line connecting the black dots, 

rather than any true grouping by similarity occurring.

A new indirect method to assess inattentive visual grouping

The present experiments use a different indirect, on-line measure of 

background grouping, in an attempt to circumvent the criticisms raised above (see 

also Chapter 1) for the Moore and Egeth (1997) study. The experiments described 

below strove to detect whether observers extract the visual grouping in an ignored 

background organisation, by assessing whether their responses to a central task are 

affected by a change in task-irrelevant background configuration.
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Stimuli consist of a small black and white matrix pattern in the centre of the 

screen, surrounded by coloured circles (see Figure 2.1 below for a schematic example 

of the displays). Subjects’ task is to respond as to whether the target matrix pattern 

stays the same or changes slightly across the course of two successive displays. 

Meanwhile the background circles can be grouped, by colour similarity, into differing 

grouped configurations. These configurations can also stay the same or change across 

the two successive displays, independently of whether the central matrix changes. 

Subjects are instructed to ignore anything on the screen apart from the central matrix. 

The experiment measures whether responses (reaction times and error rates) are 

affected by any change in the organisation of the background circles. For example, 

when the target matrix changes and the background configuration also changes, 

responses (based on reaction times and error rates) might be improved, relative to

Figure 2.1. Schematic example of a possible 
trial from the Experiment 1.

The subjects’ task is to Judge the small 
central matrix pattern. Within the example 
given here, it remains identical across the 
two successive displays. Thus, the correct 
response would be ‘sam e’. If the matrix 
pattern changed, two previously black 
squares would become white or vice versa.

Surrounding the central task, the coloured 
circles are grouped, by colour similarity, 
into vertical columns or horizontal lines. 
Subjects are informed that anything on the 
screen apa r t  from the matrix pattern is 
irrelevant. However, the grouping of these 
circles also changes or remains the same 
during the course of each trial. In the 
example here, the circles have changed in 
organisation. The correct response to the 
matrix (‘same’) is thus incongruent with 
the action of the background grouping.
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when the matrix changes but the background organisation does not (see Figure 2.1 for 

an example of the displays).

Unlike Moore & Egeth’s (1997) study, the background stimuli are dissimilar 

to the central task in colour and form. They are also located away from the central 

task. Any inattentive perception of grouping in these background stimuli is entirely 

inconsequential to the primary task. Finally, any extracted grouping in these displays 

cannot be due merely to blurring at low spatial frequency in monochrome channels, as 

the different colours of the circles used were isoluminant.

In addition to the indirect measure of background grouping, via any influence 

of its organisation on matrix judgements, the following experiments also include 

explicit surprise retrospective questioning, as used by Mack & Rock (e.g.. Mack, 

Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack and 

Rock, 1998). After completing the task described above, an additional surprise block 

takes place, during which questions regarding the background grouping were asked.

For the indirect measure, it is expected that the speed and/or accuracy of the 

matrix judgement (same versus different) may depend on whether the background 

grouping is the same or different across the course of the two successive displays. 

Performance may be improved when the organisation of the background is compatible 

with the responses required to the central matrix, (i.e., they either both remain the 

same or both change). Henceforth any such pattern will be described as a ‘congruency 

effect’. Even in the presence of such an effect, it is possible that subjects will be 

unable to answer explicit questions regarding the background grouping in the final 

block. This would confirm that the background grouping met Mack & Rock’s 

conditions for ‘Tnattentional Blindness’ to this grouping.
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Experiment 1

The following experiment utilises an indirect measure to assess whether 

people are able to extract the visual grouping of an ignored background configuration. 

Observers must judge whether a central matrix pattern stays the same or changes 

slightly across the course of two successive displays. Surrounding this matrix is a 

grid of coloured circles that are grouped by colour similarity into vertical columns or 

horizontal rows. The organisation of these circles can also either change or remain 

the same across the two successive displays. Observers should ignore these circles, as 

they have no relation to the specified central task. Additionally, the matrix is small 

and the central task difficult, which should presumably engage attention at the centre 

of the screen. In order to assess whether background grouping is extracted 

nevertheless, the experimental design seeks any ‘congruency effect’ in subjects’ 

responses to the matrix. That is, it assesses whether subjects are more accurate and/or 

faster when the correct response to the target matches the presence or absence of 

change in the organisation of the background circles; for example, when the correct 

response to the matrix is ‘different’ and the background organisation is also different 

to the previous display.

In addition to this indirect measure, explicit questions regarding the 

background organisation were also included at the end of the experiment, as used 

previously by Mack, Rock and their colleagues (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and 

Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998). After 

subjects completed several blocks of the implicit task, an additional, unexpected, 

block was presented. After performing the central task as before for a few trials.
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questions unexpectedly appeared on the screen asking about the background 

organisation of the previous display.

Subjects

20 subjects were recruited by advertisement: 15 females and 5 males. The 

subjects ranged in age from 1 7 - 3 4  years of age (mean: 22). None of the subjects 

had taken part in any similar experiments and they all received a cash reward for 

participating.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Stimuli were displayed on a Sony Trinitron 12” monitor, run from an Apple 

Macintosh Quandra 610 computer. The task was programmed with Vscope software 

(version 1.2.5, Enns & Rensink, 1992). The experiment was conducted in a darkened 

soundproof booth, with the screen brightness and contrast set to maximum.

Each display consisted of a centrally presented black-and-white 5 x 5  grid 

matrix (the whole matrix measured 0.87 degrees squared), surrounded by an array of 

16 coloured circles (see Figure 2.2). These circles each had a diameter of 0.96 degree 

and were separated by gaps of 0.91 degrees. All the stimuli were presented against a 

grey background, intermediate in brightness between the black and white elements of 

the matrix. Each trial consisted of two successive displays. The coloured circles 

within each display were grouped by colour-similarity into two possible 

configurations. They were either grouped into vertical columns, or into horizontal 

rows. The two configuration-formats appeared an equal number of times throughout 

the experiment. The order of these appearances was randomly determined, within the
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confines that half of the trials involved a change in the background configuration 

across two successive displays, while half did not.

S am e-B ackground
organisation

D ifferen t-B ackg round
organisation

1200 m secs

150 m secs

1200 m secs

B lan k

D isp la y  1

D isp lay  2

Figure 2.2
Schematic examples of two display sequences in Experiment 1. Subjects Judged the central 
matrix (which either remained the same or changed across the course of the two displays), 
while the arrangement of 16 circles surrounding the task independently either remained in 
the same organisation across the trial (vertical or horizontal) or changed in organisation 
(vertical to horizontal, or horizontal to vertical).

Circles were red and green in the first display, changing to blue and yellow in 

the second. The red and green colours used were isoluminant (as measured by 

flicker-fusion within the V-scope software used to run the experiments) as were the 

blue and yellow, to ensure that any grouping was based on colour similarity rather 

than differences in contrast. The constant change in the colours used from the first to 

the second display (i.e., from red and green, to blue and yellow) should control for the 

possibility that a change in background organisation could be detected from just a few 

(or even only one) background circle changing its colour locally. The only systematic 

difference between same versus different background conditions was the critical 

grouped organisation. There was only one format of colour-change mapping in this
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experiment (red to blue and green to yellow) which was not counterbalanced across 

subjects. Full counterbalancing was implemented in later experiments.

The matrix stimuli were based on those used by Phillips (e.g., 1974) to assess 

short term visual memory. Ten 5 x 5 matrix patterns were pseudorandomly created 

with a HyperCard program, in which each cell in the matrix had a 0.5 probability of 

being filled. These original 10 patterns comprise the ‘same’ set of matrices. One of 

these patterns was randomly selected at the start of each trial and repeated in both the 

first and second displays for ‘same’ trials during the experiment. For ‘different’ trials, 

10 additional matrices were constructed from the original set by changing 2 cells in 

each matrix. Within a ‘different’ trial, the first of the two successive displays would 

contain a matrix from the original set and the other display would include its 

counterpart from the second set. Within each block, the 10 matrices from the ‘same’ 

set of stimuli were used at least two times with each of the four permutations of 

background presentation: same background (vertical-vertical or horizontal-horizontal) 

or different background (vertical - horizontal or horizontal - vertical). On one 

occasion a matrix from the ‘same’ set was used in both the first and second displays. 

During the other presentation its counterpart from the ‘different’ matrix set was used 

to produce a changed matrix. There was thus an equal probability of the matrix in the 

second display being the same as or slightly different to the first display.

Design

The experiment used a within-subjects design during the matrix task. Two 

factors {matrix and background configuration) each had two levels. Independently, 

they either remained the same across the two successive displays of each trial, or were 

different. This produced four conditions organised into a 2 x 2 factorial design: same
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matrix/same background, same matrix/different background, different matrix/same 

background, different matrix/different background.

Procedure

The task was to judge whether the black and white matrix was the same as or 

different to the matrix immediately preceding it within each trial. To do this correctly, 

subjects had to compare the two successive central matrix displays in each trial.

A trial began with a blank screen presented for 810 msecs, followed by a 

central fixation cross for 750 msecs. The first display was then presented for 1200 

msecs, replaced by a blank screen for 150 msecs, then followed by the second display. 

The second display remained on the screen until subjects made a key press response 

or for 1200 msecs, whichever came first. The next trial started as soon as subjects 

responded or after they had been timed-out. There were four blocks of 120 trials, 

with the possible conditions randomly intermixed in each. Subjects were told to pay 

attention to the central matrix, ignore any other items and respond as rapidly and as 

accurately as possible. They viewed the screen from a distance of 87 cm.

Once they had completed four blocks of the matrix task, subjects received a 

final additional block of only eight trials. Following the 4̂ ,̂ 7*̂  and 8̂*̂ trials a set of 

two questions were presented on the screen. The first ‘surprise’ question asked 

whether the background circles in the immediately preceding display had been 

arranged systematically. Regardless of the answer given to this, for the second 

question subjects had to make a forced choice between horizontal or vertical 

organisation for the preceding display. Subjects were given an unlimited time to 

make these responses. On the 4th trial in this final block, these questions were 

entirely unexpected, as in the Mack & Rock studies (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and
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Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998). They were 

taken to provide an explicit measure of “inattentive” grouping, in the terms of Mack 

et al (1992). After these first questions, subjects continued making same/different 

judgements for successive matrix stimuli as before. However, they were now aware 

that they could be questioned about the circles, so the identical questions after the 7th 

trial would now be seen as a measure of processing with “divided attention” in Mack 

& Rock’s terms. Finally, on the trial in the final block subjects were told to attend 

to the background circles, providing a ‘control’ question again analogous to Mack & 

Rock (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; 

Mack and Rock, 1998).

Correct answers (i.e. to the preceding display shovm) for the second explicit 

question (‘was the background grouped vertically or horizontally?’) in the final block 

were counterbalanced across subjects. For half of the subjects, the correct answer was 

vertical for the ‘inattentive question’, horizontal for the ‘divided attention’ question 

and vertical for the control question. For the other half the correct answers were 

horizontal -  vertical -  horizontal for the ‘inattentive’, ‘divided attention’ and control 

questions respectively.
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Results and Discussion

On-line performance in the matrix task

Table 2.1 below gives overall inter-subject means (plus standard deviations in 

brackets) of subjects’ mean error rates and mean of median reaction times for each 

condition. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 plot these also. Note that the scales on Figures 2.3 and 

2.4 are large so as to enable direct comparison with the experiments that follow.

Background Organisation
Same Different

RT (msec) ER (%) RT (msec) ER (%) 
647(95) 7(5) 643 (91) 8 ^1)Target

Matrix

Same

Different 656(66) 13(2) 656(67) 8(2)

Table 2.1.
Means of median reaction time (RT) and e rro r  rates (ER) for 
Experiment 1, with standard errors shown in brackets.

2 5  -

20  -

15  -

10  -

5 ^

Same Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.3. Mean error rate
data (%) for Experiment 1

Same Matrix 
Different Matrix
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750  1

7 0 0  -

6 5 0  -

6 0 0  -

5 5 0  "

5 0 0

Same Matrix 
Different Matrix

Same Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.4. Mean of median reaction time 
data (ms) for Experiment 1

Error data were first analysed in a two-way within-subjects ANOVA. This

revealed main effects for target matrix condition, F(l,19)= 12.12, p = 0.003, as

subjects were more accurate in responding to matrices that stayed the same; and of

background organisation, F(l,19)= 10.06, p = 0.005, due to greater accuracy when the

background changed. Critically these two factors interacted, F(l,19)= 18.14, p =

0.0004. Simple effect comparisons revealed a significant difference in response

accuracy to ‘different’ matrices across the two background-configuration formats.

Subjects were more accurate in making ‘different’ responses to the central matrices

when the background organisation also changed (8% errors for the congruent situation

versus 13% for the incongruent; F(l,19)= 21.43, p < 0.001). Note that this

congruency effect could be explained by facilitation for congruent responses or

alternatively that responses are detrimentally altered in the incongruent condition. It

is not clear from the data whether subjects’ performance for ‘different’ matrices
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becomes better when the background also changes or whether the effect is due to a 

worsening during the incongruent trials. Either way, the effect remains a ‘congruency 

effect’ and as such suggests that implicit processing of the background is taking place. 

There was no significant difference in accuracy for ‘same’ matrix responses as a 

function of background organisation, although there was a trend towards greater 

accuracy if the background organisation also remained the same.

The RT data were analysed in the same way. This analysis revealed no main 

effects for the matrix type (same versus different across the two successive displays), 

F(l,19)= 1.55, p = 0.23. There was no main effect for background organisation, 

F(l,19)= 0.14, p = 0.71. The critical interaction between these two factors did not 

approach significance, F(l,19)= 0.24, p = 0.63.

Responses to the Mack & Rock surprise retrospective questions

Question accuracy from the final block is displayed below in Table 2.2.

Results were analysed with Chi-square tests in order to assess whether the number of 

subjects who answered correctly was above that expected by chance. This analysis 

revealed that correct responses were greater than those expected by chance (i.e., 

assuming equiprobable yes/no responses) for the first inattentive question, asking; 

“was the background organised?” (X  ̂ (1) = 7.2, P < .01) but not for the second 

question asking “were the circles vertically or horizontally arranged?” (X  ̂ (1) = 1.8, 

n.s.). Correct responses were also above chance for the first divided attention 

question (X^ (1) = 5, P < .05) but not the second (X^ (1) = 1.8, n.s.). Responses to 

final questions were correct significantly more than chance; X  ̂(1) = 12.8, p < .0001 

for both.
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Condition Question Number Correct 
(individual 
subjects) and %

Inattention Condition Organised? 16/20 (80%)

Vertical / Horizontal? 13/20 (65%)

Divided Attention Organised? 15/20 (75%)

Vertical / Horizontal? 13/20 (65%)

Control Condition Organised? 18/20(90%)

Vertical / Horizontal? 18/20 (85%)

Table 2.2.
Results from explicit question block of Experiment 1

To summarise, the results from the matrix task suggest that the background 

organisation can indeed exert some influence on subjects’ responses in the on-line 

matrix task, with greater accuracy in ‘different’ responses to changed matrices if the 

background organisation also changed. This is despite the irrelevance of the 

background dots and their grouping to the primary task, their distance from the 

matrix, and apparent ‘Inattentional Blindness’ for the nature of their organisation if 

judged with Mack & Rock’s criteria (i.e., on the basis of the surprise retrospective 

question about vertical versus horizontal grouping immediately after a display).

A clear congruency effect was shown for ‘different’ responses in the error 

data. Subjects were more accurate when responding to a ‘different’ matrix pattern 

when the background configuration also changed. There was also a non-significant 

trend for congruency facilitating responses to ‘same’ matrices with subjects slightly 

more accurate to these when the background remained the same. Although there was 

no evidence of a congruency effect in the RT data, the latency pattern did not 

contradict the error data results or suggest that the congruency interaction found in 

error rates was due merely to a trade off between speed and accuracy.
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In order to check that effects from the implicit on-line task were not 

differentially affected by subjects who answered the explicit post-test questions 

correctly, data were split according to how subjects answered the inattentive 

questions. Hence a mixed ANOVA was performed with two within-subjects factors 

(target identity and background configuration) and one between-subject factor 

(correct or incorrect in answer to explicit question) for error and RT data. This was 

done separately for each of the two inattentive questions. This analysis revealed that 

subject group (correct versus incorrect on each inattentive question) did not affect the 

pattern of results in the indirect task. First, there was no interaction between subjects’ 

responses to the first inattentive question (correct versus incorrect) and their pattern of 

errors across matrix format (same versus different), (F(l,18)= .07, n.s.); background 

organisation (same versus different), (F(l,18)= .96, n.s.); nor any three-way 

interaction between matrix and background and answer to the question, (F(l,18)= .34, 

n.s.). Subjects’ RT data likewise showed no differences between subject groups 

(correct versus incorrect) for matrix format: F(l,18) = .27, n.s., background 

organisation F(l,18) = .28, n.s., nor for the critical interaction between these factors 

F(l,18) = .23, n.s.. This was also the case for responses to the second inattentive 

question. The pattern of error rate did not vary in relation to responses to this 

question across matrix type (F(l,18) = .27, n.s.), background format (F(l,18) = 1.03, 

n.s.) or the interaction (F(l,18) = 2.8, n.s.). Additionally, reaction time in the matrix 

task as a function of matrix condition, background or the interaction likewise was 

unaffected by whether subjects were correct or incorrect at identifying the 

organisation of the previous experimental display; F(l,18)= .50, n.s., F(l,18) = .49, 

n.s., F(l,18) = .59, n.s., respectively.

To produce the congruency effects shown in the error data, the organisation of

the circles in the first and second display and any difference between these
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organisations must have been encoded to some extent. This is not consistent with 

Mack and Rock’s original argument (see, Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; 

Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992) that absolutely no Gestalt grouping arises for 

unattended task-irrelevant backgrounds. Subjects can apparently extract colour-based 

organisation properties from the background area to some extent, in a situation that 

seems to pass Mack & Rock’s criterion for inattention.

Admittedly, performance was above chance in responses to the first inattentive 

question, when subjects were asked whether the background organisation was 

arranged systematically or not. This could be taken to suggest that subjects had some 

degree of explicit knowledge about the background configuration (although see later 

experiments in this chapter). However, as both types of background configurations 

were ‘systematically arranged’ in the present study, response to this question could be 

based on sparse awareness that during displays there is some kind of orderly pattern in 

the background. However, this need not be the same as explicitly detecting the two 

different kinds of grouping pattern, and knowing that they either change or do not 

change across trials. There is no claim made here that subjects necessarily do not 

know that there is an array of coloured circles behind the matrix.

Above-chance performance for the first inattentive question (“Were the

background circles arranged systematically?”) could also simply be the result of a

response bias towards answering affirmatively to any question phrased in this way.

Importantly, for the second inattentive question, when subjects were specifically

asked whether the grouping in the previous display was vertical or horizontal, subjects

were at chance. This suggests that the congruency effects demonstrated on matrix

accuracy might not be due to explicit knowledge of the vertical or horizontal

background organisation. It is apparently not the case that the grouping patterns used

in this experiment are more accessible to conscious knowledge, as tested by surprise
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questioning, than those used by Mack and Rock (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 

1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack and Rock, 1998). Indeed, additional 

analysis suggests that the indirect behavioural effects of background organisation on 

matrix judgements did not differ between subjects according to whether they 

answered the explicit questions correctly.

These promising results suggest that further investigation should be carried 

out to assess whether similar congruency effects could be found with other types of 

background configuration. It is possible that the present results might only apply 

when one form of highly ordered grouping switches to another. Experiment 2 was 

carried out to ascertain if background items changing from vertical organisation to a 

pseudorandom non-grouped configuration would also show similar implicit 

processing.

Additionally, in order to confirm that processing of any change in the

background organisation was not confounded by a particularly salient local colour

change (e.g., red to blue or green to yellow) across the two displays, alternative and

fully counterbalanced colour mappings were used in the next experiment. For

example, theoretically it could be the case that, say, red circles changing to blue are

intrinsically more salient than red switching to yellow. Although all colours changed

in each trial regardless of whether the organisation did, the exact number of colours

changing varied across conditions. For example in Experiment 1, when the

organisation remained the same, eight red circles switch to blue and eight green to

yellow. However, in the changed organisation condition this becomes, four red circles

to blue but four red to yellow and so on. Thus, if one form of colour mapping were

more salient, the changed versus same background conditions might be differentiated

by this rather than just in terms of organisation. The previous results could thus be

confounded by the fact that the different colour-mappings affect processing to
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different degrees. Thus, two different colour-mappings were used in the following 

experiments and these were fully counterbalanced across subjects. Half the subjects 

received the same mappings as in Experiment 1 while half received red switching to 

yellow and green to blue in cases where the organisation remained the same instead.

Experiment 2 

Subjects

25 new subjects were recruited by advertisement. It is crucial that new 

subjects were used here (as in the subsequent experiments also) as the ‘surprise’ 

question block at the end precludes the use of any non-naïve subjects. 11 subjects 

were female and 14 male. They ranged in age from 1 7 -3 1  (mean: 24). Subjects 

were paid for their participation and had not taken part in any similar studies.

Apparatus and Stimuli

In general, stimuli remained the same as the previous experiment. However, 

there were several critical differences. The background circles were either grouped by 

colour similarity into vertical lines or arranged into a particular pattern that had no 

overall grouping. An example of this pattern is given below in Figure 2.5. On any 

given trial there was an equal probability of vertical or ungrouped configurations 

being presented in either of the two displays.

To control for any greater saliency of one form of colour mapping versus

another (e.g., red changing to blue, versus red changing to yellow), subjects were

divided into two groups. Each of these groups received a different colour mapping

pattern for the background circles. If the circles remained the same configuration

over both displays, one group (Group A) was presented with red circles switching to
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blue and green ehanging to yellow. The other (Group B) were presented with red 

changing to yellow and green to blue. During background-change trials (i.e., a change 

in organisation), colour mapping was determined by the colour of the top left circle. 

This would change to its counterpart colour (according to the colour-mapping group) 

and the rest of the circles would change accordingly.

D ifferent Background organization

Display 2 

1200 m secs

Blank

150 m secs

Display 1

1200 m secs

Figure 2.5
Schematic example of an 
incongruent trial for 
Experiment 2. Background 
configuration has changed 
across the trial (random to 
columns) but the central 
matrix pattern remains the 
same.

The front panel
demonstrates in close-up the 
new random organisation 
(see Display 1 in figure).

Examples of possible colour mappings in eases where the background changes are 

shown in Figure 2.5. These are the colour mappings for Group A; Group B received 

the reverse. This addition to the design counterbalances the colour changes that are 

presented to subjects.

Procedure

This remained identical to Experiment 1.
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Results and Discussion

On-line performance in the matrix task

Table 2.3 gives mean error rates and mean of median RT with standard 

deviations (in brackets). These, are also plotted below in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.

Target

Matrix

Same

Different

Background Organisation 
Same Different

RT (msecs) ER (%) RT (msecs) ER (%) 
722(221) 6(4) 728 (228) 6(5)

733 (205) 14(4) 718(196) 9(4)

I

25-

2 0 -

15-

l O - ’

5-

Table 2.3.
Mean of median reaction time (RT) and e rro r  rates (ER) for 
Experiment 2.

Sam e Matrix 

D ifferent Matrix

Sam e Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.6. Mean erro r  rate data 
(%) for Experiment 2
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Initially, error rate data were analysed in a mixed ANOVA, with the between- 

subject factor of colour group (Group A versus Group B) and the within-subjects 

factors of correct matrix response (same versus different) and background format 

(fixed versus changed). Colour group did not interact with target identity (F(l,23) = 

.0003, n.s.) nor background configuration ( F(l,23) = .831, n.s.). There was no 

interaction between all three of these factors; F(l,23) = 1.53, n.s.. Error data were 

therefore pooled across colour group for the remaining analyses.

There was a main effect of matrix type; F(l,24)= 34.4, p < 0.0001 (responses 

to a ‘same’ matrix were more accurate), and of background format; F(l,24)= 25.9, p < 

0.0001 (responses more accurate when background changed) and critically these two 

factors interacted; F(l,24)= 23.7, p < 0.0001. Means comparisons revealed that 

responses in ‘different’ trials contributed to this effect. Subjects were significantly 

more accurate on different trials when the background changed than when it remained 

the same, F(l,24)= 61.3, p < 0.0001. There was no analogous congruent effect in the 

‘same’ response error data, F(l,24)= 0.8, n.s..

750-

700-

650-

600-1

550-

500
Sam e Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.7. Mean o f median reaction time
data (ms) for Experiment 2

Sam e Matrix 
D ifferent Matrix
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Turning to the RT data, before further analysis, these were examined in a mixed 

ANOVA to assess whether the two colour mapping groups showed different patterns. 

There were no significant main effects or interactions involving colour group. 

Neither matrix identity (F(l,23) = .0004, n.s.) nor background configuration (F(l,23) 

= .065, n.s.) interacted with colour mapping group. Importantly, there was no three- 

way interaction between colour group, correct matrix response and background 

format in the RT data, F(l,23) = .726, n.s.. Therefore, the data were pooled across 

colour group for all subsequent analyses.

A two-way within-subjects ANOVA on RT data demonstrated no main effect 

for target matrix type; F(l,24)= 0.39, n.s., or background configuration; F(l,24)= 

0.001, n.s., but the interaction between these factors approached significance, 

F(l,24)= 3.9, p = 0.058. Planned means comparisons suggested that this trend was 

due to a tendency for faster responses to a ‘different’ matrix when the background 

also changed, F(l,24)= 3.9, p = 0.064, consistent with the congruency effect in the 

error data.

Responses to the Mack & Rock surprise retrospective questions

The results of the question block are shown below in Table 2.4.

Condition Question Number Correct 
(individual 
subjects) and %

Inattention condition Organised? 12 (48%)

Vertical / Random? 12 (48%)

Divided Attention Organised? 12 (48%)

Vertical / Random? 15 (60%)

Control condition Organised? 18 (72%)

Vertical / Random? 18 (72%)

Table 2.4.
Results from explicit question block of Experiment 2
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Chi square analysis revealed that correct responses did not occur above chance 

for either of the two inattentive questions (X^ (1) == .04, n.s. for both) or the two 

divided attention questions (X  ̂ (1) = .04, n.s, and X  ̂ (1) = 1, n.s.). Subjects were 

significantly correct in both the final control questions (X^ (1) = 4.84, p < .05)

Again additional analysis was performed to assess whether behaviour in the 

on-line matrix task was influenced by whether particular subjects were correct in their 

responses to the explicit questions. Hence an ANOVA was performed with two 

within-subjects factors (target matrix identity and background configuration) and one 

between-subject factor (answer to explicit question, correct or incorrect for each of 

the two inattentive questions) separately for error and RT data from the matrix task. 

There was no interaction between subjects’ response to the first inattentive question 

(“Were the circles in the background arranged systematically?”) and their pattern of 

errors across the different matrix conditions (F(l,23) = 2.11, n.s.), background 

(F(l,23) = .425, n.s.) nor in any interaction between all three factors (F(l,23) = 1.88, 

n.s.). This was also true within the RT data as it did not vary in relation to the 

accuracy of answering the explicit questions for matrix type, background 

configuration or the interaction between these in relation to response to the first 

inattentive question; (F(l,23) = 1.99, n.s.), (F(l,23) = .365, n.s.), (F(l,23)= 1.14, n.s.), 

respectively.

For the second inattentive question (“Were the circles organised into vertical 

columns or into a pattern with no overall grouped configuration?”), analysis of error 

rate according to responses to this question revealed that there was no difference 

according to matrix condition (F(l,23)= 1.856, n.s.) or background configuration 

(F(l,23)= .425, n.s.). However, there was a significant interaction between accuracy 

for the second explicit question and the critical interaction between matrix condition
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(same versus different) and background configuration (same versus different); F(l,23) 

= 4.914, p < .05.

To investigate this interaction further, separate ANOVAs were performed on 

error rates in the matrix task for subjects who answered the second inattentive 

question correctly, compared to those who answered incorrectly (see also Figures 2.8 

and 2.9 which separately graph data for the correct group and the incorrect group).

25  1

2 0 -

15 -

10 ^

5 -

Same Matrix 
Different Matrix

Same Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.8. Mean e rro r  rates (% ) 
in the matrix task of subjects 
answering the second inattentive 
question correctly.

These analyses revealed that subjects who were correct at judging whether the

display had been organised vertically or horizontally showed a significant effect of

matrix type (F(l,l 1) = 5.285, p < .05) and background condition (F(l,l 1) = 16.751, p

< .01) on error rate in the matrix task. They also showed the critical significant
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interaction (that reveals a congruency effect) between target identity and background 

configuration; F( l , l l )  = 39.32, p < .0001. Subjects answering incorrectly to the 

second inattentive question also showed the main effects or matrix identity (same 

versus different) and background condition (same versus different); F(l,12) = 34.267, 

p < .0001 and F(l,12) = 16.691, p < .01 respectively. However the interaction 

between matrix and background was only marginal in this group alone; F(l,12) = 

3.97, p = .068.

25

20

1 0 -

Same Different

Background Configuration

Figure 2.9. Mean erro r  rates (%) 
in the matrix task of subjects 
answering the second inattentive 
question incorrectly.

Same Maffix 
Different Matrix

To investigate this further, responses were examined for the most consistently 

demonstrated congruency effect. That is, facilitated responses to different matrices 

when the background also changes. These simple effects means comparisons
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revealed that both groups (i.e. those either correct or incorrect on the second 

inattentive question) did demonstrate the critical congruency effect for different 

matrices, being more accurate when the background also changed: Both the correct 

group; F( l , l l )  = 76.58, p < .0001 and the incorrect group; F(l,12) = 16.47, p < .001. 

This suggests that a critical congruency effect is present both in subjects who 

answered the second inattentive question correctly, and in those who did not. The fact 

that the interaction was apparently more pronounced in the former may relate to the 

tendency for ‘correct’ subjects to be slightly less accurate in responding to a same 

target when the background remained the same; and ‘incorrect’ subjects to be slightly 

more accurate for these responses when the background remained the same. Neither 

of these partial effects approached significance; F(l, l  1) = .014, n.s. and F(l,12) = 

1.55, n.s. for correct and incorrect subjects respectively.

RT did not differ according to responses to the second question as a function 

of matrix condition (F(l,23) = 1.262, n.s.), background condition (F(l,23) = .025, 

n.s.) or the interaction (F(l,23) = .089, n.s.).

In order to assess whether results were harmonious with those of the previous

experiment, error data and RT of Experiments 1 and 2 were directly compared for the

matrix task. First, error data were analysed in a mixed-design ANOVA containing the

between-subjects factor of experiment (either Experiment 1 or 2), plus the within-

subjects factors of matrix type (same versus different) and background presentation

(same versus different). Experiment did not affect subjects’ behaviour across

different matrix (F(l,43) = 1.955, n.s.) or background conditions (F(l,43) = 3.519,

n.s.) and there was no interaction between all three factors (F(l,43) = .524, n.s.). RT

data were analysed in the same way. Again experiment type did not interact with

matrix type; F(l,43) = 1.463, n.s. or background presentation; F(l,43) = 1.298, n.s..

Importantly, there was no three-way interaction between experiment, matrix condition
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and background type; F(l,43) = 1.476, n.s., confirming that the interplay between 

matrix condition and background type was similar for the two studies.

In summary, the pattern of results concurs well with those of Experiment 1. 

The error data replicate the strongest congruency effect from the previous experiment; 

responses to different matrices are more accurate (and tend to be faster), when the 

background also undergoes a configuration change. The benefit of a changed 

background organisation for responses to different matrix patterns thus seems to be a 

robust effect. It indicates that background organisation may undergo more processing 

than one would infer, following Mack & Rock’s (1998) logic, from the overall chance 

accuracy in response to surprise explicit questions about background organisation.
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General Discussion

The two experiments described within this chapter provide converging 

evidence that some visual grouping processes may operate without attention (at least, 

under conditions of “inattention” as defined by Mack & Rock). Experiment 1 

demonstrated that subjects’ performance in the matrix task was influenced by change 

or continuity in the vertical versus horizontal grouping of background dots, on the 

basis of common colour, when performing the central matrix task. Responses, 

particularly to matrix patterns that changed across the two displays, were facilitated 

by congruent change in the background configuration. This is despite the fact that 

subjects exhibited little or no explicit knowledge of exact background organisation, 

when tested in the Mack & Rock fashion with surprise explicit questions. These 

results were extended in Experiment 2. This experiment showed that the previous 

results were not specific only to particular types of highly ordered grouping, as 

subjects again demonstrated a congruency effect within responses, despite the fact 

that background circles could now be grouped into either vertical columns, or into a 

pseudo-random pattern with no overall ordered colour configuration. Again this 

pattern was primarily found for responses to changing matrices. In this second 

experiment, subjects overall remained unable to correctly answer explicit questions 

about the background grouping after inattentive presentation.

Experiment 2 also counterbalanced the colour changes that occurred within 

each trial. Every circle now changed colour during each trial regardless of whether 

overall grouping alters; this was done in order to prevent any apparent grouping effect 

being actually based on just local change detection in a few or only one circle, rather 

than processing of the entire background grouping. Previously all subjects were
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presented with red circles changing to blue and green circles changing to yellow, 

whereas in Experiment 2 half the subjects had this original colour mapping and the 

other received the opposite; red changing to yellow and green to blue. Results were 

not affected by this manipulation, confirming that the implicit effect in Experiment 1 

was not the result of an exceptionally salient local colour-change specific to one type 

of colour mapping change.

Overall, the results of these two experiments imply that previous evidence 

suggesting that there is no visual segmentation of the scene without attention (Mack, 

Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992) may have 

been over interpreted, as the authors did not take into account possible implicit 

processing. It seems that implicit processing of background grouping may in fact take 

place, as in order to produce the congruency effects seen in these experiments, the 

visual system presumably must extract and process the grouping of the background 

circles in both displays of each trial to some extent. This is in spite of the fact that, 

using Mack & Rock’s criteria alone, it would seem on the basis of the explicit surprise 

questions that no processing of the organisation of the background circles had taken 

place, as subjects were at chance when explicitly judging the grouped configuration of 

the previous display.

There are several outstanding issues still to be clarified. The results thus far 

showed more consistent congruency effects for responses to changing matrices. 

Identifying whether a pattern remains the same appeared to be easier, as shown by the 

main effect of matrix type in error-rate data for both Experiments 1 and 2. During 

both experiments, responses were significantly more accurate to ‘same’ matrices, i.e., 

those that did not change over the course of the two successive displays that
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comprised each trial. Responses to ‘same’ matrices may thus be operating at a near 

ceiling level, which could leave them less influenced by the background condition.

Additionally, results from the explicit question block did vary somewhat 

between the two experiments. For Experiment 2 the pattern of correct responses 

matches those discovered by Mack and Rock throughout their demonstrations of so- 

called “Inattentional Blindness” (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, 

Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998). That is, chance performance for 

the inattentive questions, around chance for the divided attention questions and finally 

above-chance for the final control questions. However, in Experiment 1 there was a 

slightly different pattern. That is, the number of correct responses was above chance 

for the very first inattentive question. This is possibly explained by the nature of the 

patterns used in that experiment. The two alternative types of grouping were always 

arranged ‘systematically’ so that statistically there were more systematically arranged 

grouping patterns in Experiment 1. This could enable subjects to better answer this 

question. This point will be returned to in Chapter 4 when the same grouping patterns 

are again used. Alternatively, this result could simply be the result of a response bias 

within the subjects participating in Experiment 1. Importantly, these subjects were 

not above chance when answering the second inattentive question. Moreover, the 

critical congruency effect was not found more reliably in those who answered the 

inattentive questions correctly in Experiment 1.

However, within Experiment 2 there was some evidence that subjects who 

were correct at the answering the second inattentive question (“Were the background 

circles grouped into vertical columns or arranged into a pattern with no overall 

grouping?”) showed a slightly stronger interaction between matrix identity and 

background configuration condition, although this interaction also approached
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reliability even for the incorrect group. Furthermore, both groups demonstrated the 

critical congruency effect in that both were more accurate to respond to different 

matrices when the background organisation also changed.

The evidence from these two studies suggests some preserved processing of 

background grouping (by common colour) under inattentive conditions. Mack and 

Rock’s criteria for assessing inattentive processing would suggest, on the basis of the 

explicit questions, that the background grouping had not been perceived. However, 

the new indirect on-line test in the matrix task reveals a consistent congruency effect, 

when the change to the target in the central task is compatible with changed grouping 

in the background configuration. It appears that the perception of visual grouping 

without attention may have been underestimated by previous direct questioning 

methods in the “Inattentional Blindness” tradition (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and 

Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998).
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Chapter 3 

Improved Indirect Measures of Background 

Visual Grouping: Manipulating the Distance 

and Duration of Unattended Items

Introduction

Evidence presented within the preceding chapter suggests that some degree of 

implicit processing of visual grouping may take place even under conditions that seem 

to meet Mack & Rock’s criteria for inattention (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 

1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998). The present brief 

introduction to Experiments 3 and 4 will recap the main arguments behind the 

previous studies, as these are also relevant to the experiments within this chapter. 

Furthermore, the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 will be briefly reiterated in order to 

place the new experiments in the necessary context.

Mack et al (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & 

Mack, 1992) asked subjects surprise explicit questions about whether background 

grouping had changed on the immediately preceding trial. Results consistently 

revealed that subjects were at chance when answering such questions. Mack et al 

(Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992) 

claimed that their results suggested that there is no processing of simple Gestalt 

grouping under truly ‘inattentive’ conditions.
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However, the “Inattentional Blindness” paradigm may be limited in its ability to 

measure all processing that could take place for the background grouping. The use of 

direct post-display surprise questioning maybe problematic when attempting to look 

at unattended processing. First, it could miss processing that is forgotten before the 

questions are asked (Wolfe, 1999). Secondly, it may miss processing that subjects 

themselves are not aware has taken place, but can nevertheless affect their behaviour 

on other measures (Moore, 2001). Finally, any low-confidence knowledge may not 

be assessed with this type of explicit questioning.

In Experiments 1 and 2, an indirect method appeared to reveal some 

processing hitherto undetected by the explicit retrospective questioning used by Rock, 

Mack and colleagues (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant 

& Mack, 1992). However a possible problem with both experiments in the previous 

chapter is that, rather than inattentive processing of the whole background grouping, 

subjects might be affected merely by any change in the four circles directly 

surrounding the central matrix (i.e., those nearest to it). Subjects may not have 

necessarily aware of these changes, as explicit questioning did not reveal this 

knowledge reliably, but they might implicitly detect a change close to the central 

matrix, leading to congruent responses without the necessity of inattentively grouping 

the entire background display. Examination of the background configuration of 

displays in Experiments 1 and 2 demonstrates that when the background changes in 

organisation, the four central circles (i.e., those nearest to the central matrix) also 

change accordingly (e.g. see Figures 2.2 and 2.5).

As discussed when criticising Moore & Egeth’s (1997) study (see Chapters 1 

and 2), it is important that ‘inattentively’ processed items should be placed reasonably 

far from the current focus of attention. Most, Simons, Scholl & Chabris (2000)
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recently highlighted the fact that unexpected items closer to the focus of attention are 

more likely to be detected than those further away, in an “Inattentional Blindness” 

paradigm. The problem remains that the proximity to the focus of attention may 

mean attention spreads to supposedly unattended items nearby.

This is particularly problematic for any claims that the entire ignored 

background organisation may be processed implicitly. As touched on above, 

detecting a change of organisation for the four most central dots might still in 

principle produce a congruency effect in results for the matrix task, as a change to just 

these is still ‘change’, which can be either congruent or incongruent with the required 

response to the attended matrix pattern, without necessitating implicit grouping of the 

whole background pattern. To address this criticism. Experiment 3 was carried out. 

This study was very similar to Experiment 2, with only one vital change. The critical 

modification was that the organisation of the background circles was altered so that 

the central four circles, those nearest to the matrix pattern, now never changed in 

organisation, even when the overall background pattern did.
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Experiment 3 

Subjects

Twenty-eight new naïve subjects were recruited by advertisement. New 

subjects were used, as it is extremely important that they do not anticipate the 

questions regarding background organisation in the final block. Fifteen of these 

subjects were female and 13 male. The subjects ranged in age from 1 8 - 3 1  (mean 

24). Subjects were paid for their participation.

Apparatus and Stimuli

The experiment was presented on a Sony 12” monitor, run from a Apple 

Power Macintosh 7500/100 computer. As within the previous chapter, the task was 

programmed with Vscope 1.2.5 software (Enns & Rensink, 1992). The monitor was 

set as before and the experiment was carried out in a darkened soundproof booth.

Stimuli were very similar to those used within Experiments 1 and 2. That is, a 

centrally presented black-and-white matrix pattern (the entire matrix measuring 0.87 

degrees squared) was surrounded by an array of 16 coloured circles, in each of the 

two successive displays. The circles were the same colours as in the previous chapter; 

red and green in the first display, changing to blue or yellow in the second. They 

were also the same size (0.96 degrees diameter) and separated by the same size gaps 

(0.91 degrees). All the stimuli were presented on a grey background, set at an 

intermediate brightness to the black and white elements of the grid matrix pattern.

Circles were grouped by colour similarity into either vertical columns or into a

pseudo-random pattern that had no overall ordered organisation. It is this particular

pseudorandom pattern that provides the key difference between this experiment and
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Experiment 2. The new pattern was created so that the four central circles 

surrounding the matrix pattern never change their organisation during the course of 

the two successive presentations that comprised each trial; see Figure 3.1 below for an 

example of how the new displays made this possible.

D ifferent Background organization

Display 2 

1200 m secs

Blank

150 m secs

Display 1

1200 m secs

Figure 3.1

Example of an 
incongruent trial from 
Experiment 3, showing (in 
close-up) the new pseudo
random background
organisation (Display 1).

Note that the four circles 
surrounding the central 
matrix do not change their 
organisation across this 
trial, even though the 
background organisation 
does as a whole.

Randomisation of matrix type and dot organisation was the same for this experiment 

as for those discussed previously. The two background configurations (vertical and 

non-grouped) appeared an equal number of times throughout the experiment, these 

appearances occurring in a random order. Half of the trials involved a change in 

background configuration across the trial and half did not. Independently of this, the 

central matrices in the two successive displays were the same or different.
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Circles still changed from red and green in the first display to blue and yellow 

in the second. The format of colour-mapping used was counter-balanced across 

subjects (as in Experiment 2). In trials where the background remained the same, half 

the subjects received red circles changing to blue and green to yellow (Group A). The 

other half received the alternative mapping; red to yellow and green to blue (Group 

B). In cases when the background changed in organisation, colour in the second 

display was determined by the colour of the dot in the top left comer of the first 

display, such that if this were red it would change to blue for Group A and yellow for 

Group B; this would then determine the assignment of all other colours, according to 

the particular condition (i.e., whether it was a vertical or non-grouped pattern).

Matrix stimuli were identical to those used previously.

Design

Experimental design remained similar to that of the previous experiments. To 

reiterate, there was a within-subjects design for the matrix task. The two factors 

{matrix and background configuration) had two levels: same or different, as across the 

course of the two successive displays that comprise each trial they could each 

independently remain identical or change. This produced four conditions organised 

into a 2 X 2 factorial design; same matrix/same background, same matrix/different 

background, different matrix/same background, different matrix/different background.
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Procedure

Subjects’ task remained the same as the previous experiments. They were 

required to judge whether the black-and-white matrix was the same as or different to 

the matrix immediately preceding it, on each trial. In order to do this, they had to 

monitor two successive displays that comprised each trial.

As before, at the start of each trial a blank screen was presented for 810 msecs, 

and a central fixation cross then appeared for a further 750 msces. This was 

immediately replaced by the first experimental display for 1200 msecs, followed by a 

blank grey for 150 msecs, then the final experimental display. This final display 

remained on screen for 1200 msecs or until subjects responded, whichever came first. 

The next trial commenced immediately after. Subjects responded ‘same’ or 

‘different’ to the matrix with two different keys on a standard keyboard. Again, there 

were four blocks of 120 trials, in which all conditions were intermingled. Subjects 

received the same instructions as before; namely, to pay attention to the central 

matrix, while anything else appearing on the screen was irrelevant and should be 

ignored. They were also told to respond as rapidly and accurately as possible. 

Subjects again viewed the screen from a distance of 87 cm; this positioning was now 

maintained with a chin rest.

As before, there was a fifth block with the surprise explicit questions. 

Subjects commenced this block believing it to be identical to the previous four. 

However, after the 4̂*̂, 7̂*̂ and 8̂*̂ trials a set of two questions were successively 

presented on the screen. These same two questions were used for each of the three 

presentations. The first asked: “Were the coloured circles in the background of the 

last display arranged systematically?”, the second: “Regardless of how you answered 

the previous question, were the background circles arranged in vertical columns or
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into a pattern with no overall grouping?” . Questions immediately after the 4̂*’ trial 

were a surprise and hence gave an explicit measure of “inattentive” grouping, as 

defined by Mack et al (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, 

Grant & Mack, 1992). During the trials preceding the second pair of questions, 

subjects were now aware that they could be asked about the background organisation, 

thus the second set were taken to be a measure of processing grouping with “divided 

attention”, in Mack & Rock’s terms. Prior to the final questions, subjects were told to 

attend to the circles, this condition was thus viewed as a control measure. Correct 

answers to these questions (i.e. concerning the particular displays shown immediately 

before them) were again counterbalanced across subjects, also including full 

counterbalancing within colour-mapping groups.

Results and Discussion

Online-performance in the matrix task

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 plot the inter-subject means error rates and median RTs for 

each conditions, pooled across colour group. Table 3.1 below gives these data 

numerically (with standard deviations in brackets). As the previous experiment had 

revealed no between-group interactions, data were pooled across colour-group for all 

analyses here.
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Target

Matrix

Same

Different

Background Organisation 
Same Different

RT (msecs) ER (%) RT (msecs) ER (%) 
742(157) 11 (7) 728 (148) 10(6)

730 (143) 20(7) 728 (145) 14(8)

Table 3.1.
Mean of median reaction time (RT) and e rro r  rates (ER) for

1 0 -

Sam e D ifferent

B ackground  C o n fig u ra tio n

Figure 3.2. Mean e rro r  data 
(%) for Experiment 3.

Sam e M atrix  
D ifferen t M atrix

A two-way within subjects ANOVA on the pooled error rate data revealed a 

main effect of matrix, F(l,27)= 28.86, p<.0001, and main effect of background 

configuration, F(l,27)= 50.60, p<.0001. Again these main effects are due to greater 

overall accuracy for responses to ‘same’ matrices and ‘different’ background formats.
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Critically, there was also a significant interaction between matrix type and 

background configuration, F(l,27)= 39.20, p<.0001, indicating some congruency 

effect. Means comparisons revealed that the interaction was the result of greater 

accuracy in responding to a changed target matrix when the background also changed, 

F(l,27)= 103.15, p<.0001 (see red line in Figure 3.2).

750  -

7 0 0 -

6 5 0  -

600 ^

5 5 0 -

500
Same D ifferent

Background Configuration

Figure 3.3. Mean of median RT 
data (msecs) for Experiment 3.

Same M atrix 
D ifferent M atrix

Reaction time data were analysed in the same way. The two-way within 

subjects ANOVA revealed that there was no main effect of matrix format (same 

versus different), F(l,27) = .363, n.s., or background configuration (same versus 

different), F(l,27)= 3.35, n.s.. The interaction between matrix type and background 

was also insignificant, F(l,27)= 2.39, n.s..
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Responses to the Mack & Rock surprise retrospective questions

Results of the three sets of questions in the final block are given in Table 3.2. Chi 

square analysis found that correct responses to the two ‘inattentive’ explicit questions 

were not above chance; (1) = 1.286, n.s., (1) = .571, n.s.. Responses during

divided attention approached a significant level; X  ̂ (1) = 3.571, p = .06 for both. 

Subjects were significantly above chance for the final control questions; X  ̂ (1) = 

14.286, p < .0001, X  ̂(1) = 9.143, P < .0001.

Condition Question Number Correct 
(individual 
subjects) and %

Inattention condition Organised? 17/28 (60)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 12/28 (43)

Divided Attention Organised? 19/28 (68)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 19/28 (68)

Control condition Organised? 24/28 (86)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 22/28 (79)

Table 3.2.
Results from explicit question block of Experiment 3

Analysis was carried out as before to assess whether there was any 

relationship between the behavioural pattern in the matrix task and whether subjects 

were correct in answering the retrospective questions. For the first inattentive 

question, there was no effect of accuracy for this question in matrix performance as a 

function of matrix type (F(l,26)= 2.431, n.s.), background configuration (F(l,26)= 

1.496, n.s.) or in the interaction (F(l,26)= ..412, n.s.). Likewise, no effect involving 

RT to the first inattentive question was found in the matrix error rates; for matrix
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(F(l,26)= .588, n.s.), background configuration (F(l,26)= .261, n.s.), or for the 

interaction (F(l,26) = .19, n.s.).

Answers to the second inattentive question also did not interact with any term 

in the error data: F(l,26)= .115, n.s.; F(l,26)= .113, n.s.; F(l,26)= 1.059, n.s. 

respectively, and likewise for matrix RT data: F(l,26)= .906, n.s.; F(l,26)= 1.496, 

n.s.; F(l,26)= .412, n.s. respectively.

To assess whether the pattern of results was indeed the same for this 

experiment as in Experiment 2 (which had differed in having changed organisation for 

the four dots nearest to the central matrix), the results of the two experiments were 

directly compared. Error data from the matrix task were analysed in a mixed design 

ANOVA, containing the between-subjects factor of experiment (2 versus 3) and 

within-subjects factors of target type and background presentation. This revealed no 

significant difference in any term between the two experiments. Neither across target 

matrix conditions: F (1,51) = .083, n.s., background conditions: F (1,51) = .172, n.s. 

nor in the interaction between target and background configuration: F (1,51) = .149, 

n.s.. Thus Experiments 2 and 3 found very similar results in error rates; subjects were 

significantly more accurate to respond to different matrices when the background 

configuration also changed.

Similar analysis of the RT data revealed that experiment type did not interact 

with the effect of the two target matrix conditions: F (1,51) = .072, n.s., nor with 

background condition: F (1,51) = 0.172, n.s.. However, there was a significant 

interaction between target matrix, distractor and experiment: F(l,51) = 6.387, p < 

0.05. Within Experiment 2, the interaction between target and distractor format 

approached significance within the RT data (e.g. see Figure 2.7), suggesting a 

possible congruency effect. However, there was no congruent interaction between
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target and distractor on the RT measure in the present study, although a congruency 

effect was found for error rates.

We can therefore conclude that, even with the important modification of the 

central dots (so that any change in grouping now depended only on outer dots), results 

still suggest that some inattentive grouping of the background configuration is taking 

place. This is revealed in the congruency effect in the error data. The statistical 

pattern of the error data here concurs well with that of the previous experiment. 

Responses to a changing target are significantly improved in accuracy if the 

background also changes.

Despite the concordant pattern of Experiments 1, 2 and 3, which all found 

congruency effects, in error rates, from background grouping, under conditions of 

“inattention” in Mack & Rock’s terms, a possible criticism remains. There was a 

rather lengthy presentation time for each experimental display. It is conceivable that 

during the 1200 msecs duration, subjects could attend to the background or even 

move their eyes to look at it. This might seem unlikely, given that responses 

concerning the background configuration were typically at chance on explicit 

questioning. Nevertheless, any effect of decreasing display duration was examined in 

the next study. Decreasing display time might also have the effect of increasing the 

perceptual Toad’ of the matrix task. It has previously been found that high load tasks 

(those that are more demanding to the subject) can reduce or obliterate certain types 

of inattentive processing for additional distractor stimuli (e.g. see, Lavie, 1995). In 

order to check that our results remain valid with a shorter duration, a modified version 

of Experiment 3 was now carried out with a display time of only 200 msecs.
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Experiment 4 

Subjects

There were 24 new subjects: 12 male, 12 female. Ages ranged from 19 to 33 

(mean: 23). All were naive of the purpose of the experiment and received cash 

reward.

Apparatus, Stimuli and Design

These remained identical to those used in the last study.

Procedure

The only alteration was that the display duration of the initial experimental 

display was reduced to 200 msecs.

Results and Discussion

On-line performance in the matrix task

Table 3.3 below gives means of error and median RTs for each condition, 

pooled across colour group. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 plot these data graphically for error 

and RT respectively. Again all data were pooled across colour-group for analysis.

The new error data were analysed as before. The two-way within subjects 

ANOVA revealed a main effect for target type: F (1,23) = 62.237, p < .0001, for 

background configuration: F (1,23) = 11.508, p < .005 and critically, a significant 

interaction was replicated: F (1,23) = 7.663, p = .011. The main effect of target
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matrix was due to responses to ‘same’ matrices being more accurate and the main 

effect of background was a result of more accurate performance during ‘different’ 

background formats. Planned means comparisons revealed that the critical interaction 

was again due to a significant difference between responses to different matrices over 

the two background formats. As in each of the three preceding experiments, subjects 

were significantly more accurate for changed matrices when the background also 

changed: F(l,23) = 17.420, p < .001.

Analysis of the RT data revealed no main effect of target matrix (F(l,23) = 

.722, n.s.), no effect of background condition (F(l,23) = 1.217, n.s.) but a marginal 

interaction between the two factors (F(l,23) = 3.127, p = .0903). This unexpected 

effect was due to responses to ‘same’ matrices being faster when the background 

configuration changed; F(l,23) = 4.776, p < .05.

Target

Matrix

Background Organisation 
Same Different

RT (msecs) ER (%) RT (msecs) ER (%) 
Same 547(134) 9(7) 542(99) 9(7)

Different 546 (128) 24(8) 548 (100) 19(8)

Table 3.3
Mean RT and ER for Experiment 4 pooled across colour group.
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Sam e M atrix  
D ifferen t M atrix
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B ackground  C o nfigu ra tion

Figure 3.4. Mean E rro r  Rates (%) for ail subjects of 
Experiment 4, pooled across colour group.

750 1
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E
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Same Matrix 

Different Matrix

550 -
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Sam e D ifferen t

B ack g ro u n d  C o nfigu ra tion

Figure 3.5. Mean of median RT (msecs) for all 
subjects of Experiment 4, pooled across colour group.
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Responses to the Mack & Rock surprise retrospective questions

Responses to the explicit questions are given below in Table 3.4.

Condition Question Number Correct 
(individual 
subjects) and %

Inattention condition Organised? 12/24 (50)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 10/24 (42)

Divided Attention Organised? 16/24 (67)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 16/24 (67)

Control condition Organised? 17/24 (71)

Vertical/Non-grouped? 19/24 (79)

Table 3.4.
Results from explicit question block of Experiment 4

Chi square analysis demonstrated chance performance for all the questions 

except for those in the control condition. Subjects could not correctly answer either 

of the “inattentive” questions better than chance (X^ (1) = 0, n.s. and (1) = .667, 

n.s.) nor those deemed to be investigating “divided attention” in Mack & Rock’s 

terms (X^ (1) = 2.667, n.s. for both). For the final questions, performance became 

above chance; X  ̂(1) = 4.167, p < .05 and X  ̂(1) = 8.167, p < .01.

Subjects who answered the first inattentive question correctly did not differ 

from those that were incorrect, in the magnitude of influences upon error data in the 

matrix task according to matrix type (F(l,22) = 1.470, n.s.), background format 

(F(l,22) = .658, n.s.), nor any interaction (F(l,22) = 1.502, n.s.). This also applied to 

the RT data, for matrix type (F(l,22) = .005, n.s.) , background format (F(l,22) = 

3.834, n.s.) and the interaction (F(l,22) = 1.719).
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Within the error rate data there was, surprisingly, an effect for the matrix 

condition according to whether the subjects answered the second inattentive question 

correctly or incorrectly (F(l,22) = 4.652, p < .05). Examination of the means revealed 

that this was caused by the group who later answered the question correctly being 

more accurate when responding to ‘same’ matrices rather than those that changed 

across the trial (8% versus 24%). The group who were incorrect on the second 

inattentive question were also more accurate for ‘same’ matrices, but the magnitude 

of the change was somewhat smaller (10% versus 19%). Note that the main effect of 

target matrix itself regards processing at the focus of attention, rather than of the 

‘inattended’ background; therefore this result was not judged to be relevant to whether 

subjects answering the explicit questions correctly knew more about the background 

grouping, and thus was not considered further. Additionally, both groups (correct and 

incorrect at answering the second inattentive question) showed an effect of target 

matrix on accuracy in the matrix task in the same direction (i.e., more accurate for 

‘same’ matrices); it was only the magnitude of the effect that varied. There was no 

variation according to answers to this question as a function of background format 

(F(l,22) = 3.626, n.s.) for the error data. Importantly, being correct or incorrect for the 

second inattentive question did not interact with the critical interaction between target 

matrix and background (F(l,22) = .447, n.s.) within error data. Answers to the second 

inattentive question (i.e., correct versus incorrect) did not affect RT data as a function 

of matrix condition (F(l,22) = 1.073, n.s.), background condition (F(l,22) = .038, 

n.s.) or the interaction (F(l,22) = .0179, n.s.).

Results were compared with Experiment 3 to assess whether the pattern of results 

was similar. The mixed ANOVA carried out on the error data demonstrated that 

experiment did interact with target condition; F(l,50) = 10.663, p < .01. This is
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merely down to reduced overall accuracy in Experiment 4, consistent with the 

reduced display duration. There was no interaction between experiment and accuracy 

across background conditions; F(l,50) = .099, n.s.. Importantly, the overall 

relationship between target and background conditions did not interact with 

experiment; F(l,50) = .010, n.s., for the three-way term.

Comparable analysis performed on the RT data revealed that the two experiments 

did not differ in results as a function of either target or background conditions; 

F(l,50) = 1.014, n.s. and F(l,50) = 1.046, n.s. respectively. Neither was there an 

interaction between all three factors; F(l,50) = .304, n.s..

Overall, the pattern is strikingly similar to that found previously: in particular, 

significantly more accurate responses to a different target when the background 

changes.
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General Discussion

The two experiments described within this chapter corroborate and extend the 

results from Chapter 2 that had suggested extraction of background Gestalt grouping 

by common colour under conditions of “inattention”. The design used within these 

experiments was extremely similar to that of Experiments 1 and 2. This design 

exploits an indirect method for assessing whether ignored background grouping can 

be extracted, by assessing whether it affects subjects’ error rate or RT data in a central 

matrix task. Surprise explicit questions are used at the end of the experiment to 

establish whether the background grouping is indeed an Unattended’ stimulus, as 

defined by Mack, Rock and their colleagues (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 

1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998).

The results of these two experiments were, for the most part, harmonious with 

those of the previous chapter. There was clear evidence that the background- 

organisation condition (same versus different across two successive displays) affected 

performance for the central target matrix differentially across its two conditions (same 

versus different). Specifically, subjects were consistently more accurate to respond to 

a different matrix when the background organisation also changed. This congruency 

effect like that found for the experiments within the previous chapter.

These similar results were found despite the fact that important improvements 

were made to the experimental design within this chapter. In order to confirm that the 

evidence for apparently implicit processing of background grouping did not rely 

solely on processing of those circles nearest the central matrix. Experiment 3 

introduced a methodological improvement to the design within which the four 

background circles nearest to the focus of attention never changed in organisation
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throughout the experiment. This important alteration enables the method to evade the 

criticism that previous results could be based on processing of only the nearest dots. 

If this had been the case, interpretation of the data in terms of inattentive grouping of 

the entire background configuration would have been problematic. Critically, results 

of Experiment 3 were consistent with those found in the previous two studies, even 

though any change in background organisation now depended on the outer dots.

There was a further modification in Experiment 4, as the presentation time of 

the first display was now greatly reduced (from 1200 to 200 msec). This was done in 

order to investigate whether background processing can still occur during a 

presentation time that should be too short for any eye movements, and probably for 

any attentional shifts also. Results confirmed that the processing of background 

grouping shown within the first three experiments (as revealed by the congruency 

effect on error-rates) was not dependent on the longer display times used previously. 

With the initial display presented for only 200 msecs, results remained remarkably 

similar in Experiment 4 compared to the previous studies.

These results, and those of Chapter 2, provide evidence that there can be 

processing of background grouping under conditions that satisfy Mack & Rock’s 

criteria for “inattention”. This is in contrast to the claims of Mack et al (Mack, Tang, 

Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992) who initially 

claimed that when attention was focused centrally, no processing of visual grouping 

arose. Mack and colleagues reached their conclusions by assessing only what 

“inattentive” subjects could explicitly reveal retrospectively in a ‘surprise’ question 

block. Explicit questioning within the present paradigm confirms that subjects 

perform much like those in Mack & Rocks’ studies (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and 

Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992; Mack & Rock, 1998), as they appear
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unaware of the grouping pattern of the previous display when this assessed by 

surprise explicit questioning. Therefore, if one only relied on Mack & Rock’s explicit 

test, it would appear as if subjects did not process the background grouping within 

these present experiments. However, the new indirect measure of any impact on 

performance in the matrix task, reveals that some processing of background grouping 

must have taken place.

Mack and Rock (1998) themselves more recently altered their previously 

stringent position on inattentive processing (c.f. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 

1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992). They now concede that some implicit 

processing of unattended stimuli may take place, after carrying out some studies 

themselves using an indirect measure to attempt to measure this type of processing 

(see. Mack and Rock, 1998). Utilising priming as their indirect measure, they 

demonstrated that subjects appeared to extract some information from inattended 

elements. For example, their subjects completed three-letter word stems significantly 

more often with a word previously presented in the background of their difficult line 

judgement task. As in their previous studies, subjects denied perceiving anything in 

the background whilst judging line length, when tested with explicit surprise 

questions. However, Mack & Rock (1998) did not assess implicit processing of 

visual grouping and as Moore (2001) points out, they did not entirely change their 

position in the light of their priming studies, as their book (Mack & Rock, 1998) still 

states:

“...Result[s] would appear to underscore the conclusion that these kinds of grouping, 

which for so long have been assumed to occur automatically, that is, preattentively, in 

fact require the active engagement of attention”
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The experiments discussed within the last two chapters also extend and 

support the studies of Moore & Egeth (1997). The present paradigm avoids the 

drawbacks of their study as the stimuli used for these experiments seem to correct 

important problems with Moore & Egeth (1997). For example, the unattended dots 

are a different colour to the central matrix task and the critical grouped configuration 

is also quite far from the focus of attention (see Experiment 3 and 4 in particular). 

The equiluminant colour of the dots and their distance from each other also avoids 

any possibility that the grouping is a result of blurring into a solid percept at low 

spatial frequencies, as was a possible problem in Moore & Egeth’s (1997) study. 

Despite improving the stimuli, these experiments still reach a similar conclusion as 

Moore & Egeth (1997); that there can be some inattentive implicit encoding of visual 

grouping in the absence of explicit knowledge.

In Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 the pattern of reaction time data varied 

slightly from that found before (c.f. Experiment 1), as subjects were not speeded when 

responding to ‘same’ matrices during congruent displays but if anything tended to be 

so during incongruent ones (within Experiment 4). However, the critical congruency 

effect on error rates for different matrices was never compromised by any speed- 

accuracy trade-off. Throughout the four experiments, responses were significantly 

more accurate to changed matrices when the background organisation also changed. 

Additionally, as RT effects did not generally reach significance it appears that these 

are not crucial to the current effects.

This series of consistent results in overall accuracy (see the between- 

experiment analyses), repeatedly suggesting some preserved inattentive processing of 

visual grouping, suggests that this particular same/different congruency paradigm 

could be fruitfully adapted to measure other types of processing. For example, it could
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easily be adapted to measure any implicit processing of other forms of background 

Gestalt grouping, beyond similarity by colour.

The next chapter extends the paradigm to examine whether changes in 

background organisation may be extracted across saccades. Studies of perception and 

processing across saccadic eye-movements have produced an intriguing record of 

results. It appears that when a person makes a saccade (which we generally do up to 

five times every second in daily life), very little information may be carried forward 

from the previous fixation (see Chapter 1 & Irwin, Zacks and Brown, 1990; Pollatsek, 

Rayner and Henderson, 1990; Grimes, 1996; McConkie and Currie, 1996; Currie, 

McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 2000), at least explicitly. It may seem 

difficult to reconcile this initially with our phenomenal perception of a seemingly 

stable and perceptually rich environment. How is this possible if the visual input 

consists merely of individual snap shots, overwritten with each new fixation? The 

same/different congruency measure introduced in the matrix task here, which revealed 

preserved implicit perception of background grouping without attention, might 

conceivably demonstrate analogous background processing even across a saccadic 

eye movement. The following chapter will examine this possibility.
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Chapter 4

An Indirect Measure of Background Grouping 

Carried Forward Implicitly Across Saccadic

Eye-Movements

Introduction

The new paradigm introduced within the previous two chapters, to study 

grouping for unattended backgrounds, raises the possibility that this method could 

also be useful in measuring other types of implicit visual processing of backgrounds 

across saccades. Just as some experimental evidence has been taken to suggest that 

background visual grouping was not perceived explicitly without attention, much 

evidence suggests that very little information may be preserved explicitly across a 

saccadic eye-movement (e.g. see, Irwin, Zacks and Brown, 1990; Pollatsek, Rayner 

and Henderson, 1990; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 

1996; McConkie and Currie, 1996; Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 

2000). As discussed within Chapter 1, the link between attention and eye-movements 

may be close, as many authors have suggested attentional causes for poor processing 

across saccades (e.g., Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997) and indeed there is also 

evidence that the control of saccades and the control of covert visual attention may be
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based within the same or overlapping structures in the brain (e.g. see Kustov & 

Robinson, 1996; Corbetta, 1998).

The evidence suggesting that processing across a saccade is poor, with little 

information brought forward from the previous fixation, may seem counterintuitive 

given our phenomenal perception of a stable and perceptually rich visual 

environment. If very little information is preserved from one fixation to the next, it 

seems extraordinary that we subjectively believe that most of our surrounding visual 

environment is perceived simultaneously. Most previous studies examining how 

much information is preserved across saccades have utilised explicit methods (e.g., 

Grimes, 1996; Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 2000). Therefore it 

is possible that, just as an indirect measure can reveal implicit processing of 

unattended visual grouping as within Chapters 2 and 3, an indirect measure might also 

reveal processing across a saccadic eye-movement that cannot be shown with explicit 

methods.

Integration of information across saccades and 

problems with past studies

Research on the integration of information across saccades was outlined in 

some detail within the Introduction of this thesis, consequently this work will only be 

briefly summarised here. Much of the work within this field has reported that 

apparently very little information can be usefully maintained from one fixation to the 

next (e.g., Irwin, Zacks & Brown, 1990; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson & Troscianko, 

1995; Grimes, 1996; McKonkie & Currie, 1996; Currie, McKonkie, Carlson- 

Radvansky & Irwin, 2000). For example, Currie et al (2000) appeared to show that
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the entire background behind a small attended ‘saccade target object’ could shift 

during a saccade and yet subjects would be at chance in detecting this large change.

Given the seeming scarcity of information that can be maintained between 

fixations, it appears puzzling that our subjective visual experience is so rich and 

stable. In fact, the particular experimental measures used within many transaccadic 

experiments could be an important reason why so little processing seems to occur. 

One such reason is certain imbalances between saccade and no-saccade conditions 

within the previously mentioned studies. Within the saccade condition, saccades are 

usually cued in order to inform subjects where to saccade towards, whereas no cue is 

used in conditions with no saccades. Thus, it appears that attentional allocation may 

differ across the conditions. Furthermore, the result of this cueing is that items whose 

processing does appear to be carried forward across saccades are invariably those that 

have been attended. Thus, the lack of processing across saccades can be seen to be 

analogous to the processing without attention discussed within the previous two 

chapters. It also suggests that transaccadic processing may have been underestimated 

due to the reliance on explicit measures in previous studies. With this in mind. 

Experiment 5 was carried out to assess whether the grouping of unattended elements 

in the background can exert congruency effects on a matrix task even across an 

intervening saccade. Furthermore, Experiment 5 avoids some of the problems 

discussed in Chapter 1 concerning situations requiring information viewed in the 

periphery during one fixation to be integrated with information at the fovea in the next 

fixation, as within the present experiment the processing examined always concerns 

unattended items in peripheral vision so that the average eccentricity from the fovea 

remains the same across the saccade.
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Utilising the same/different congruency measure to assess 

transaccadic processing

The same/different congruency paradigm introduced in the previous two 

chapters may circumvent many of the criticisms discussed above (see also Chapter 1) 

for previous experiments on visual processing across a saccade. In Experiment 5, the 

small task-relevant matrix will shift (thereby forcing a saccade) from the far left of the 

background circles in display one, to the right of them in display two; but the distance 

between the matrix and the nearest circles will remain identical (see Figure 4.1 below 

for a schematic example of a possible trial). It therefore enables the average distance 

between the focus of attention (which should be on the matrix) and the background 

items outside the focus of attention to remain the same across the two displays of each 

trial. Although the target matrix will be on different sides of the dot configuration 

from one display to the next, the experiments in the previous chapter have confirmed 

that the congruency effects are due to grouping the whole configuration, therefore the 

side of the stimuli should not matter.

D iffe ren t B ackground o rganization

D isplay 2

B ank

Display

Figure 4.1.
Schematic example of 
a trial from 
Experiment 5.
The matrix shifts 
position in Display 2 
relative to Display 1 
(the shift is identical 
in each trial), forcing 
subjects to saccade 
from left to right. 
Meanwhile, the 
background circles 
either change in 
organisation (as 
demonstrated here) 
or remain in the 
same pattern
(analogous to the 
previous four
experiments).
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Secondly, the target matrix task should always be at or near the fovea and the 

background circles will always be in the periphery (and their average eccentricity will 

be held constant). This should go some way towards controlling for any lack of 

integration being explained by qualitative differences between foveal and extrafoveal 

vision.

Additionally, as in Experiments 1 to 4, attention is never drawn to the 

background stimuli by the matrix task itself. Therefore, the results may provide a 

fairer measure of what can be processed across a saccade, rather than merely being a 

measure of how attended items versus unattended items are differentially processed 

across a saccade, as previous work on transaccadic integration may have often 

mistakenly assessed.

Finally and most importantly, the present congruency paradigm provides an 

indirect measure, enabling the investigation of implicit processing. Many of the 

previous transaccadic studies, discussed in detail in Chapter 1, did not assess whether 

there was any implicit processing of the uncued/background items across saccades. It 

remains possible that visual stability is supported by relatively detailed implicit 

processing of the surrounding environment which is more extensive than revealed by 

explicit measures. Experiment 5 will examine this possibility.
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Experiment 5

The experiment described within this chapter adapts the methodology of 

experiments from the previous chapters, in order to study whether unattended 

background visual grouping can be processed and brought forward even across a 

saccadic eye movement. The task was analogous to that used previously; subjects 

were required to judge, as quickly and as accurately as possible, whether the small 

black-and-white matrix pattern remained the same or changed across the course of 

each trial. The experimental stimuli were extremely similar to those used in the 

experiments within Chapter 2 and 3. The same matrix patterns were utilised and the 

organised circles had the same colours, positioning and spacing as before. These 

circles were organised as in Experiment 1. That is, they were grouped by colour 

similarity into vertical columns or horizontal rows.

The important difference was that the matrix pattern now shifted predictably 

from the left side of the screen to the right during the two successive displays that 

comprised each trial (see Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Therefore, in order to judge whether 

the small matrix pattern remained the same or changed slightly across a trial, subjects 

were required to saccade from the first matrix position to the second during the blank 

between displays. Piloting confirmed that it was not possible for this task to be 

carried out accurately without fixating each of the small matrices.

The indirect measure of whether any implicit processing of background 

grouping (and any change in this across the two successive displays) is taking place 

remained identical to before. That is, results sought a differential effect in subjects’ 

responses for the matrix task (error rates and/or RT) according to whether the matrix 

condition (same versus different) was congruent or incongruent with any change in
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the background grouping condition (same versus different). Surprise explicit 

questions were also used in an additional block at the end of the main body of the 

experiment, as in the previous chapters and as in Mack & Rock’s influential studies 

on “Inattentional Blindness” (e.g., Mack & Rock, 1998).

Subjects

Twenty-four brand new subjects (7 male: 17 female) were recruited by 

advertisement; all were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment and had not taken 

part in any of the previous studies. Ages ranged from 18 to 28 years of age (mean: 22 

years).

Apparatus and Stimuli

The experiment was now run from a Power Macintosh G3 computer and the 

task was programmed with Psyscope 1.2.5 software (Cohen, Provost, MacWhinney & 

Flatt, 1994). The display monitor remained identical to the studies in the previous 

two chapters and the experiment still took place in a darkened soundproof booth.

The stimuli themselves were identical to those used within the previous 

studies of this thesis, with certain important exceptions. Exactly the same matrix 

patterns and the same size, position and colour of background circles were all 

repeated. However, in order to assess whether configuration of the background 

circles (i.e., whether this changed or remained the same) could be implicitly processed 

across a saccadic eye-movement, several changes to the stimuli were implemented. 

First, the small matrix patterns were no longer presented at the centre of the screen. 

In the first display the matrix now appeared on the horizontal midline of the screen 

but 0.6 degrees to the left of the column of circles furthest to the left. In the second 

display it now reappeared (still on the horizontal midline) 0.6 degrees to the right of
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the rightmost circle column. See Figure 4.2 below for layout of the stimuli. The shift 

required between these two positions (as measured from the centre of each matrix), 

and thus the length of any saccade between them, was 10.4 degrees. The initial 

fixation cross was now presented in the same position as the centre of the first matrix 

pattern (i.e., the far left of the display).

D ifferent Background organization

Display 2 

1200 m secs

Blank (witli frame 
guide)

150 m secs

Display 1 

200 msecs

Tim e

Figure 4.2. Schematic example of a trial from Experiment 5.

Subjects must compare the matrix pattern in the first and second display, by making a 
saccade to its second position (shown by the black frame).

The figure shows an incongruent trial, as the matrix pattern remains the same, but the 
background organisation changes.

Note that the circles and the matrices were identical in size to those used previously; the 
difference between this diagram and those in previous chapters is simply to include the 
entire screen in o rder  to show the new positions of the matrices, ‘outside’ the background 
dots.

Initial piloting suggested that the matrix task was extremely difficult for subjects now

that the matrix shifted position across successive displays. To ease task demands, and

guide the saccade from one matrix to the other, a black frame the same size as a
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matrix pattern was placed in the position of the second matrix during the blank period 

between displays. This served as a saccadic target for the subjects and improved 

performance to a workable level.

The matrix pattern always moved from left to right. This predictable 

movement made the required saccade clear and thus the task easier (and should 

presumably reduce any spatial interference in subjects’ responses; for example, 

minimising any tendency for subjects to respond on the left-most key when the final 

target is on the left of the screen and vice versa for the right).

As mentioned earlier, the background circles themselves remained the same as 

in previous experiments, with the same dimensions, positioning and colours. The two 

types of grouping selected for this experiment were the same as those used in 

Experiment 1. That is background dots were grouped by colour similarity into 

horizontal columns or vertical rows. This form of colour grouping was selected, as it 

appeared that it had previously provided slightly clearer results. In Experiment 1 

there was a trend for a congruency facilitation in both matrix conditions (same versus 

different), whereas in subsequent experiments the benefit was mainly found for 

responses to changing matrix patterns.

Circles still changed colour in every trial (from red and green in the first 

display to blue and yellow in the second). Colour mapping was again 

counterbalanced across subjects; that is half the subjects received red to blue and 

green to yellow (in cases where the organisation of the background dots remained the 

same), and the other half received the opposite mapping.
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Design

Overall experimental design remained the same as that used for most of the 

previous experiments in this thesis. That is, for the matrix task there was a within- 

subjects design with two factors {matrix condition and background configuration 

condition). These two factors each had two levels: they could each independently 

either remain the same across a trial, or change to become a different matrix or 

configuration. These two levels operated independently within each factor. Hence, 

there were four conditions organised into a 2 x 2 factorial design: same matrix/same 

background, same matrix/different background, different matrix/same background, 

and different matrix/same background.

Procedure

Subjects’ instructions regarding the matrix task were similar to those of the 

previous experiments. They were again told to respond, as quickly and as accurately 

as possible, to whether the target matrix had changed across the course of the two 

successive displays in each trial. Key press responses remained the same. The 

instruction to ignore anything on the screen apart from the small target matrices was 

repeated. Additional instructions explained to them the need to follow, with their 

eyes rather than head movement, the shift in position of the matrix from the far left to 

far right of the screen (to the position marked by the blank outline square).

The timing of experimental events from Experiment 4 was re-used in an 

identical sequence: blank screen for 810 msecs; fixation cross for 750 msecs: first 

display for 200 msecs; blank (but with the small frame to guide saccades, as 

mentioned previously) for 150 msecs: second experimental display for 1,200 msecs or
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until response. Due to the greater difficulty of this task, subjects practised 24 

randomly chosen trials before starting the main experiment. This also gave the 

experimenter a chance to check by observation that they were performing the task 

correctly; for example, not moving their head to follow the target but reliably 

saccading. There were now five blocks of 120 trials.

The final block with surprise explicit questions now came after the fifth block 

of the matrix task. The surprise questions appeared, as before, after the 4̂ ,̂ 7^ and 

trials. Each set of questions was identical to those used in the first experiment. Each 

first question (after the 4̂*̂, 7̂  ̂ and 8**̂ trials) asked “Were the coloured circles in the 

background of the last display arranged systematically?”; the second question asked 

“Regardless of how you answered the previous question, were the background circles 

arranged into vertical columns or horizontal rows?”. The questions after the 4̂*̂ trial 

were again taken to be an explicit measure of “inattentive” background grouping as 

defined by Mack, Rock and their colleagues (Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn and Rock, 

1992; Rock, Linnet, Grant & Mack, 1992). Questions appearing after the 7̂  ̂ trial 

were analogous to Mack et al’s ‘divided attention’ condition, as subjects were now 

aware that they could be asked about the background. Finally, subjects were told to 

monitor the background before the final explicit questions and hence this was seen to 

be a control measure examining the ease of judging the background grouping 

explicitly with full attention.

As for each previous experiment, the correct answers to the second question of 

each set (i.e., the preceding display shown) were counterbalanced across subjects. For 

half the subjects the correct answers would be vertical-horizontal-vertical and for the 

other half horizontal-vertical-horizontal. Subjects viewed the screen from 80 cm, 

position and distance were maintained with a chin rest.
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Results and Discussion

On-line performance in the matrix task

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 graph means of error rate and median RTs respectively; 

see Table 4.1 for the corresponding numerical means and standard deviations. Error 

data were analysed in a two-way within-subjects ANOVA. This revealed no main 

effect of background organisation type: F(l,23)= 1.530, n.s.. However, there was a 

main effect of target matrix type: F(l,23)= 4.713, p < .05. Responses to matrices that 

remained the same across the two displays were more accurate. Critically, these two 

factors significantly interacted once again: F(l,23)= 4.310, p < .05. This arose 

because when the target remained the same, subjects were significantly more accurate 

when the background also remained the same: F(l,23)= 5.797, p < .05; while there 

was no such effect of background status within responses to the different matrices; 

F(l,23)= 0.279, n.s..

2 0 -

5 -

S am e M atrix  
D ifferen t M atrix

Sam e D ifferen t

B ackground  C o nfigu ra tion

Figure 4.3. Mean error rate (% ) for
all subjects o f Experiment 5.
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Target
Matrix

Same

Different

Background Organisation 
Same Different

RT (msecs) ER (%) RT (msecs) ER (%) 
580(118) 13 (8) 585 (120) 15 (10)

614(102) 18 (9) 611 (104) 17(8)

700  -

550̂

Table 4.1
Mean of median RT and e rro r  rates for Experiment 5, with 
s tandard  deviations

S am e M atrix 
D ifferent M atrix

D ifferent

B ackground C onfiguration

Figure 4.4. Mean of median RT (msecs) for 
all subjects of Experiment 5.

RT data were analysed in the same way. This analysis revealed there to be no 

effect of background organisation: F(l,23) = .089, n.s. but a main effect of matrix 

type: F(l,23) = 24.45, p < .0001. There was no interaction between the two factors: 

F(l,23) = 1.83, n.s..
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Responses to the Mack & Rock surprise retrospective questions

Table 4.2 below gives the results of the explicit questioning block. 

Unfortunately data for two subjects were lost due to computer failure so explicit 

question data were saved only for 22 subjects.

Condition Question Number Correct 
(individual 
subjects) and %

Inattention condition Organised? 18/22 (82)

Vertical / Horizontal? 14/22 (64)

Divided Attention Organised? 17/22 (77)

Vertical / Horizontal? 13/22 (59)

Control condition Organised? 16/22 (73)

Vertical / Horizontal? 14/22 (64)

Table 4.2
Results of explicit question block for 
Experiment 5.

Chi square analysis demonstrated that a larger number of subjects than 

expected by chance were correct in answering the first inattentive question; (1) = 

8.909, p < .01 but not the second; (1) = 1.636, n.s.. Subjects were again above 

chance for the first question under divided attention conditions; X  ̂ (1) = 6.545, p < 

.01 but not the second; X  ̂ (1) = .727, n.s.. Finally subjects were above chance at 

answering the first control question; X  ̂ (1) = 4.545, p < .05 but again not above 

chance when specifying what the grouped pattern was; X  ̂(1) = 1.636, n.s.. Note that 

for the first time in this series of experiments, subject fail to correctly answer the final 

control question at above chance levels. This suggests that completing the matrix task
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with an intervening saccade effectively prevents explicit processing of the 

background, even when subjects are told to attend to this region.

Correctly answering the first inattentive question versus incorrectly answering 

it, did not interact within the matrix task data with the influences of matrix type 

(F(l,20) = .930, n.s), background configuration (F(l,20)= .065, n.s.) , nor with the 

critical interaction between target identity and background condition (F(l,20)= .317, 

n.s.) within the accuracy data. This was also true in the RT data, with no interaction 

between correct versus incorrect responses to the first inattentive question with effects 

of matrix type (F(l,20)= 3.142, n.s.), background configuration (F(l,20)= .717, n.s.) 

nor the three-way interaction (F(l,20)= .029, n.s.). For the second inattentive 

question, there was likewise no effect of answers to the questions on error data in the 

matrix task as a function of target matrix type (F(l,20)= .894, n.s.), background 

condition (F(l,20)= .936, n.s.) and no the interaction between the two (F(l,20)= 

2.590, n.s.). Similarly, there was no effect according to whether subjects were 

correct at answering the question within the RT data across matrix type (F(l,20)= 

1.105, n.s.), background format (F(l,20)= 3.802, n.s.) and the interaction (F(l,20)= 

.604, n.s.).
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General Discussion

The evidence from Experiment 5 suggests that some information regarding the 

grouping of the background dots may be preserved even across a saccadic eye 

movement, at least implicitly, as revealed by a congruency effect on the error data in 

the matrix task. This implies that subjects must to some extent process and preserve 

information about the organisation of the circles before and after their eyes have 

moved.

This suggestion that information regarding the grouping of unattended 

background items may be processed and retained across a saccade appears to contrast 

with many other studies of transsaccadic processing, which have claimed that very 

little background processing is integrated across saccades (e.g., Blackmore, Brelstaff, 

Nelson & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; McConkie and Currie, 1996; Currie, 

McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 2000). For example, within the study 

conducted by Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin (2000), subjects were 

below chance in explicitly detecting that the entire background of the image had 

shifted from one fixation to the next. This contrasted with the fact that subjects 

explicitly detected change to a ‘saccade-target object’ with ease. Currie et al 

interpreted their results to suggest that a key reason visual stability is preserved is due 

to the fact that any anomaly across saccades is only detected if it occurs to the 

saccade-target objet. Other changes are not perceived and thus the visual system in 

effect presumes stability rather than constructing it, at least for unattended stimuli.

However, within their study Currie et al (2000) may have compared 

processing of attended items versus unattended items across a saccade, as the saccade- 

target object was cued in order to show subjects where to saccade to, thereby
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presumably also attracting attention to that item, whereas the background items in 

their study were probably outside the focus of attention. The problem of comparing 

attended versus unattended items is common within previous work examining 

processing of information across saccades, as often items that subjects must saccade 

towards are cued (e.g., Irwin, 1992; Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 1995; Irwin & 

Andrews, 1996). This means that results of the previous studies could have been 

biased towards finding integration across a saccade only of information that has been 

cued. Within Experiment 5, this problem was circumvented by designing the study 

specifically to examine whether unattended items may be implicitlv processed across 

a saccade, as revealed by indirect measures.

Results revealed that grouping of the unattended background items must 

indeed have been extracted, and carried forward across the saccade that intervened 

between the two successive displays, to produce a clear congruency effect within 

subjects’ error rates. This experiment thus supports the results of the previous two 

chapters and extends their conclusions to transaccadic processing. Implicit processing 

of the ignored background grouping patterns appears to occur not only across a blank 

in static displays (e.g. see the preceding two chapters) but is also possible across a 

saccadic eye movement. Additionally, within Experiment 5, subjects remained at 

chance when attempting to answer the control question regarding the precise 

organisation of the preceding background display. Subjects have been told to attend 

to the background prior to this question yet still fail to correctly identify the 

background organisation, suggesting that whilst making the saccade to complete the 

matrix task, they are unable to attend to the background. Thus, the processing of the 

background circles revealed with indirect measures is extremely likely to be taking 

place in the absence of attention.
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A number of other studies have also attempted to use implicit measures in 

order to assess how much information may be processed and maintained across a 

saccadic eye movement. For example, Henderson, Pollatsek & Rayner (1987) 

demonstrated that information about a peripherally presented object must be 

transferred across a saccadic eye movement as its identity primed responses during 

the next fixation. Other studies have demonstrated that longer fixations are made to 

objects that have been changed during a saccade, suggesting some implicit knowledge 

of the change despite the failure to explicitly detect that change (e.g., Hayhoe, 

Bensinger & Ballard, 1998; Hollingworth, Williams & Henderson, 2001).

The present experiment also matched the average position of items from one 

fixation to the next. In many previous studies (e.g., Irwin, Zacks & Brown, 1990; 

Pollatsek, Rayner & Henderson, 1990) items which the subjects must judge across a 

saccade are seen in foveal vision in one display but in peripheral vision in the other. 

As mentioned earlier, there are many differences between foveal and peripheral 

vision. Within this study, the unattended items were always viewed with peripheral 

vision, and their average eccentricity was held constant, which could help to balance 

the information perceived within each fixation.

The pattern of results for this experiment was somewhat different compared to 

the preceding four. Whereas previously the most consistent congruency effect that 

had been demonstrated concerned greater accuracy for a changing target when the 

background configuration also changed, here subjects were more accurate when 

responding to a target that remained the same when the background also remained the 

same. The most important point is that this form of congruency effect still indicates a 

degree of processing, and of carrying forward, for the task-irrelevant background 

grouping, even across a saccade. The change in pattern could be due to the greater
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task difficulty produced when the target matrix shifts and the saccade is required. In 

the previous experiments responses to ‘same’ matrices were always more accurate 

than those to matrices that changed. This may be evidence of performance operating 

at a level near to ceiling in the same-matrix condition, thereby minimising any 

influence from background condition on matrix accuracy. However, within the 

present experiment ‘same’ responses were now more difficult and hence may become 

more vulnerable to influence from background format. Moreover, the change in 

location for the matrix within each task, during the present experiment only, may have 

lead to some default tendency to respond different rather than same, effectively 

reversing which response is ‘marked’ in comparison with the previous studies of this 

thesis that used an otherwise similar paradigm.

Turning to the explicit retrospective questions (as used by Mack & Rock (e.g. 

1998)), the high percentage of correct answers for the first inattentive question here 

repeats the findings of Experiment 1. It might be due to the fact that both background 

formats are ‘systematically arranged’, as they were also in Experiment 1 but not in 

Experiments 2 - 4 .  By contrast, it seems clear that there was no distinct explicit 

knowledge regarding the exact nature of the background organisation (i.e. grouped 

into columns versus rows), at least as measured by retrospective questions, since even 

in the ‘control’ question subjects were at chance overall when attempting to report the 

previous displays’ arrangement. In fact it appears that explicit knowledge of the 

background circles remained poor in this study even when subjects were told to judge 

this in advance (in the trial prior to the final set of questions in the additional question 

block). The requirement for a saccade may explain why explicit knowledge was 

lacking even for the ‘control’ question in the present study.
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In sum, this experiment provides initial evidence that unattended visual 

grouping patterns can be extracted, and some information about their grouping 

brought forward, from one fixation to the next, transaccadically. This processing does 

not seem necessarily to be accessible to explicit knowledge, as it was not revealed in 

the question blocks, but instead may operate only implicitly. This suggests that many 

previous experiments may have underestimated transaccadic processing, as their 

evidence relied on explicit methods. Here clear evidence for implicit inattentive 

processing being carried forward between one fixation and the next was observed.
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Chapter 5

The Role of Attention in Change Blindness’: 

Precueing and Postcueing Studies

Introduction

The experiments described within the previous chapters assessed whether 

visual grouping can be processed implicitly without attention. Five experiments 

utilising a same/different congruency paradigm demonstrated that some background 

grouping could be extracted, as changes in ignored background grouping patterns 

consistently affected accuracy when subjects were required to make an incongruent 

response to the central task. These findings seem potentially relevant to the recently 

researched phenomena o f ‘Change Blindness’ (see Chapter 1 for review; also Simons, 

2000; Simons & Levin, 1997), which is the term coined to describe the great difficulty 

that people have in identifying large changes to a visual scenes if an interruption (e.g., 

a blank screen) is inserted between the original and the changed image (e.g., Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997). There are several reasons to suggest a possible link 

between ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) and the work in earlier chapters here on processing 

of inattended background visual grouping. First, both the method used in the previous 

chapters and that within the standard CB paradigm concern changes occurring across 

an interruption. The experiments described thus far within this thesis suggested that 

observers were able to extract and maintain, across the blank, unattended items to 

some extent, albeit implicitly. Conversely, many authors have argued that the CB
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phenomena indicates that observers cannot extract and maintain sufficient information 

from the first experimental display to support change detection if the changing item is 

not attended (e.g. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 

1997; O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 2000). 

It is important to note that CB paradigms typically utilise explicit measures to assess 

whether observers detect the change. This provides an additional link with the earlier 

chapters as the implicit measures used in Experiments 1 -  5 revealed processing that 

explicit questioning did not show. Thus, examining the role of attention in ‘Change 

Blindness', and the possibility of any implicit processing is a natural progression from 

the earlier studies in this thesis.

Much recent work on ‘Change Blindness' has been unanimous in the assertion 

that attentional factors play a vital role in this striking phenomenon (e.g. O'Regan, 

Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & 

Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 2000). However, many studies attributing 

results to attentional factors have only utilised rather indirect arguments to reach this 

conclusion (e.g.. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; 

O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 2000). 

Evidence generally consists of the fact that changes to areas defined as ‘Central 

Interest' (Cl) (Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997) are detected more readily than those 

occurring in areas of ‘Marginal Interest' (MI) (Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997). It 

has then simply been assumed that Cl regions are attended whereas MI regions are 

not.

This introduction will briefly review research relevant to this issue and will 

also address important problems relating to definitions of and conclusions from Cl 

and MI regions. For example, it is difficult to balance both physical salience and
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semantic pertinence for Cl and MI regions within the type of natural scenes generally 

used in ‘Change Blindness’ studies. Secondly, there are criticisms regarding the way 

in which Rensink and his colleagues (e.g., Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997) 

determined which areas to define as Cl and which to define as MI (e.g., Zelinsky, 

1998; Scholl, 2000).

Posited role of attention in original ‘Change Blindness’ paradigm

In a standard ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) paradigm, observers typically fail (or 

take tens of seconds) to detect substantial changes to a visual scene if a salient 

interruption intervenes, such as a transient flicker across the image (e.g., Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997). This is despite the fact that subjects are actively looking for 

a change and can move their eyes freely across the scene.

In fact researchers examining the perception of change across saccadic eye 

movements first uncovered this phenomenon, as people appear to be incredibly poor 

at detecting changes if these occur whilst they are making a saccadic eye movement, 

and the change does not concern the saccadic target (e.g., Li and Matin, 1990; 

Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko, 1995; McConkie and Currie, 1996; 

Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 2000). Studies utilising a blank- 

screen interruption are viewed by some as being analogous to a transaccadic change, 

as a saccade will likewise produce a transient across the whole image and can also 

induce saccadic suppression. Additionally, studies comparing change detection across 

a blank interruption and across a saccade have found accuracy to be equally poor 

(e.g., Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko, 1995).

In the original CB experiment (Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997) examining

change detection across a blank screen interruption, rather than a saccade, a set of
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full-colour photographs of everyday scenes were manipulated to create a secondary 

set, all featuring one considerable change from the original photograph (see Figure 5.1 

for one example of their stimuli). For example, such changes included deleting an 

object from the scene or substantially changing the colour of an item. During the 

experiment, each original photograph and its changed partner were iterated several 

times a second. Importantly, interleaved between the photographs’ repetitions was a 

blank grey screen. This blank produces a flicker between the successive photographic 

images.

Observers viewed these flickering images and pressed a button when they 

spotted the change. Performance was poor: scenes were repeated many times before 

most changes were detected, in fact many were not noticed by the end of presentation 

time (1-minute). Interestingly, once subjects identify the change (or it is pointed out 

to them) it now seems trivially easy to see, the subjective appearance being that the 

disappearing item (in a deletion example) is now flashing on and off.

Rensink, O’Regan & Clark (1997, p.372) stated that “visual perception of 

change in an object occurs only when that object is given focused attention” (see also, 

Li and Matin, 1990; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko, 1995; McConkie 

and Currie, 1996; Currie, McConkie, Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 2000). They 

suggested that visual changes in the environment usually produce a transient motion 

signal that exogenously cues attention towards the locus of the change. With focused 

attention reaching the changing item, it is perceived with ease. However, flickering 

the image by introducing an interleaved blank screen causes a large transient motion 

signal that masks the smaller motion signals from the change itself. The result is that 

attention is not drawn to the relevant item and the change can only be detected by a 

slow ‘serial’ search across the entire image. Rensink et al’s (1997) results have been
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used to suggest that internal representations of the visual world are extremely sparse. 

On this view, in contrast to our subjective experience of a richly textured visual 

environment, our representations consist only of a small amount of information at any 

one time, namely the information that is presently attended (e.g.. O’Regan, 

1998).

Figure 5.1. Example of stimuli used by Rensink, O ’Regan & Clark 
(1997).
Red outline highlights where change is occurring (the red outline was 
not present in the original study).
This is an example of an MI region of change.

The key evidence used by Rensink et al (1997) to support their claim for the 

role of attention in this paradigm is that detection times are faster for items described 

as being of ‘Central Interest’. They assert that these items endogenously attract 

attention more efficiently than other items as they are of greater interest to the 

observer. In order to define the regions and/or items of Central Interest (Cl) and 

Marginal Interest (MI) in the visual scenes, Rensink et al (1997; see also Rensink, 

2000; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000) asked five independent observers to 

describe each photograph. Regions of Cl were defined as those that were mentioned 

by at least three of the panel whereas MI regions were those that were not mentioned 

by any of the five. Once this had been done, Rensink et al attempted to equate the Cl 

and MI areas roughly in terms of physical size and also magnitude of the change in
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terms of intensity and colour. Regions of MI remained marginally larger on average. 

O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink (2000) have described in more detail their recent 

attempts to equate the two types of scene area. For example, they have tried to match 

position of the regions in relation to the centre of the screen and mean proportion of 

modified pixels.

Despite attempting to equate physical salience to some extent, it remained the 

case that, typically, regions of Cl involved areas or objects that constituted the “main 

theme” (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000) of the picture (e.g., Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, 2000) 

unlike regions of MI. Thus, it was presumed that top-down processing would lead to 

preferential attention distribution to Cl regions. Therefore, advantages for change 

detection in Cl areas were taken to demonstrate (indirectly) the involvement of 

attentional systems in the perception of change within the paradigm.

Some apparent support for this comes from research into the standard eye 

movement paths of observers viewing visual scenes (e.g. Yarbus, 1967). These 

demonstrate that many portions of a picture are never fixated whereas other areas are 

repeatedly looked at. Those areas that are fixated many times are typically those that 

contain the central theme of the picture and thus would be defined as Cl regions by 

Rensink et al (1997). Evidence that attention and eye position generally works in 

harmony (e.g., Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Henderson, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1989) 

might then lend some support for the idea that areas of Cl will be preferentially 

attended.
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Possible problems with Rensink et al’s (1997) methodology

Although the conclusion that attention has a vital role in change detection 

within complex visual scenes might be valid, the manner in which Rensink and his 

colleagues (e.g., O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997; 

O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000) reached this conclusion appears open to 

criticism.

First, it may not necessarily be the case that a verbal description of the scene 

will correlate well with visual attention. Scholl (2000) highlights a number of reasons 

why this might not be so. A verbal description will be mediated by the ease of 

verbally describing certain parts of the image. For example, it is easy to name 

particular objects in a scene but it is unlikely people would describe “a blob-like area 

of the field in the background, defined by the area inside a bit of a tree-branch...” 

(Scholl, 2000). This does not necessarily mean that the area is not visually interesting 

or would not receive attention. He also notes that visual factors (such as size) and 

also higher level factors (such as overall scene consistency) would contribute to a 

description of Cl regions without necessarily being the crux of where visual attention 

lands. The criticism regarding size is dealt with by Rensink et al (1997) as they did 

attempt to match overall size. However, semantic factors are problematic as there are 

conflicting reports about what types of items are preferentially attended (e.g. see, 

Loftus & Mackworth, 1978; Henderson, Weeks & Hollingworth, 1999; Hollingworth 

& Henderson, 2000).

Secondly it is the case that only five observers described the pictures and that

this was done only once. For related research by Rensink et al (O’Regan, Rensink &

Clark, 1996: Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink,

2000; Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 2000), up to the present day, the same pictures are
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used with the same definitions of Cl and MI regions. Due to the importance of these 

definitions for their argument it would seem that certainly a larger sample should be 

taken of the verbal descriptions. In fact O’Regan et al (2000) admit that people’s 

individual preferences play a part in where they attend within a scene yet they 

maintain the descriptions of five people as definitive and use just the same 48 images 

throughout their CB research.

There is also the problem that it is somewhat a circuitous argument to state 

that subjects attend to Cl regions, detect change here rather than in other regions and 

so attention is required for change detection (see also, Shapiro, 2000). It provides 

little in the way of an explanation of why these regions are attended or how attention 

is operating within the scene. Zelinsky (1998) notes that, “appealing] to attentional 

selection as the cause of change detection failure is tantamount to invoking the 

homunculus” as by defining parts of the image as Cl regions, “essentially just 

redefines an object of attention and adds little to the understanding of how an object 

becomes an attentional attractor”. It is important to investigate the role of attention 

further in order to delineate how it is involved.

Additionally, the standard path that eye-movements follow within a visual 

scene (see Yarbus, 1967) does show that more frequent and longer fixations are made 

towards the items and areas that Rensink and his colleagues have described as Cl 

regions (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000). However it is not the case that 

visual attention is alwavs at the same spatial position as eye fixation, as covert 

attention and eye movements can operate independently to some extent (e.g., Posner, 

Snyder & Davidson, 1980; Mack & Rock, 1998). Hence even in Rensink et al’s more 

recent studies, which measured eye movements (O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 

2000), they cannot categorically state where attention is at one time. The many
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difficulties with interpretations and methods suggest that the role of attention in the 

CB paradigm needs to be looked at more thoroughly and directly.
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Experiment 6

Experiment 6 will investigate whether cueing covert attention to the locus of the 

change can improve change detection in complex photographic images of scenes 

similar to those used by Rensink et al (1997). Subjects were asked to identify whether 

an image changed or not during the course of two successively presented displays, 

across an intervening blank screen. Each image that the subjects must judge was a 

full-colour photograph of a natural scene. If any change occurred, it consisted of one 

item within the scene changing colour during the trial.

For half of the experimental trials, a cue appeared indicating that, if there was 

a change, it occurred at this site. The cue used consisted of a flickering outline 

appearing around one of the items in the photograph. This cue appeared 

superimposed on the first experimental display, before the intervening blank that 

precedes the final display. Since it appeared before the change occurs, it will 

henceforth be known as a ‘pre-cue’. The presentation time of the cue was brief in 

order to prevent a saccade being made directly to the cued region during the first 

display as this would result in any change being fixated across both displays. 

Accuracy was compared across trials in which the pre-cue appeared, versus those 

when no cue was present. It is expected that detection of change will be superior in 

cued trials rather than no-cue trials.

Subjects

Ten naïve subjects were recruited by advertisement to take part in the study, 7 

were female and 3 male. Ages ranged from 19-29 years of age (mean:26 years). All 

subjects received monetary compensation for their time.
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Apparatus and Stimuli

Stimuli were displayed on a Sony Trinitron 12” monitor, run from a Power 

Macintosh 7500/100 computer (640 x 480, 85 Hz). The task was programmed with 

Cogent software (Josephs, 1998; see www.fil.ion.ul.ac.uk). The experiment was 

again conducted in a darkened soundproof booth.

S e c o n d  D isp la y  
9 0 0  m secs

TIME

Blank
180 m secs

F ir s t  D isp la y
90 0  m secs

C u e  2 0 0  m secs  
50  m se c s  o f  ea ch  
f r a m e

Figure 5.2 Example of a Pre-cue trial from Experiment 6. During No-cue 
trials, the first display was presented for llOOmsecs. This is equal to the 
amount of time the first display was presented on pre-cue trials (including 
the period of time with the cue superimposed).

There were 80 colour photographic images used throughout the study. These 

were created in a number of ways. Some were images used by Rensink, O’Regan & 

Clark (1997) in their original studies of ‘Change Blindness’; others were images 

scanned into the computer from photographs; and finally some were new images 

created with a digital camera for the purpose of the experiment. See Figure 5.2 for an 

example of one of these images. Images were manipulated within Adobe Photoshop
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(version 4.0, Knoll, Hamberg, Johnston, Stem, Olson, Parent, 1996) in order to create 

a second set of changed images. These pictures filled the whole screen when 

presented, subtending visual angles of 29.25 by 22.78 degrees.

Only one type of change was used, which was a change in colour for one item 

in the photograph on the screen. The selection of this particular type of change 

prevented the change being clear from only one of the two successive experimental 

displays which, due to the nature of planned later experiments (see Experiment 7), 

would otherwise have been the case if the picture had included the other change types 

used by Rensink et al (1997) (i.e. removal of an item and a shift in its location; see 

Experiment 7 later in this chapter). These colour changes were created by selecting 

the to-be-changed item and then inverting the colour values in Adobe Photoshop. The 

result of this method is that the colour of the item changes to opposite colour as 

defined by the ‘colour wheel’ used within Adobe Photoshop. This controlled the 

colour changes such that only the hue of the colour was changed rather than its 

saturation or brightness.

For trials in which an item was cued, the cue consisted of an outline around 

the item flickering in an alternating fashion from white to black (see Figure 5.2). That 

is, two outline frames were created individually for each image: one in black and one 

in white, these were alternated in quick succession with each other, creating a 

flickering effect around the cued item. Pilot studies had previously indicated that a 

very vivid cue such as this was necessary due to the complexity of the scene images. 

A frame drawn only in black would not have been visible on some images, whereas 

just white would have been indistinct on others; the alternating cue was similarly 

salient for all pictures. The average size of the cue was a width of 4.57 and height of 

5.710 degrees visual angle.
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The 80 colour images were divided into 2 sets of forty pictures (A and B). 

Half of the subjects received set A pictures with a cue and set B pictures without any 

cue. The other half of the subjects received the opposite counterbalancing of picture 

set. Across all subjects, each picture was used equally as a changed item and as an 

item that remained the same across the course of the trial. Counterbalancing between 

subjects according to the set of pictures that subjects saw with either a cue or not 

meant that, over the entire experiment, each picture was used equally across 

changed/not changed conditions and with or without a cue.

Procedure

Subjects were asked to identify whether the picture changed in the course of 

the two-successive displays that comprised each trial. They pressed one button on a 

response box for change and one button for no change. Subjects were told to be as 

accurate as possible with no time pressure.

There were two cue conditions: trials with a pre-cue and those without any

cue; no-cue trials. Events will be described separately for these two types of trial.

Trials with a pre-cue began with the onset of the first photographic image, which was

displayed on the screen for 900 msecs (this image and all other photographic images

filled the whole screen). At this point the outline cue was presented on top of the

image. The total display time for the cue was 200 msecs, which incorporated 50 msec

of white outline, 50 msecs of black, 50 msecs again of white and finally 50 msecs of

the black outline, all presented successively in the same position. The entire image

then disappeared and a uniform grey blank was shown for 180 msecs, to produce a

substantial visual interruption across the image as in Rensink et al’s ‘Change

Blindness’ paradigm (e.g., Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). Finally, the second

picture was presented for 900 msecs. Subjects were then required to make their
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response about whether the second image was identical to or changed from that 

presented at the start of the trial (i.e., the display did not continue to iterate unlike 

Rensink et al, 1997). The next trial started as soon as the response had been made.

For the other type of trial, without any cue, each trial commenced with the first 

image, which was now presented continuously for 1 lOOmsecs. Note that this amount 

of time is identical to the total presentation time of the first image in the pre-cue trials 

(as the image is still visible when the cue is presented in those trials). The image was 

replaced with blank grey for 180 msecs, before the second image was displayed for 

900 msecs. Subjects again responded at this point and the next trial commenced after 

this response.

The experiment consisted of 2 blocks of 40 trials. In one of these blocks, all 

the trials contained a pre-cue and in the other block, none of the trials had any cue. 

The order of these blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. Half of those subjects 

who received set A pictures with a cue and set B without, were presented with the 

cued trials first; and the other half of these subjects were presented first with non-cued 

trials. This counterbalancing of block order was also carried out for those subjects for 

whom the picture set roles were reversed. Within each block, 20 trials contained a 

change and 20 trials contained no change. This type of trial (change versus no

change) was presented in random order.

The screen was viewed from a distance of 50 cm; position and distance were 

maintained with a chin rest.
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Results and Discussion

Data were first analysed with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to examine whether 

the presence of a pre-cue affected subjects’ accuracy. This analysis revealed that 

there was a significant advantage for trials with a pre-cue versus trials without a cue: 

Wilcoxon T(N = 7,3 tied) = 4 , p < .05. Subjects were significantly more accurate 

when the changed area was cued. See Table 5.1 below and Figure 5.3.

% Correct

Pre-Cue No-Cue

Overall 82 68

Change Trials 81 51

No-Change Trials 83 84

Table 5.1. Mean accuracy (% ) for Experiment 6

In order to further examine the pattern of results in relation to whether the trial 

involved a change or not, a Friedman’s test was performed on the data. This 

demonstrated that there was an overall interaction with cue condition (pre-cue versus 

no-cue) and trial type (change versus no-change): (3) = 19.625, p < .0001.

Finally, data were examined to study the cause of this interaction (see Figure 

5.3). This analysis revealed that there was no difference between the two cue 

conditions for trials where there was no change in the image (Wilcoxon T(N=6, 4 

tied) = 16.50, n.s.). However, across change trials there was a significant effect of cue 

condition (pre-cue versus no-cue): Wilcoxon T(N=9, 1 tied) = 0, p < .01.
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Figure 5.3. Mean accuracy in Experiment 6, across cue 
condition (pre-cue versus no-cue), split according to 
trial type (change versus no-change).

It is clear that a pre-cue substantially benefited performance when subjects are 

required to judge whether a briefly presented complex natural scene has changed, 

particularly for the trials in which a change is present. This evidence supports the 

claims of Rensink, O’Regan & Clark (1997) that attention is a key factor in the lack 

of change detection in their standard ‘Change Blindness’ paradigm, wherein they used 

similar stimuli to those used within this study. The performance benefit centres on 

trials where there has been a change in the image. A lack of cue results in a poor 

performance in the change condition. Without the presentation of a cue, subjects 

tend to respond that the image has not changed. This results in a high level of 

‘correct’ responses during no-change trials when no cue displayed. In contrast to the 

performance in no-cue trials, performance is highly proficient in pre-cue blocks,
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whatever the trial type (change versus no-change). Drawing attention to the locus of 

the change with a pre-cue effectively obliterates the poor change detection previously 

shown for these types of image.

The cue used within this study occurred before the change took place, 

therefore suggesting that attention may have been drawn to the correct location before 

the change occurred. The involvement of covert attention rather than an eye- 

movement to the cued position is suggested by the fact that the cue display was 

presented too briefly during the first display for the cued area to be directly fixated 

during this display. Note that in order to detect the change, both the first and the 

second display need to be processed.

This particular study can only demonstrate that the presence of attention aids 

the detection of change. Of further interest is whether it is true that focused attention 

is needed to form a representation of the to-be-changed item in the first scene that is 

then able to support the perception of the change when the second scene is presented. 

Rensink and his colleagues (e.g. 1997) suggest that without this focused attention 

(during the first scene), too sparse a representation of the first scene is constructed in 

order for it to be maintained across the intervening blank.

However, this suggestion appears to be in contrast to past demonstrations of 

iconic memory (e.g. Sperling, 1960; Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Di Lollo & Dixon, 

1988), which have suggested that relatively large amounts of visual information can 

be maintained for at least 150-200 msecs. These studies have shown that a cue 

focusing attention on a subset of the scene after its offset enables subjects to 

accurately identify the cued items. Thus the classic studies of iconic memory perhaps 

suggest that more might in principle be perceived across the blank delay used within 

‘Change Blindness’ studies than presumed previously. Seemingly there is a paradox
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between demonstrations of iconic memory versus the lack of change detection in CB 

studies. Studies of iconic memory presume that in order to demonstrate retrieval of 

the cued items, for a brief amount of time ^  of the presented items are represented in 

iconic form; whereas the work on CB has been taken to imply that very little of a 

scene is represented after its offset. Iconic memory has seemingly been revealed in 

the past with a post-cue (e.g., Sperling, 1960; Averbach & Coriell, 1961; Dilollo & 

Dixon, 1988), presented after the first scene disappears. The timing of this cue is 

important as it is established that iconic memory fades quickly, therefore the cue 

should appear relatively soon after the first scene offset. Note however that iconic 

memory is generally thought to preserve visual information for up to 200 msecs, 

which is much greater than the standard 80 msecs blank utilised in many CB studies.

Within the terminology of iconic memory work, the use of a post-cue is said to 

invoke a ‘partial-report’ of the scene; that is subjects are only required to retrieve part 

of the previous display (that which has been cued). A ‘whole-reporf of the scene 

would require instead retrieval of the whole scene, as no section has been specifically 

cued. Evidence demonstrates that ‘whole-reporf of the stimuli is difficult, whereas 

when only a ‘partial-report’ is required, subjects show an advantage indicating that in 

principle they could report a cued subset of all or most of the cued items (e.g., 

Sperling, 1960). Therefore, it is possible that change detection in a standard CB 

paradigm is not poor due to a sparse representation of the first scene but rather due to 

the fact that the task required is analogous to a ‘whole-reporf task. Thus, Experiment 

7 was carried out in order to examine whether a post-cue (presented only after the first 

experimental scene and the blank) could improve change detection. This may suggest 

that a more detailed representation of the first scene had been maintained than 

previously thought (c.f. Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997).
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Experiment 7

The following experiment adapted the methodology and stimuli used within 

Experiment 6, in order to investigate whether subjects would show any benefit in 

cueing during a change detection task, if the cue only appeared in the second display. 

Rather than compare this new cued condition (post-cue) directly with the no-cue 

condition used previously, a new delaved-cue was utilised. Both the cues were 

identical in form to the previously used pre-cues, only their timing differed. The post

cue appeared at the onset of the second experimental image and the delayed-cue was 

presented right at the end of the trial. This delayed-cue was physically identical to the 

post-cue. It was thought that rather than a no-cue condition this provided a better 

control, as the amount of visual information that a subject must judge in each 

condition is now identical. That is, without any cue appearing, any detection 

disadvantage (as in Experiment 6) might in principle be the result of the larger amount 

of information within which any change could have occurred, rather than attentional 

allocation per se. Thus, the delayed-cue should control for any additional uncertainty 

of the subjects in assessing whether a change has taken place due to the greater 

amount of visual information to judge when no cue is presented. An advantage for 

the post-cue rather than the delayed-cue was expected as past studies of iconic 

memory have demonstrated that this fades at greater delays from the first display 

(e.g., Becker, Pashler & Anstis, 2000). Apart from the changes to cue timing and the 

removal of the no-cue condition, the images used and the overall design remained the 

same as in Experiment 6.

As discussed earlier, the use of post-cues demonstrates why colour changes 

were used for these experiments rather than the deletion of objects. A post-cue of the 

present type (i.e. a frame around the item) presented after the removal of an object
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would have made it obvious to the subjects on the basis of just the second display that 

an item had been removed.

Subjects

Eight new subjects were recruited for the study. 7 of these were female, 1 was 

male. They ranged in age from 1 9 - 2 4  (mean age: 21 years). None of the subjects 

had taken part in the previous study and all received a cash reward for participation.

Apparatus and Stimuli

The apparatus remained the same as Experiment 6. The same set of 80 full- 

colour photographic images was also used. The division of the picture sets (A and B) 

was now according to whether they were used in the post-cue or delayed-cue blocks. 

Again half the subjects had set A pictures in the post-cue block and set B for the 

delayed-cue; while for the other half of subjects this was reversed.

Procedure

The task that the subjects were required to perform was similar to that in 

Experiment 6, with subjects viewing two successively presented brief displays in 

order to judge whether they stayed the same or changed across the trial. However, 

subjects now always judged whether any change had occurred within just the cued 

area. Responses were made through a response box attached to the computer. Again, 

accuracy rather than speed was emphasised to the subjects.

There were again two types of cue condition, but both differed from those 

used in the previous experiment. The first was the post-cue condition and the second
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was the delaved-cue condition. Post-cue trials began at the onset of the first picture, 

which was presented for 900 msecs. Immediately following this picture, a blank grey 

screen was displayed for 180 msecs to produce the intervening flicker, as in Rensink 

et al (1997). After the blank, the second picture stimulus appeared, upon which the 

cue was superimposed (see Figure 5.4 for an example). This cue was identical to that 

used in the previous study, except that it now appeared only at the start of the second 

scene, rather than at the end of the first scene: a white outline surrounded the cued 

item for 50 msecs, then a black outline for 50 msecs, white again for 50 msecs and 

finally another black outline for 50 msecs. Once the cue had been displayed in this 

way (for a total of 200 msecs), the photographic image with no cue remained on 

screen for a further 900 msecs. Subjects then responded whether they thought the 

second image was the same as or different to the first, and then the next trial began.

TIME

Blank 
180 msecs

Hrst Display 
900 msecs

Unal Display 
* 900 msecs

Cue 200 msecs 
50 msecs of each 
frame

Figure 5.4. Schematic example of Post-cue condition for Experiment 7.
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TIME

Second Display 
900 msecs

Blank
180 msecs

First Display 
900 msecs

Cue 200 msecs 
50 msecs of each 
frame

Figure 5.5. Schematic example of Delaved-cue condition for 
Experiment 7.

Trials within the delaved-cue condition (see Figure 5.5) also began with the 

first photographic image displayed for 900 msecs, again followed by the blank grey 

screen for 180 msecs. The second image appeared immediately after the blank for 

900 msecs. After this time, the cue was superimposed onto this second image for a 

total of 200 msecs (50 msecs white, 50 msecs black, 50 msecs white, 50 msecs black 

successively in the same position). Therefore, in this condition, the cue was now 

displayed at the end of the second scene, rather than at the start. At the end of this 

time, subjects responded as to whether they thought that the second image had 

changed since the first image. The next trial began after this response.

There were two blocks with 40 trials in each. For each subject, one of the 

blocks consisted of only post-cue trials and the other of only delayed-cue trials. The 

order of these block types was counterbalanced across all subjects, also taking into
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account presentation of the picture sets. Twenty trials in each block contained a 

change. Change and no-change trials were randomly intermixed in each block.

The screen was again viewed from 50 cm, and this distance and position was 

maintained with a chin rest.

Results and Discussion

Data were analysed as for the previous experiment (see Table 5.2 and Figure 

5.6 for mean accuracy data). The first analysis, examining any overall effect on 

accuracy of the post-cue versus the delayed-cue, discovered that there was no 

significant difference according to cue type: Wilcoxon T(N=6, 4 tied) = 62, n.s..

% Correct 
Post-Cue Delayed-Cue

Overall 68 67

Change Trials 63 61

No-Change Trials 72 73

Table 5.2. Mean accuracy (% ) for Experiment 7

The data were then analysed as a function of both trial type (change versus no

change) according to cue condition (post-cue versus delayed-cue). The Friedman’s 

test performed on this data suggested that there was no interaction across these 

conditions: (3) = 4.987, n.s..
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Change
No-Cnange

Post-Cue Delayed-Cue

Figure 5.6. Mean accuracy in Experiment 7, as a function of cue 
condition (post versus delayed) and trial type (change versus 
no-change).

Results clearly suggest that there is no performance benefit for trials with a 

post-cue, versus a delayed cue. Detection of changes in these complex images was 

equally poor when the cue appeared at the start of the second scene (post-cue trials) as 

when the cue appeared at the end of the second scene (delayed-cue trials). This might 

be taken to indicate that Rensink and his colleagues (e.g., 1997) could be correct in 

suggesting that little information is preserved across the intervening blank, as change 

apparently cannot be detected if attention is drawn to the relevant location only in the 

second scene. However, it is also possible that this lack of a cueing effect might be 

due to the complexity of the scenes used in this study and/or the timing of the cue, as 

in some iconic memory studies, representation of the first display is lost as soon as the 

second display is presented, even if this is only 82 msecs after the first display (e.g., 

Becker, Pashler & Anstis, 2000).
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In order to investigate whether further changing the timing of the post- cue, 

and simplifying the scenes, could demonstrate a post-cueing effect on change 

detection. Experiment 8 was carried out. Within Experiment 8, small black-and-white 

photographic images of discrete items were now used within the experimental 

displays, rather than the previous complex scenes. Nine of these items were arranged 

into a 3 X 3 grid, creating a highly ordered display. It was hoped that these more 

ordered displays could provide a thorough examination of whether a post-cue can ever 

aid change detection. Displays were simplified in this manner in a deliberate attempt 

to make the stimuli more similar to those used in previous iconic memory studies 

(e.g., Sperling, 1960). Furthermore, the post-cue now appeared during the blank 

between the experimental displays, thereby presumably maximising any post-offset 

access to the representation of the previous display.

Experiment 8 

Subjects

25 new subjects were recruited to participate in the study. They ranged in age 

from 18 years to 30 years (mean : 26 years). 11 of these subjects were male and 14 

female. They were all naïve as to the purpose of the experiment and received 

payment for their time.

Apparatus and Stimuli

The experiment was run on a Power Macintosh 7500/100 computer attached to 

a Sony Trinitron 12” monitor. The task was again programmed with Cogent software 

(Josephs, 1998). Subjects were tested in a darkened soundproof booth.
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Each experimental trial consisted of two displays each shown for a short 

amount of time and presented successively. Rather than the complex full-colour 

photographic images of natural scenes used in the previous experiments, these 

displays were now composed of nine discrete black-and-white pictures of everyday 

objects arranged into a 3 x 3 grid formation. See Figure 5.7 for an example of the 

displays and trial events.

These discrete pictures were each from one of three categories: food items, 

clothing items or household appliances. There were six examples of each category. 

The food items were: banana, apple, aubergine, broccoli, potato or onion. The 

clothing items were: boots, coat, t-shirt, cardigan, trousers or shirt. The household 

appliances were: iron, oven, food mixer, fan, toaster, telephone. Within each 

experimental display, there were three items from each of the three categories. The 

program randomly selected which three these were, within certain constraints; such 

that items should be used equally across each subject and never appear more than 

once in each display. The nine items were displayed on a grid, which remained visible 

throughout each trial. The grid and the pictures were displayed on a white 

background in the centre of the screen. Each individual picture measured 3.43 by 

3.43 degrees of a visual angle, each square of the grid was 4.12 x 4.12 degrees, 

resulting in the overall grid subtending 12.19 by 12.19 degrees of a visual angle. The 

line that formed the cue was 0.46 degrees of a visual angle thick.
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The cue now consisted of a thick black line highlighting the particular area of 

the grid that the cued item lay within, see Figure 5.7 below. There were three cueing 

conditions: post-cue, delaved-cue and no-cue. No-cue trials were reintroduced as

Control-cue condition

TIME

Post-cue condition

2nd Display 
100 msecs

Blank without 
pictures 
100 msecs

1st Display 
100 msecs

Figure 5.7. Schematic example of the post-cue and delayed-cue trials within 
Experiment 8. Note that the key difference between the two types of trial is the 
presence of the cue within the blank period without photographic images. No-cue 
trials were identical in timing and appearance, except there was never a cue 
presented throughout the trial.

it remained a possibility that Experiment 7 had failed to show a post-cue benefit 

relative to a delayed-cue as perhaps both these cue types, by reducing uncertainty 

about which item should be judged, assisted change detection as much as is possible 

in the CB paradigm. Thus, a no-cue condition should help address this issue if the 

post and delayed cue trials again do not differ.

For the trials in which an item changed, the change consisted of one of the 

nine items changing to a different example of the same category. For example, an 

apple changed to a banana or an iron changed to an oven. Identity and position of
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changes were randomised across subjects. There were 270 trials overall, split into 

three blocks of 90 trials. Each of these blocks contained solely trials from one cue 

condition: a post-cue block, a delayed-cue block or a no-cue block. Half of the trials 

in each block were randomly ‘change’ trials and half were ‘no-change’ trials. Of the 

45 change trials per block, there were 15 change trials for each item category (i.e., 

food, clothes or household appliances). A minimum of one change from each item 

category occurred at each of the 9 possible stimulus positions throughout every block. 

Overall, there were 5 changes at each position during the course of each block. 

During ‘change’ trials for the two conditions that included a cue (i.e. post-cue and 

delayed-cue blocks), the cue always appeared at the site of the change. However, for 

‘no-change’ trials during the blocks with a cue, the position of the cue was 

randomised analogous to that for the position and identity of the changes described 

above. That is, the cue was presented 15 times for each picture category and five 

times in each of the nine grid positions throughout each block. As mentioned 

previously, the actual items used (e.g., kettle versus iron) were selected randomly by 

the program, within the constraints that each item should be used equally often across 

the experiment and should not appear more than once within each display.

Procedure

Subjects’ task was to identify whether there had been any change to the items

during the course of the two brief successive displays of each trial. They were

informed that for cued trials, if there was a change, it would always occur at the cued

position. Subjects were told to be as accurate as possible without time pressure.

There were three possible cue conditions: post-cue, delaved-cue and no-cue.

For post-cue trials, the trial commenced with a 100 msec presentation of the first
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experimental display, consisting of nine picture items on the grid. At this point, the 

pictorial items disappeared (note that the grid remained) and a cue appeared around 

one of the (now empty) grid squares. This display, with just the grid and the cue, 

remained on screen for 100 msecs. After this, the nine pictures reappeared. These 

pictures were either all identical to the original nine, or just the item in the position of 

the cue had switched to another exemplar of the same category that had occupied that 

position previously. All items then disappeared and subjects responded whether the 

second display was the same as or different to the original picture. The next trial 

commenced 2000 msecs after the end of the trial. Subjects made their responses on a 

standard computer keyboard, pressing ‘n’ for no-change and ‘c’ for change.

During delayed-cue trials, the first display of 9 items on the grid was again 

presented for 100 msecs. After this time all the pictures were removed and just the 

grid itself remained, for 100 msecs (note that there was no cue presented at this point, 

unlike the post-cue trials at this point). Finally, the second pictorial display appeared, 

with the cue now superimposed over one of the grid squares. Subjects had to make 

analogous responses as for the post-cue trials, and the interval between trials was also 

the same. The only difference was that the cue was delayed for a further 100 msecs.

The final type of trial, no-cue, started with presentation of the first display for 

100 msecs. Pictorial items were then removed and the grid alone was presented for 

100 msecs. Finally, the second experimental display appeared for a further 100 

msecs. The required responses and the between-trial interval were as before.

The presentation order of the three block types (post-cue, delayed-cue and no

cue) was counterbalanced across all subjects. The screen was viewed from 50 cm 

with position and distance maintained with a chin rest.
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Results and Discussion

Figure 5.8 and Table 5.3 show the mean accuracy values across each cue 

condition. Data were first analysed to assess whether there was an overall effect of 

cue conditions. A within-subjects Friedman’s test with three levels (post-cue, delayed- 

cue and no-cue) revealed that there was a significant difference in change detection 

across cue type: (2) = 13.794, p < .001. Further analysis was then conducted to

examine the cause of this interaction. This revealed that accuracy significantly 

differed between post-cue trials versus both those with a delayed-cue (Wilcoxon T 

(N=19, 6 ties) = 29, p < .001) and those without a cue (Wilcoxon T(N=20, 5 tied) = 

52, p < .01). Accuracy did not significantly differ between trials with a delayed cue 

and trials without a cue: Wilcoxon T (N=19, 5 tied) = 93, n.s..

% Correct 
Post-Cue Delayed-Cue No-Cue

Overall 

Change Trials 

No-Change Trials

70

75

65

64

53

75

66

46

86

Table 5.3. Mean accuracy (% ) for Experiment 8.

For further analysis, data were split according to whether the trial involved a 

change or not. A Friedman’s test revealed a significant interaction between the cue 

and change factors: (2) = 85.544, p < .0001. As can be seen in Figure 5.8, while a

post-cue led to more accurate performance for change trials (purple bars), this was not 

the case for no-change trials (green bars). Wilcoxon paired T tests were used to 

confirm the cause of the interaction.
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§  40

Change
N o-Cnange

Post-Cue Delayed-Cue No-Cue

Figure 5.8. Mean accuracy in Experiment 8, as a 
function of cue condition (post-cue versus delayed-cue) 
and trial type (change versus no-change).

First, post-cue/change trial accuracy was significantly higher than that in either 

delayed-cue/change or no-cue/change trials: Wilcoxon T (N=18, 7 tied) = 0, p < 

.0001; Wilcoxon T (N=21, 4 tied) = 0, p < .0001 respectively. Additionally, accuracy 

was significantly higher in the delayed-cue/change trials than in no-cue/change trials: 

Wilcoxon T (N= 20, 5 tied) = 52, p < .05.

Accuracy was significantly higher in both the delayed-cue/no-change and the 

no-cue/no-change trials compared to the post-cue/no-change trials: Wilcoxon T 

(N=18, 7 tied) = 40, p < .05; Wilcoxon T (N=19, 6 tied) = 4, p < .001 respectively. 

Subjects were significantly more accurate in no-cue/no-change trials than in delayed- 

cue/no-change trials: Wilcoxon T (N=19, 6 tied) = 34, p < .05.

Finally, change versus no-change trials within each cue condition were 

examined. There was a difference in accuracy between change versus no-change 

trials in the post-cue condition: Wilcoxon T (N=18, 7 tied) = 40, p < .01, with change 

trials being responded to significantly more accurately. For both the delayed-cue and 

the no-cue conditions, no-change trials were responded to significantly more
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accurately than change trials: Wilcoxon T (N=20, 5 tied) = 19, p < .0001, Wilcoxon T 

(N=22, 3 tied) = 0, p < .0001 respectively.

In sum, while ‘change’ responses showed the most benefit from a post-cue 

(for ‘no-change’ the benefit was predominantly in no-cue trials), the post-cue 

condition nevertheless gave the highest accuracy overall. These results suggest that 

with simple displays, and a cue appearing immediately after the first display, subjects 

are able to more effectively retain the relevant contents of the first display for 

comparison with those in the second display, even in these very briefly presented 

displays. Some information can be brought forward across the intervening blank, and 

an immediate post-cue enhances this just as in classic iconic memory studies (e.g., 

Sperling, 1960). There appears to be a strong bias to respond that the scene had not 

changed when there was no cue present. This leads to a deceptively high overall 

score for no-cue trials.

In order to compare pre-cues ( as in Experiment 6) and post-cues (as in 

Experiments 7 and 8) directly within the new paradigm, the present experiment was 

repeated with these two conditions compared with each other and also with the 

delayed cue. The no-cue condition was no longer used due to the bias to respond no

change in these type of trials. Thus, Experiment 9 will replicate and extend the 

previous experiments. To recap. Experiment 6 had demonstrated that a pre-cue 

significantly benefits performance when subjects attempt to detect changes in natural 

scenes. However, the comparison in this experiment was against a no-cue condition, 

which can be criticised on the basis that all the visual information remains relevant 

throughout the trial, thereby meaning that subjects must judge whether a change has 

occurred at any place in the scene. By contrast, presenting a cue (at any time during 

the trial) will reduce the amount of information to judge. This is likely to make the
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task easier, or at least make subjects more confident about guessing that there has 

been a change. Experiment 8 demonstrated that post-cue could assist change 

detection in simplified display of discrete objects organised in a grid. Thus, 

Experiment 9 will compare pre and post cues with this same type of stimuli, while 

controlling for the problem of uncertainty which occurs with no-cue comparisons 

such as that used in Experiment 6.

Experiment 9 

Subjects

Twelve naïve subjects were recruited by advertisement to take part in the 

experiment; 1 of these subjects was male and 11 were female. The age of subjects 

ranged between 21 and 30 years, mean age was 24 years. All subjects were paid for 

taking part in the experiment.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Methodological details remained similar to those used in the previous study.

The task was run from the same computer and programmed with the same package.

Again, the task was carried out in a darkened soundproof booth.

Stimulus types were identical to those used in Experiment 8: the same

categories of stimuli, the same exemplars of these categories and the same grid pattern

were all used again. Displays were also constructed in the same manner, the 3 x 3

grid stimulus was displayed throughout the trial. During the first and second

experimental display, it was filled with nine pictorial items (three from each of the
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three item categories). The cue used was as before, constructed from a thick black 

line highlighting one of the squares of the grid. Changes were again one item 

switching to another exemplar of the same category.

However, there was a new type of trial: pre-cue (see Figure 5.9). The other 

cue conditions were post-cue and delayed-cue, which were identical to those used 

previously. Additionally there were now 6 blocks of 90 trials, which were split into 

two blocks of each of the three cue types (pre-cue, post-cue or delayed-cue). It was 

still the case that half the trials contained a change and half did not. Therefore, the 

counterbalancing remained similar to the previous study. The numbers of each type 

of trial were simply doubled.

Procedure

The task that subjects were required to perform remained as in the previous 

experiment. That is, they judged, with accuracy rather than speed stressed, whether 

the second experimental display was the same as or different to the original 

experimental display. All trials now featured a cue and so subjects were always 

required to judge whether the item within the cued square had changed or not, thereby 

equating uncertainty considerations.
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Pre-cue condition

TIME

m
Final Display 
100 msecs

Blank without 
pictures 
100 msecs

m
1st display with cue 
superimposed 
50 msecs

1st Display 
50 msecs

Figure 5.9. Schematic example of Pre-cue trials within Experiment 9.

The three cue conditions were: pre-cue, post-cue, delaved-cue. Post-cue and 

delayed-cue trials were identical to those in Experiment 8. However the new type of 

pre-cue trials differed. Each trial in the pre-cue condition began with a 50 msecs 

presentation of the grid with nine pictorial items. After this time a cue was introduced 

to the scene and the whole display (nine items, grid and cue) remained on screen for a
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further 50 msecs. This cue thus appeared prior to any change, during the first display. 

The pictorial items then were removed, leaving just the grid and the cue for 100 

msecs. Finally, nine items reappeared for 100 msecs, after which subjects were 

required to judge whether the item within the cue was the same as that presented in 

the first picture display. After 2000 msecs (or the subjects’ response if later) the next 

trial began. Again, see Figure 5.9 for a schematic example of a pre-cue trial from the 

present experiment.

The presentation order of the six blocks were counterbalanced across subjects. 

It was never the case that the same type of cue-condition block (i.e., pre-cue, post-cue 

or delayed-cue) was presented consecutively. The screen was viewed from 50 cm 

with position and distance maintained with a chin rest.

Results and Discussion

See Figure 5.10 and Table 5.4 for mean accuracy scores across cue condition, 

split by change versus no-change trials. Accuracy data were first analysed in a within- 

subjects Friedman’s test to examine the effect of overall cue condition (pre-cue versus 

post-cue versus delayed-cue). This revealed that there was an overall effect of cue 

condition: (2)= 22.167, p < .001.

Consequently, Wilcoxon signed-rank-tests were performed on the data. These 

revealed that pre-cue trials were significantly more accurate than both post-cue or 

delayed-cue trials: Wilcoxon T(N=10, 2 tied) = 0, p < .01; Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) 

= 0, p < .01 respectively. Additionally, subjects were significantly more accurate in 

post-cue rather than delayed-cue trials, replicating Experiment 8: Wilcoxon T(N=10, 

2 tied) = 4.5, p < .05.
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% Correct
Pre-Cue Post-Cue Delayed-Cue

Overall 85 70 62

Change Trials 80 69 51

No-Change Trials 89 71 72

Table 5.4. Mean accuracy (%) for Experiment 9.

Change
N o-Cnange

Pre-Cue Post-Cue Delayed-Cue

Figure 5.10. Mean accuracy in Experiment 9, across 
cue condition (pre versus post versus delayed), split 
according to trial type (change versus no-change).

Data were then split aceording to whether they eorresponded to ehange versus no- 

ehange trials. A Friedman’s test for the six conditions (pre-cue/change, pre-eue/no- 

ehange, post-eue/ehange, post-eue/no-change, delayed-cue/ehange, delayed-eue/no- 

change) demonstrated that there was a significant interaction between cue type and 

trial type; (2) = 29.916, p < .0001.
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Wilcoxon signed rank tests were then used to further investigate this 

interaction. Pre-cue/change was significantly more accurate than both post

cue/change and delayed-cue/change : Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) = 12, p < .05; 

Wilcoxon T(N=12) = 0, p < .01 respectively. Furthermore, post-cue/change trials 

were responded to significantly more accurately than delayed-cue/change trials, 

replicating Experiment 8: Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) = 5, p < .01.

For no-change trials, pre-cue trials were again significantly more accurate than 

both post-cue and delayed-cue trials: Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) = 0, p < .01; 

Wilcoxon T(N=10, 2 tied) = 3, p < .01 respectively. There was no difference in 

accuracy between post-cue and delayed-cue no-change trials: Wilcoxon T(N=10, 2 

tied) = 38, n.s..

Finally, data were analysed to examine whether change versus no-change 

trials varied in accuracy within each cue condition. There was no difference in 

accuracy during pre-cue and post-cue trials according to whether the trial involved a 

change or not: Wilcoxon T(N=10, 2 tied) = 21, n.s; Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) = 35, 

n.s.. However, subjects were significantly more accurate on no-change trials during 

delayed-cue blocks: Wilcoxon T(N=11, 1 tied) = 3.5, p < .01.

It appears that the pre-cue is most effective in helping subjects identify 

whether the stimulus has changed or not. This was expected due to the earlier results 

with complex visual scenes (see Experiment 6). However, the post-cue remains more 

effective than the delayed-cue, suggesting that subjects maintain some knowledge 

from the first scene for at least a short period of time that can be extracted with the 

help of a post-cue prior to onset of the second display.
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General Discussion

The experiments outlined in this chapter have used attentional cues, to 

investigate two issues. The first issue is whether Rensink and his colleagues (e.g. 

O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; O'Regan, 

Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 2000) were correct in 

suggesting that visual attention is a vital component in change detection. The second 

issue concerns whether it is possible that the representation of the first experimental 

scene may be somewhat less sparse, and potentially longer lasting, than suggested by 

previous studies of ‘Change Blindness' (e.g. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: 

Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; O'Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; 

Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 2000).

First, it has previously been suggested that without focused attention, changes 

remain undetected (e.g. Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997). However, the 

methodology previously used to assess the importance of attention in ‘Change 

Blindness' may have been flawed due, for example, to its reliance on verbal 

descriptions. Therefore, attentional pre-cues were used during Experiment 6 in order 

to manipulate whether attention was directed to the locus of the change. Pre-cues 

greatly improved change detection for the complex visual scenes used during this 

experiment, thereby suggesting that Rensink et al (e.g., 1997) may be correct in 

proposing a fundamental role for attention in change detection across interruptions.

Experiment 7 investigated the second issue, examining whether some 

representation of the first scene can be maintained by subjects to a somewhat greater 

degree than the ‘Change Blindness' paradigm has been taken to suggest. Within this 

study, a cue occurred at the onset of the second display (and thus was a post-cue with
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respect to the first display). Studies of iconic memory (e.g., Sperling, 1960) have 

demonstrated that components of a brief visual display can outlast what one would 

expect from uncued whole-report performance, when a subset of the display is cued 

shortly after its offset. Hence, it was hoped that a post-cue of this type could improve 

change detection through enabling access to the visual representation of the relevant 

part of the first scene. However, the post-cue did not improve performance on the 

change detection task, at least when using the complex scenes of Experiment 7. This 

might have arisen because no iconic representation endures or alternatively because of 

the delay in the post-cue, or some difficulty in using it to interrogate the preceding 

complex scene.

Experiment 8 was carried out in order to investigate whether a post-cue could 

improve performance in more controlled simplified displays. Additionally, the timing 

of the post-cue was altered such that now it appeared immediately after the offset of 

the first display. Results of this experiment suggested that these post-cues could 

indeed aid change detection, as subjects were significantly better at detecting changes 

with a post-cue as opposed to a delayed-cue (or no cue at all). Finally, as the 

paradigm utilised had now altered so much since the first experiment in this chapter, 

which had initially demonstrated the effectiveness of pre-cues in change detection. 

Experiment 9 was carried out. This study compared subjects’ performance when cued 

with a pre-cue, a post-cue, or a delayed-cue, on displays identical to those used in 

Experiment 8. This experiment confirmed that a pre-cue was most effective in 

improving subjects’ detection of the changes. However, the benefit of a post-cue 

appearing immediately after the offset of the first display was replicated, relative to 

the delayed cue.
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Thus, Experiments 6 and 9 provide evidence in support of the role of attention 

within a ‘Change Blindness’ paradigm as suggested by Rensink and his colleagues 

(e.g. O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). It was 

important to confirm this role for attention, as earlier descriptions of the role of 

attention in change detection were somewhat unclear. It is important to note that eye 

movements are not likely to have played a large part in the present results, as the 

displays in which the cue is presented are too brief to allow a saccade to the cued item 

during the first displav. Thus, as processing of both displays is necessary to detect the 

change, and there is not sufficient time for the eyes to reach the cued item in the first 

display, the pre-cue benefit cannot be explained merely by eye movements.

Scholl (2000) has also attempted to investigate the role of attention in change 

detection with exogenous attentional cues, in work published subsequent to the 

completion of the present study. Just as the work within this chapter, he reasoned that 

established forms of exogenous cue would provide stronger evidence (than the 

comparison of Cl versus MI regions from the scene) that visual attention was at the 

site of the change, and thus should confirm whether the failure to detect changes was 

attenuated at the locus of attention. His experiments did not use full-colour 

photographic images as Rensink et al (1997) had done; instead, his displays consisted 

of an array of black-and-white line drawings of everyday objects, selected from 

Snodgrass & Vanderwart (1980). Twelve of these drawings appeared in each 

experimental display. There was a change in every trial and subjects were told to 

identify which item had changed as quickly as possible. Each change was either a 

replacement of one of the original items with a different line drawing, or a rotation of 

one item such that it turned 180 degrees. As in the original ‘Change Blindness’
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studies, the displays (the original and the changed version) were iterated with an 

intervening blank until the subject responded.

Subjects were either presented with the experimental displays as described 

above, or they received one of two forms of exogenous cue during their trials. These 

cues were either a Tate-onset’ or a ‘colour-singleton’. For the late-onset cue one of 

the items in the original display appeared 200 msecs later than the other 11 items in 

the scene. It has previously been shown that this form of cue can lead to exogenous 

attentional capture by the late-onset item (e.g., Yantis & Jonides, 1984). The colour- 

singleton condition involved one of the figures appearing in blue or red amongst the 

other uniform black items. It is also well established that colour-singletons can lead 

to attentional capture by the unique items (e.g., Theeuwes, 1992). Importantly, 

attentional cues were used no more frequently on items that changed than for items 

that did not change. Therefore, subjects were aware of the fact that attending to the 

cued item would not help them in the change-detection task. However, results 

demonstrated that change detection was greatly speeded if the change occurred at the 

site of the attentional cue. Scholl’s result seems to provide further support for 

Rensink et al’s (1997) assertion that attention is intimately involved in change 

detection across interruptions, as the spontaneous capture of attention to the site of the 

change ameliorates the poor detection otherwise observed.

It is difficult to judge whether the present Experiment 7 failed to obtain a post

cue benefit due to the complexity of the scenes or due to the late presentation of the 

post-cue. Further studies are needed to clarify this issue. However, it does seem to be 

the case that a post-cue can support change detection when it is presented 

immediately the first experimental display, during displays that are ordered and 

simple (Experiments 8 & 9). It thus appears that some form of iconic memory of the
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first scene exists after its offset, as with a partial-report paradigm this information can 

be accessed and used to support change detection. Note that the present results within 

Experiment 9 are comparable with classic demonstrations of a fading iconic memory 

(e.g., Sperling, 1960). Examination of the magenta bars (‘change’ condition) in Figure 

5.10 reveals that change detection becomes increasingly poor, as the cue is more 

delayed from the presentation of the first display.

In support of these findings, Becker, Pashler & Anstis (2000) recently have 

demonstrated (also in work published subsequently to the completion of the present 

experiments) that a post-cue appearing immediately after the first display (i.e., during 

the blank interval, as in the present Experiments 8 and 9) improved both detection that 

a change occurred and even identification of the changed item. Their displays 

consisted of an array of six letters arranged into a circular configuration. Each trial 

comprised of two consecutive brief displays of these letter stimuli. If a change 

occurred in the stimuli (which it did on one third of the trials), a single letter was 

replaced with another letter. On half of the trials a red line pointed at the location of 

one of the letters; this line indicated that if a change occurred during the trial, it would 

occur at this location. Becker et al (2000) manipulated the onset of this line in order 

to investigate how this effected its efficiency at enabling subjects to detect the change. 

Their results demonstrated that cues appearing soon after the offset of the first display 

(up to 215 msecs after) significantly improved detection of the change. However, 

when the cue appeared at the onset of the second display (even in a condition when 

this was only 82 msecs after the first display) performance was no longer improved by 

the cue. Thus, the recent study of Becker et al (2000) fits well with the findings of the 

experiments described within this chapter.
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It is worth noting that that there could in principle be a closer relation between 

the actions of pre-cues and post-cues than standard accounts of iconic memory would 

propound. Whereas it is established that pre-cues exogenously guide covert attention 

to their locus, post-cues are generally described as enabling access to a memory 

representation of the scene. That is, they are not described as manipulating attention 

itself, but rather affecting access to a rapidly fading memory of the whole scene in 

order to draw the cued items into longer-term memory storage. However, in terms of 

internal neural processes, there might be little difference between a cue appearing just 

at the end of a scene’s display time or just after its offset, once the possibility of 

residual activation from that scene persisting in the brain for a brief period after the 

offset is considered (see Dennett, 1991). Possibly it is this residual activation that the 

cue affects, the result of this being that covert attention would be drawn to the cued 

region enabling the representation of this area to be enhanced similarly to the 

operation of a pre-cue. Therefore, it is possible that both forms of cue discussed 

within this chapter operate via similar mechanisms, i.e. those involved with visual 

attention.
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Chapter 6 

Attentional Causes of Change Blindness’ for 

Large Background Changes

Introduction

Within the last chapter, attentional cueing was used in order to demonstrate 

that attention can attenuate the failure of change detection typically shown within 

‘Change Blindness’ paradigms (e.g., O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 2000). It was noted within Chapter 5 that the standard method 

previously adopted (e.g., Rensink et al, 1997) to provide evidence for the role of 

attention in change detection has been the manipulation of whether changes occur at 

areas of ‘Central Interest’ (Cl) versus whether they are at regions of ‘Marginal 

Interest’ (MI) (e.g. see Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). Observers generally detect 

changes at areas of Cl more quickly than those at MI regions. Thus, the role of 

attention in change detection has been postulated from the belief that Cl regions will 

attract the attention of observers, thereby explaining why changes here are detected 

faster and more accurately.

Criticisms of this methodology were described in Chapter 5 and so will not be 

outlined in detail here. However, it can be noted that this method is flawed as it does 

not explain why attention may be paid to these regions of Cl, merely that they are ‘of 

interest’ and hence attended (e.g. see Zelinsky, 1998). It is also an imprecise method 

due to the difficulty of matching physical characteristics between different items in
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natural scenes. It is important to directly assess whether there are spontaneous 

attentional biases in normal vision and, if these exist, the role that they may play in 

change detection across interruptions. Examination of these issues could help address 

the reason why attention is paid to areas of CL Additionally, it seems likely that this 

issue would be better examined with simplified scenes, in order to overcome the 

problem of matching physical saliency within complex natural scenes. The 

experiments outlined in this chapter attempt to assess these issues with the conjecture 

that areas of Cl and MI may correspond to the ‘figure’ versus ‘ground’ of an image 

respectively.

Figure-Ground segmentation within ‘Change Blindness’ paradigm

Examination of the types of area Rensink et al (1997) term ‘Centre of Interest’ 

(Cl) versus ‘Marginal Interest’ (MI) suggests that items described as Cl (where 

changes are detected relatively well in the ‘flicker’ paradigm) often consist of 

foreground objects, whereas those of MI appear to be backgrounds. This may 

correspond somewhat to the division between ‘figures’ and ‘grounds’ in the classic 

Gestalt terminology (e.g., Rubin, 1915; Wertheimer, 1923). Moreover, some research 

into figure-ground processing implies that figurai items may attract more attention 

than grounds (see Bay lis & Driver, 1995; Driver & Baylis, 1996).

Figure 6.1.

Example o f ‘Rubin’s Vase’
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Rubin (1915) produced an early and classic description of ‘figure’ and 

‘ground’. He distinguished the two in terms of their phenomenal appearance, arguing 

that figures consisted of ‘shaped’ objects whereas their abutting grounds typically 

possessed no shape. He also noted that figures were typically smaller regions, and/or 

more surrounded, of higher contrast than the grounds surrounding them and appearing 

closer phenomenally. Rubin also demonstrated that figures are remembered better 

than grounds.

Figure 6.1 shows the famous ambiguous vase/face display (first produced by 

Turton in 1819). This example demonstrates the initial dominance of the vase 

percept, which as it is smaller and fully surrounded, initially appears to be the figure 

as opposed to the background. If one reverses the figure-ground assignment, the 

effect is striking. Suddenly the former background becomes ‘shaped’ and the ‘faces’ 

now appear to be closer etc. as they take on the characteristics of the phenomenal 

figure.

There may be some relation between figurai items and items that are attended. 

Both attended items and figures appear to share certain characteristics, such as being 

remembered better (Rubin, 1915) and subjectively appearing more intense (see, 

Baylis & Driver, 1995; Driver & Baylis, 1996). Research into figure-ground 

processing in relation to attention has revealed evidence that pre-attentive processes 

may segment the figure from the ground, as a result of which the figure typically 

becomes attended (Driver & Baylis, 1996, see also, Baylis & Driver, 1995). Driver & 

Baylis (1996) presented subjects with stimuli consisting of a rectangle divided into 

two regions. One region was small and bright whereas the other was larger and 

darker. These stimuli were typically perceived as a small bright figure on a large 

darker background, as the former region possesses two of the standard characteristics
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of figures (i.e., smaller and of higher contrast). Dividing these two abutting regions 

was a jagged, uneven borderline. Subjects were given a two sample forced-choice 

task, in which they were required to select the probe pattern that matched the dividing 

borderline from the previous display. The probe patterns were either ‘figure-shape’ or 

‘ground-shape’, in that the shape consisted of the jagged borderline as attached to the 

figure item in the previous display or as attached to the ground item. Subjects were 

consistently more accurate and faster when presented with figure-shape probes. 

Driver & Baylis (1996) interpreted this result to suggest that the dividing line had 

been automatically attributed to the figurai item as this was pre-attentively segmented. 

In turn this resulted in attentional allocation to the figure, facilitating performance 

when tested with the figure-shape probe.

If indeed there is preferential attentional allocation to figures as opposed to 

backgrounds, this may allow the claims of Rensink and colleagues (e.g., Rensink, 

O'Regan & Clark, 1997) to be re-examined under more tightly controlled conditions. 

As mentioned earlier, items at areas of Cl are generally those in the foreground 

whereas items of MI are generally background. However, in natural scenes many 

physical characteristics (and overall saliency) are difficult to equate between items, 

and previous results in the Change Blindness paradigm may not be due to the posited 

foreground-background difference, but due to lower-level physical characteristics 

instead. This problem can be circumvented by the creation of simplified artificial 

scenes that are easily and indisputably separated into defined foreground and 

background areas, with controllable physical properties. These display types can also 

evade problems related to semantic factors.

Assessing ‘Change Blindness’ in relation to foreground versus background 

items may also help to address the issue raised by Zelinsky (1998), namely that
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Rensink et al (e.g., 1997) did not define why more attention might be paid to the 

regions of Cl, arguing circularly that those regions were simply of interest and hence 

attended. The current proposal, that ‘Change Blindness’ may be more pronounced for 

background than for foreground items, seems less circular given the many different 

operational definitions of figure versus ground from a separate literature. Moreover, 

it may allow a test of whether ‘Change Blindness’ can be pronounced for background 

versus foreground changes, even when the later are physically stronger. Finally, it 

may allow a relatively pure manipulation of attention.

A new method to assess ‘Change Blindness’ in terms of 

foreground versus background items

The present experiments will assess whether ‘Change Blindness’ is indeed 

more pronounced for background regions, and whether this is as a result of 

preferential attentional allocation to items in the foreground. To address the 

foreground versus background issue decisively, simplified displays were designed for 

use within a CB paradigm. These comprised a circular array of small grey 

‘foreground’ dots, on a black and white striped ‘background’; see Figure 6.2 for an 

example of these displays. Note that figure and ground are defined here in terms of 

relative size and surroundedness. The possible changes that occurred to either the 

foreground or background items were also simple, as they all occurred in only one 

domain, namely luminance. Subjects were instructed to assess, as quickly and as 

accurately as possible, whether a change occurred in the images during the course of
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the two successive displays (with intervening blank) which comprised each trial. 

These simplified displays and changes addressed two important issues.

First, they were used to address whether change blindness is indeed stronger 

for background rather than foreground changes. In order to carry out a rigorous 

assessment of this issue, important methodological issues were addressed. The first of

Foreground Change Background Change

Figure 6.2. Schematic example of possible trials from Experiment 10. 
‘Foreground Change’ involved one of the foreground circles changing to the 
opposite luminance value. Within ‘Background Change’ trials, all the 
background stripes change to the opposite luminance value.

these is that changes to the foreground or to the background both took place within 

the same visual dimension, which was a change in luminance. Moreover, the 

background changes were unequivocally stronger in physical terms. That is, they 

involved a greater change in luminance (black to white, rather then dark grey to light 

grey) and they covered a far greater area. This measure prevents any explanation of 

results in terms of a trivial low-level advantage for foreground items.
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Second, these experiments were carried out to determine whether any 

advantage for foreground versus background changes may involve attentional factors. 

In order to examine this issue, different instructions were given to subjects across the 

course of each experiment. There were three successive experimental sections, each 

of which consisted of a different attentional condition. These sections were known as; 

default-attention, divided-attention and focused-attention. During the first section 

(default-attention), subjects were told to detect any change in the image. They were 

not told what the changes were or where they could be. Hence this section was 

judged to be a measure of any spontaneous bias that may exist for attending to the 

foreground of the image. It was predicted that there is indeed such a bias towards 

attending the foreground. This bias should be revealed by good detection of 

foreground changes and relatively poor detection of any change to the background, 

given the lack of explicit change detection for unattended items (see the previous 

chapter; plus Simons, 2000 and Simons & Levin, 1997 for reviews). We expected 

poor detection of background changes even though these were larger and physically 

stronger than the foreground changes.

Before starting the second (divided-attention) section, subjects were now 

informed about the different types of change and the chance of them occurring. This 

should in principle result in attention being spread equally across both regions of the 

image (i.e., foreground smd background), reducing or eliminating any advantage for 

foreground changes if that advantage does indeed depend on attention. If this 

prediction is fulfilled, it would demonstrate that the previously poor detection of 

background change is likely to have involved a lack of attention to the background.

Finally, during the focused-attention block only one type of change (either 

foreground or background) now occurred in each block. Subjects were warned before
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commencing each block whether changes would occur only to the foreground items, 

or only to the background items. Hence, each region should now receive focused 

attention while subjects attempt to detect changes in it. It was anticipated that 

performance might now actually become better for background changes, as they were 

designed to be physically stronger. If this were confirmed, it would mean that 

previous failures to detect background changes were primarily due to attentional 

factors, not to intrinsic physical salience.
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Experiment 10 

Subjects

8 subjects were recruited by advertisement: 2 males and 6 females. Subjects 

ranged in age from 18 to 29 (mean: 22). All were naïve to the purpose of the 

experiment and had not taken part taken part in any previous study in this thesis. 

Subjects received monetary compensation for their time.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Stimuli were displayed on a Viglen 12” monitor, run from a Dell personal 

computer (Dimension 486/335). The task was programmed with Micro Experimental 

Language (MEL) software (Psychology Software Tools (PST), Pittsburgh, USA). The 

experiment was conducted in a quiet and darkened room.

Each display (see Figure 6.3 for examples) consisted of alternating black and 

white vertical stripes across the whole monitor (18 degrees of visual angle). The 

width of each stripe was 1.5 degrees of visual angle, there were 12 stripes in total. 

Photometer measurement revealed the luminance of the light stripes to be 64.3 cd/m2 

and the dark to be 6.6 cd/m2. Placed on top of these stripes were 8 small circles (each 

1.5 degrees of visual angle in diameter). These circles were either dark grey 

(luminance 14.9 cd/m2) or light grey (luminance 48.9 cd/m2). The number of dark 

and light circles was determined by condition (see below). Each small circle was 

surrounded by a black outline. This outline prevented circles appearing to change in 

brightness during conditions when the background stripe they appeared on changed in 

luminance; this would otherwise be the case due to a simultaneous contrast illusion 

(e.g. see Rock, 1975 and Chapter 7 of this thesis). The circles were arranged into a
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larger imaginary circle (with a diameter of 10 degrees) in the centre of the screen. 

Each trial consisted of two successive displays of the striped background with 

foreground circles, separated by an intervening blank grey screen (35 cd/m2); see 

Figure 6.3.

Two thirds of the trials featured a change and one third had no change within 

each block, in a random sequence. If a change occurred this was equally likely to be a 

change to the background stripes or to one of the foreground circles. A background 

change was defined as all black stripes changing to white and vice versa, equivalent to 

a 180 degree shift in phase for the striped pattern.

300 ms

100 ms

300 ms

A. Simple Display/ 
Foreground Change

B. Complex Display/ C. Simple Display/
Foreground Change Background Change

Blank Gray Screen

Figure 6.3. Schematic example of all display types from Experiment 10. 
(Time runs from top to bottom)
A. Example of a possible foreground change within a simple display 

format.
B. Example of a possible foreground change within complex display 

format.
C. Example of a background change trial, shown here with simple display

A foreground change involved one dot changing to the opposite luminance 

during the course of one trial. The impact of this change depended on display type; 

see Figure 6.3 for examples. If the display was ‘simple’ a foreground change resulted
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in a singleton item changing luminance from the first to the second display. Therefore, 

the initial display could consist of 8 dots of a homogenous grey level (i.e., all light 

grey or all dark grey), or 7 of one grey level and 1 of the other. The change could be 

either that one of the previously homogenous circles switched to the opposite grey 

level in the second display; or that the previously unique circle switched to the same 

luminance value as the other 7 circles. If the circles were arranged in a ‘complex’ 

formation, the changing dot became the same luminance as a subset of the other 

circles. For example, there could be 5 light dots amongst 3 dark dots in the first 

display, becoming 4 light and 4 dark in the second display, after one of the light 

circles switched luminance value.

It is important to note that both types of foreground change are smaller than 

changes to the background stimuli, in terms of both the absolute change in luminance 

value for the affected items (34 versus 57.7 cd/m2), and also the spatial extent of the 

changed items, which were greater for background changes. Thus changes to 

background stripes could unequivocally be described as physically stronger.

The two display types (simple versus complex) were equally probable. They 

differed in the arrangement of foreground circles rather than the background stripes, 

but there was an equal distribution of ‘simple’ and “complex’ displays throughout all 

trial types: foreground change, background change or no change. If the display was 

simple the circles were either all of identical luminance (i.e., all dark or all light) or 

one circle was of the opposite luminance value to the other 7 circles. For the 

complex foreground displays, the ratio of dark to light circles varied from 3:5 to 4:4. 

It was hoped that this manipulation would allow a test of whether sensitivity to 

background changes was dependent on foreground complexity.
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Combining the experimental manipulations produced six equiprobable 

conditions: no change with simple foreground arrangement; no change with complex 

foreground arrangement; foreground change simple foreground arrangement; 

foreground change complex arrangement; background change simple display; 

background change complex foreground display.

Procedure

As discussed previously, the first experimental section was the default- 

attention section, in which subjects were instructed to detect (by pressing the 

appropriate key) any change in the image as quickly and as accurately as possible. In 

order to do this they had to monitor the two successive displays of each trial. No 

further information was given regarding the nature of possible changes. If subjects 

requested additional detail, instructions were simply repeated; try as hard as possible 

to identify whether anything has changed in the second display compared to the first. 

The first experimental blocks were preceded by 12 practice trials (2 trials for each of 

the six conditions described above, in a random order). Following practice, subjects 

received 2 experimental blocks of 60 trials (10 trials for each experimental condition 

randomly intermixed). As instructions for this section should not bias attention to any 

particular part of the display, this part of the experiment was designed to assess where 

subjects would attend by default. This should reveal if there are indeed spontaneous 

attentional biases in natural vision towards foreground items.

The second experimental section immediately followed the first two blocks. 

The only change was that, before starting the next blocks, subjects were explicitly 

informed that changes were equally likely to occur in the background stripes as in the
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foreground circles. The nature of each type of possible change was described in 

detail. Subjects were then presented with 4 blocks with 60 trials in each (with trial 

types intermixed as before). This section was termed divided-attention as, following 

the new instructions, subjects were now presumed to be deliberately monitoring both 

the foreground and background parts of the display.

The final section involved focused-attention. as change type was now blocked. 

That is, only one type of change could now occur within each block (on 50% of 

trials). A message appeared on screen prior to each block informing subjects whether 

the following trials would contain foreground (“circles”) or background (“stripes”) 

changes. The displays still had an equal number of simple and complex display 

formats. Six blocks of 60 trials were run in this manner; three blocks with only 

foreground changes and three blocks with only background changes. This final 

section should reveal which type of change is easier to detect when attention is 

already appropriately focused.

Each trial began at the onset of the first display, which was presented for 300 

msecs. This was followed by a blank screen of uniform grey for 100 msecs to 

produce the interruption that typifies the ‘flicker paradigm’. The second display was 

then presented for 300 msecs. Subjects had a maximum of 3 seconds (from the onset 

of the second display) to make their response. The screen was viewed from a distance 

of 50 cm.

Results

Table 6.1 gives mean accuracy and mean RT for each experimental section.

Default-attention: Responses to changes in the background stripes were 

extremely rare (14% overall, 9% during simple displays and 18% during complex
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displays). This does not appear to exceed false-positive responses on no-change trials 

(10% overall; 9% during simple displays and 11% during complex displays). To 

confirm that the number of correct responses to background change trials did not 

differ from the occurrence of false positives, analysis was carried out on these data. 

These tests revealed that background responses did not exceed false positives in either 

simple (Wilcoxon T (N=4, 4 tied) = 4, n.s.) or complex (Wilcoxon T (N=7, 1 tied) = 

3, n.s.) displays.

In direct contrast, changes to the foreground circles were reliably detected 

(80% overall; 86% for changes in simple displays, 74% for complex change trials). 

Change detection proved to be significantly more accurate for foreground as opposed 

to background changes, for both simple and complex change trials: Wilcoxon T (N=8) 

= 0, p < .001 for both. This was further corroborated by Fisher’s exact analysis on the 

data of each individual; all subjects performed significantly better for foreground 

changes (all p < .001). Subjects appear to be preferentially attending to the 

foreground circles and consequently reliably detecting changes only to those items.

Analysis of simple versus complex displays revealed that there was no 

difference in subjects’ accuracy in foreground change trials across these display types; 

Wilcoxon T(N=8) = 9, n.s.. For background change trials, the different formats of 

display type did significantly differ, subjects were more accurate when the foreground 

display was complex: Wilcoxon T (N =8), p < .05. This effect might perhaps be due 

to subjects having greater uncertainty when the display is more complex, leading to 

increased pressing of the ‘change’ button but without necessarily any explicit 

detection of the background change. There is some evidence for this claim in the fact 

that there were slightly more false positives during complex displays (11% versus 

9%), although this did not reach significance; Wilcoxon T (N=6, 2 tied) = 9, n.s..
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During background change trials this uncertainty might be higher than no change 

trials if there was some implicit perception of change but without explicit awareness 

about what has taken place (see next chapter).

Default
Attention

Experimental Section
Divided

Attention
Focused

Attention
Change
Position

Display
Type

RT
(msec)

Accuracy
(%)

RT
(msec)

Accuracy
(%)

RT
(msec)

Accuracy
(%)

Bkg All 1035 14 1080 61 663 97

S im ple 1005 9 1064 59 665 97

C o m p le x 1064 18 1096 62 660 97

Frg All 992 80 1042 73 839 92

S im ple 928 86 988 82 757 96

C o m p le x 1055 74 1095 64 920 88

Table 6.1.
Mean Accuracy (%) data and mean correct RT(msecs) for each experimental 
section of Experiment 10. Bkg = Background, Frg = Foreground.

Analysis of RT data for this section is somewhat problematic, as the number 

of correct background detections was so small. However, a two-way within subjects 

ANOVA featuring position of change (foreground versus background) and display 

type (simple versus complex) was carried out. This revealed that there was no main 

effects of foreground versus background changes (F(l,7)= .381, n.s.), but that subjects 

were significantly faster to respond during simple display types (F(l,7)= 5.860, p < 

.05), while these two factors did not interact (F(l,7)= .759, n.s.).

Divided-attention : The change in instruction for the subsequent divided- 

attention section altered the results substantially. Detection of background changes 

now rose to 61% overall (59% and 62% for simple versus complex displays, 

respectively). Background detection thus now increased to a level significantly above
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the false-positive rate of 12% (11% for simple and 13% for complex displays) on no

change trials, for both simple and complex display types (Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 0, p < 

.01 for both). Detection of foreground changes remained high at 73% (82% for 

simple and 64% for complex). As a result of these changes, detection of foreground 

changes was no longer significantly better than detection of changes to the 

background stripes, in either simple (Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 5, n.s.) or complex 

(Wilcoxon T (N=7, 1 tied) =11,  n.s.) displays. In contrast to the previous section, 

Fisher’s exact test revealed that 4 out of the 8 subjects no longer had any significant 

difference in response between foreground and background changes (all others p < 

.001).

Analysis of simple versus complex displays revealed a different pattern of 

results to that found in the previous section. For foreground-change trials, display 

type altered subjects’ accuracy; Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 2, p < .05. Subjects were more 

accurate in detecting changes to simple displays. This is possibly due to the task 

becoming more difficult when subjects are explicitly instructed that they must monitor 

both the foreground and the background of the display, resulting in some loss of 

accuracy in detecting foreground changes when the display is complex. However, in 

background-change trials, the complexity of the foreground circle display had no 

effect (Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 14, n.s.).

RT for correct detections of foreground-changes averaged 1042 msecs (988 

msecs for simple changes and 1095 msecs for complex changes), for background 

change the average was 1080 msecs (1064 msecs for simple and 1096 msecs for 

complex displays). A two-way within subjects ANOVA was performed on the RT 

data as before. This found no significant difference between reaction times for 

detection of foreground versus background changes (F(l,7) = .455, n.s.). Subjects
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were faster to respond for the simple display type (F(l,7) = 6.968, p < .05) The 

interaction between these two factors approached significance: F(l,7) = 5.15, p = 

.057. Planned means comparisons revealed that the marginal interaction was the 

result of responses being faster for simple displays in the foreground-change trials 

(F(l,7) = 20.5, p < .01) whereas there was no effect of display type for background- 

change trials (F(l,7) = 1.8, n.s.), in agreement with the accuracy data.

Focused-attention : During this final section subjects could attend exclusively 

to just one part of the display (i.e., just foreground or just background items), as only 

one type of change arose within each block and this was indicated in advance. 

Accuracy was now equivalently high for background (overall, 97%; simple, 97%; 

complex, 97%) and foreground changes (overall, 92%; simple, 96%; complex, 88%), 

for both simple (Wilcoxon T (N=3, 5 tied) = 0 n.s.) and complex (Wilcoxon T (N=4, 4 

tied) = 1.5, n.s.) display formats. Performance for foreground and background change 

trials was unaffected by display complexity (Wilcoxon T (N=5, 3 tied) = 1.5, n.s. and 

Wilcoxon T (N=5, 3 tied) = 6, n.s. respectively), being near ceiling.

Importantly, background changes were now detected faster than foreground 

changes (663 msecs overall versus 839 msecs). A two-way ANOVA revealed that 

responses were indeed significantly faster during background-change blocks: F(l,7) = 

57.77, p < .001. Responses during simple display types were also significantly faster: 

F(l,7) = 15.32, p < .001. The two factors of position of change and display type also 

interacted: F(l,7) = 24.55, p < .01. Planned means comparisons revealed the cause of 

this interaction to be that simple displays resulted in significantly faster performance 

during foreground change trials (F(l,7) = 46.013, p < .001) but had no effect on 

background change trials (F(l,7) = .050, n.s.). Planned means comparisons also
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showed that responses to background changes were significantly faster than 

foreground changes across both simple and complex display types: F(l,7) = 14.51, p < 

.01, F(l,7) = 116.98, p < .0001 respectively. This is consistent with the suggestion 

that changes to the background are actually physically stronger than those in the 

foreground, and hence detected more rapidly when they receive focused attention.

Discussion

These results show that under ‘default-attention’ conditions (i.e. when subjects 

were requested simply to detect any change in the display), background changes were 

typically missed. This is despite the fact that they arose within the same visual 

dimension (luminance) as the detected foreground changes; despite being physically 

stronger; despite occurring across a larger spatial extent; and despite being detected 

more rapidly than foreground changes when tested under ‘focused attention’ 

conditions. It appears that subjects spontaneously attend to the foreground of the 

display, and typically miss background changes under ‘default-attention’ conditions 

for this reason. It is important to note that the substantial change in detection rate for 

background changes between default and divided attention sections was not due to 

subjects being aware of them in the default-attention section but believing that it was 

not these changes that they should respond to. Subjects were surprised to be told, 

before the divided-attention section, that the background stripes could also change, 

and had in fact been doing so in the preceding sections.

A possible problem with this experiment, making it difficult to state 

categorically that attention is directed by default towards the foreground elements in 

an image, is that the results may be dependant on the fact that there was an
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intermixing of simple and complex displays. It could be said that there was more 

‘going on’ in the foreground, as there were varying types of display presented there; 

this in itself may have drawn attention to this area. Attention might then be 

maintained here if the complex displays require attention to be directed to them in 

order to detect changes. Possibly with only simple displays (i.e. just a singleton 

changing in the foreground), attention would be less burdened and changes to the 

background stripes might then be detected even without explicit instruction to do so.

To address this criticism, the subsequent experiment was carried out, featuring 

only simple displays.

Experiment 11 

Subjects

Six new subjects participated: 7 males and 1 female. Subjects ranged in age 

from 18 to 32 (mean: 24). All subjects were naïve to the purpose of the experiment 

and had not taken part taken part in any other study in this thesis. Subjects received 

monetary compensation for their time.

Apparatus and Stimuli

These remained the same as Experiment 1 except for the fact that complex 

displays were now never used. The trials still consisted of 1/3 no change, 1/3 

background change and 1/3 foreground change. As only simple displays were used, 

foreground changes consisted of a singleton item changing its luminance across the 

course of the two successive displays that comprised each trial. See Figure 6.3 

(earlier), for an example of the type of the simple displays used.
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Procedure

This remained identical to that of the previous experiment, except for the 

elimination of the previous complex display types. The same instructions, the same 

three experimental sections and the same trial timings were all replicated from 

Experiment 10.

Results

Table 6.2 gives mean accuracy and mean RT for each experimental section.

Default-attention : Detection of changes in the background stripes was again 

extremely rare (9%), this again did not exceed the rate of false-positive responses 

during no-change trials (12%). Analysis revealed that the hit rate for background 

change did not significantly differ from false-positives (Wilcoxon T (N=6) = 4, n.s.). 

By contrast the smaller changes to only one foreground circle were reliably detected 

(93%). Change detection was significantly better overall for foreground rather than 

background changes (Wilcoxon T (N = 6) = 0, p < .05), and this was true for each 

participant individually by Fisher’s exact test (all p < .0001).

There was no significant difference in RT data for detection of foreground 

versus background changes; F(l,5) = .135, n.s.. However, recall that as there are very 

few detections of background changes there are also very few RT data points for this 

condition.

Subjects again appear to spontaneously attend to the foreground of the display 

and consequently detect changes only here. The presence of only simple displays 

does not appear to alter this result.
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Change
Position

Bkg

Experimental Section
Default

Attention
RT Accuracy

(msec) (% )

919 12

Divided
Attention

RT Accuracy
(msec) (% )

1115 54

Focused
Attention

RT Accuracy
(msec) (% )

684 98

Frg 856 93 1011 84 769 99

Table 6.2.
Mean RT (msecs) and Accuracy data (% ) for each experimental section of 
Experiment 11.

Divided-attention: The more specific instructions for this section

dramatically altered the results. Detection of background changes rose to 54% correct 

hits, now significantly above the false-positive rate of 8% on no-change trials 

(Wilcoxon T (N=6) = 0, p < .05). Detection of foreground changes remained high at 

84%, which was still significantly better than correct background change detection 

(Wilcoxon T (N=6) = 0, p < .05). Thus background changes became detectable once 

subjects were alerted to the fact that they can occur, although performance was still 

better for foreground changes, perhaps due to practice effects from the previous 

section.

Analysis of RT data revealed that subjects were faster to respond to 

foreground change (1011 msecs average for foreground change and 1115 msecs 

average for background change, F(l,5) = 6.691, p < .05). Foreground changes thus 

still have some performance edge, possibly due to these being the type of change that 

subjects were already familiar with from their performance in the previous ‘default 

attention’ section.
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Focused-attention; Accuracy was now equivalently high for background 

(98%) and foreground (99%) changes. Consequently, there was no reliable difference 

between the two: Wilcoxon T (N=5) = 5, n.s.. Background changes were now 

responded to faster than those in the foreground (684 ms versus 769 ms, F(l,5) = 9.0, 

p < .05), consistent with the physically stronger change in luminance for the 

background stripes versus the single changing foreground circle.

Discussion

These results neatly replicate those of Experiment 10, suggesting that the 

findings do not only apply to situations with displays of intermixed foreground 

complexity.

A remaining question concerning these studies regards one difference between 

foreground and background change types. In both the preceding experiments, a 

background change was caused by each stripe reversing its luminance. Although 

leading to substantial local changes in luminance, this type of change does not lead to 

an overall change in the total mean luminance of the display. By contrast, although 

any foreground change involved much smaller local luminance changes, the number 

of light versus dark grey circles varied in the second display as from the first display 

in trials that contained a foreground change. This means that foreground changes 

produced a slight change in overall mean luminance of the display, which was not a 

feature of the background change trials. Experiment 12 was carried out to assess 

whether this could somehow have been responsible for the dramatic difference in 

change detection for foreground versus background stimuli under default attention 

conditions.
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Experiment 12 

Subjects

8 new subjects were recruited by advertisement. 5 were male and 3 were 

female. They ranged in age from 18 to 24 (mean: 20). All subjects were paid for 

their time and had not taken part in any previous study from this thesis.

Apparatus and Stimuli

These remained the same as the previous two experiments except for the 

relative number of dark to light circles in the foreground array. There was now an 

equal number of dark and light grey circles at all times (see Figure 6.4 for schematic

300 ms

100 ms

300 ms

A.
Foreground Change

B. C.
Background Change No Change

Blank Gray Screen

Figure 6.4. Schematic example of displays from Experiment 12. 
(Time runs from top to bottom)
A -  Example of a possible ‘Foreground Change’ trial 
B -  Example of possible ‘Background Change’
C -  Example of a trial with no change
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example of these displays). Any foreground change now consisted of every circle 

reversing to the opposite grey level to that from its value in the first display, 

analogous to the reversal of the black and white stripes in background changes. Both 

foreground and background displays thus now leave overall mean display luminance 

constant, but the local background changes were again more substantial than the local 

foreground changes (reversals of black and white in the background rather than light 

grey to dark grey in the foreground).

Procedure

This remained identical to the previous two experiments, the only change in 

experimental design was to the stimuli, as mentioned above.

Results

Table 6.3 below gives mean accuracy and mean RT for each experimental

section.

Default-attention: Background changes were again detected significantly 

less than often than foreground changes (26% as opposed to 91%, Wilcoxon T (N=8) 

= 0, p < .001). The accuracy level for background change detection is somewhat 

higher than that found in the previous two experiments. Examination of the 

individual participant data suggests one reason why this might have occurred. It was 

not the case that all subjects were relatively good in identifying a background change, 

rather that just one subject from the eight consistently detected background changes 

(90% accuracy). Fisher’s exact analysis showed that all other subjects performed 

significantly better in the detection of foreground changes as opposed to those in the 

background (all p < .0001).
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Change
Position

Bkg

Experimental Section
Default

Attention
RT Accuracy

(msec) (%)

843 26

Divided 
Attention 

RT Accuracy
(msec) (% )

818 71

Focused 
Attention 

RT Accuracy
(msec) (% )

645 84

Frg 740 91 740 84 672 96

Tabic 6.3.
Mean RT (msccs) and Accuracy data (%) for each experimental section of 
Experiment 12.

Background detection was significantly above false-positive levels (9%); 

Wilcoxon T (N=7, 1 tied) = 0, p < .05.

RT analysis revealed that subjects were significantly faster to respond to 

foreground change trials; F(l,7) = 6.381, p < .05.

Despite the somewhat higher level of detection of background changes, it 

remains the case that foreground changes were preferentially detected, with a high 

level of accuracy relative to background changes.

Divided-attention; Detection rates for foreground (84%) and background 

changes (71%) no longer differed (Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 6, n.s.). The increased correct 

background hits were significantly more common than false-positive rates in no 

change trials (8%); Wilcoxon T (N=8) = 0, p < .001. Mean reaction time was 

marginally slower for background detections (818 ms versus 740 ms) but this 

difference was not significant (F(l,7) = 4.3, n.s.).

Focused-attention : There was no significant difference in performance across 

the different change types. Accuracy for background change detection (84%) and 

foreground change detection (96%) did not significantly differ (Wilcoxon T (N=5, 3
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tied) = 3, n.s.). There were also no significant effects in the RT data. Mean 

background detection RT (645 ms) and mean foreground RT (672 ms) did not 

significantly differ; F (1,7) = 1.1, n.s., although any trend was now for faster 

background detection, in accord with the previous two experiments in this thesis.

Discussion

With the exception of just one subject, the basic effect remained; foreground 

changes were still detected preferentially in the default-attention condition (and this 

remained true even with the exceptional subject included). The different type of 

foreground display used in this experiment did not eliminate the effect. Even when 

both foreground and background changes kept the mean luminance of the total display 

constant, most background changes were missed under default-attention conditions, 

while smaller foreground changes were detected. The subsequent section of the 

experiment again demonstrated that this effect (i.e., ‘Change Blindness’ for 

background changes) depends on attention.

There are a number of points of discussion regarding the slight change in 

performance within Experiment 12. Background detections were no longer at a 

similar rate as false positives. First, this may be due to the fact that the new 

foreground changes were easier to detect, thus enabling additional processing of the 

background (see, Lavie, 1995; Lavie & Tsai, 1994). This would be consistent with 

the fact that foreground changes were detected faster than in the previous two studies. 

Secondly, the increased similarity between the form of change in foreground and 

background could lead to greater background processing, as it is established that 

increased similarity between attended and unattended stimuli often leads to increased
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processing of the unattended items (see, Most, Simons, Scholl, Jimenez, Clifford, & 

Chabris, 2001).

Importantly, the fact that changes were more similar and yet foreground 

changes were still much more detectable strengthens the argument that figurai items 

are preferentially processed under default-attention conditions. Even in this situation, 

and with background changes still being physically stronger, the majority of 

background changes still go unnoticed. It should also be noted that a colleague re-ran 

this study in another lab and replicated the poor background change detection (i.e. at 

the same level as false positives) found within Experiments 10 and 11.
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General Discussion

The three experiments described within this chapter examined ‘Change 

Blindness’ within the standard flicker paradigm (e.g. O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 

1996: Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000; 

Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 2000), but using simplified displays of small grey dots 

arranged into a circular foreground array, superimposed on a large background of 

alternating black and white stripes. Dots and stripes were defined as figure versus 

background respectively, on the basis of standard definitions of this type of 

segmentation. That is, the foreground circles were smaller, more surrounded and 

partly occluded the background (see Rubin, 1915). Results showed that under 

default-attention conditions (i.e. when subjects were instructed to detect any change in 

the scene as in the standard CB experiments), the large changes in background 

luminance were typically missed. Conversely, smaller changes in foreground 

luminance were reliably detected. This confirms the hypothesis that CB is worse for 

backgrounds as opposed to figurai items.

The figurai advantage was observed despite the fact that all changes 

(foreground and background) arose in the same visual dimension, i.e. luminance. 

Importantly, this advantage also arose despite the fact that changes to the background 

were also larger in spatial extent and involved a greater change in luminance. 

Therefore, the greater degree of CB for the background changes does not seem due to 

bottom-up differences in physical strength. This is further implied by the fact that 

under divided-attention conditions, background change detection rose significantly. 

Furthermore, when viewed with focused-attention, the large background changes 

were generally detected more efficiently then the smaller foreground changes.
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The second hypothesis, that increased ‘Change Blindness’ for background 

changes is due to attentional factors, thus seems to be supported. Performance for the 

background altered substantially in the divided-attention block, when attention was 

drawn to the fact that changes could occur there. This demonstrates that it is possible 

for subjects to respond to both types of change, thereby suggesting that the previously 

poor background performance was not due to an intrinsic inability to detect the 

background changes, but rather instead as a result of a lack of attentional allocation. 

The final, focused-attention, condition established (within Experiments 10 and 11) 

that background changes were actually detected more rapidly than foreground 

changes when viewed with full visual attention. This is further evidence that the 

failure to detect background changes under default-attention conditions was primarily 

due to attention being allocated to the figurai items in the display.

Experiment 10 provided the initial demonstration that background changes 

went unnoticed under default-attention conditions. Background changes were detected 

no more often than subjects made false positives during no-change trials. This pattern 

changed substantially when attention was drawn to the background changes. 

Furthermore, when attention was focused on either type of change alone, background 

changes were now responded to faster than those in the foreground. Experiment 11 

was carried out in order to confirm that these results were not due to the varying 

patterns of dark and light grey dots artificially attracting attention to this region, 

simply as more took place there. With only the simple foreground displays used in 

Experiment 11, the results remained very similar to those of the previous experiment. 

Finally, Experiment 12 assessed whether the past results could be due to a 

fundamental difference in the foreground and background regions, over and above 

that expected from definitions o f ‘figure’ versus ‘ground’ (Rubin, 1915). Whereas the
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background displays consisted of an equal number of black and white stripes which 

all changed, the foreground displays generally contained an unequal number of dark 

and light dots in which only one changed. As a result, the foreground changes 

slightly altered the overall luminance of the display, while this was held constant for 

background changes. Thus, Experiment 12 now featured an equal number of dark to 

light grey circles in the foreground, all of which changed to the opposite luminance 

value in foreground-change trials, so that overall display luminance now remained 

constant. The central result remained the same, as foreground changes were still 

detected significantly better than changes in the background.

These findings suggest that Rensink et aTs proposal (1997) of attenuated CB 

for regions of ‘Central Interest’ might arise because these regions generally 

correspond to foreground or figurai items. Thus, they spontaneously attract visual 

attention just as figurai items have been shown to in the present studies (see also. 

Bay lis & Driver, 1995; Driver & Baylis, 1996). Moreover, note that the present 

studies circumvent any problems in attempting to match the physical saliency of 

different regions, which is a methodological problem when using natural scenes. 

Here simple images were manipulated, such that the background area actually 

underwent a stronger physical change, yet there was still a detection advantage for 

foreground changes. Additionally, the stimuli here do not suffer from any confounds 

related to semantic pertinence. There is no need to judge which part of the scene 

‘means’ more and is thus more intrinsic to the image, so this method assesses where 

visual attention naturally goes in scene-viewing purely on the bases of certain bottom- 

up stimulus characteristics. These characteristics segment the image into figure and 

ground, leading to attentional allocation to the figure.
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Furthermore, the present studies may go some way to defining attentional 

allocation within an image. Zelinsky (1998) pointed out that defining areas where 

change is detected as ‘Central Interest’ is a definition intrinsically requiring further 

definition. The results discussed here suggest that a key factor is not ill-defined 

‘interest’, but rather well characterised figure-ground segmentation processes, which 

yield segmented figures that attract attention and thus become processed more 

efficiently. It does seem to make functional sense for attention to be directed by 

default to foreground items rather than the background, as foreground items will 

usually be more likely to correspond to objects of biological significance (e.g. 

predators or prey).

Finally, it should be noted that these studies provide further support for 

Rensink et al’s (1997) suggestion that change is not explicitly detected in unattended 

items. Here this was investigated for unattended background items, which underwent 

a larger and physically stronger change than foreground items. Despite the fact that 

an entire background changed across the course of a trial, such changes consistently 

went undetected under default-attention conditions, but became relatively easy to 

detect once attention was drawn to them. Rensink et al’s (1997) central conclusion 

thus appears to be upheld when tested with well-controlled stimuli.
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Chapter 7 

Implicit Processing of Unattended 

Background Changes as Revealed by 

Illusory Foreground Changes

Introduction

As discussed in Chapters 1 and 5, evidence that observers are unable to 

explicitly detect relatively large changes when these fall outside the focus of attention 

has been used to suggest that internal visual representations may be extremely sparse 

(e.g. O'Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1996: Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997; O'Regan, 

Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000). A common presumption has been that unattended 

changes are simply not processed, as at any one time we may only represent the item 

or items at the current focus of attention. However, standard methods of assessing 

‘Change Blindness' typically ask subjects to explicitly respond if and when they 

detected a change, as reviewed extensively elsewhere in this thesis (see Chapter 1). 

Past research has shown that this type of direct method can fail to gauge implicit 

visual processing; and that when more subtle indirect and/or implicit measures are 

used hitherto undetected processing can be revealed (for example, Kolb & Braun, 

1995; Moore & Egeth, 1997; see also Chapters 2 through 4 in this thesis).

With this point in mind, some recent research has focused on identifying 

whether some unattended changes might be extracted by the visual system in an
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implicit manner. For example, Femandez-Duque & Thornton (2000; Thornton & 

Femandez-Duque, 2000) carried out a series of studies that sought to investigate 

whether subjects might implicitly detect the location and the identity of changed 

items. Subjects were asked to chose which item had changed in the course of the two 

successive displays comprising each trial. Results suggested although subjects 

claimed to be unaware of any change, they were better than chance at selecting the 

correct item in a two-altemative forced choice task. Furthermore, subjects were 

faster in identifying the orientation of an item if it was at the same orientation to the 

changed item. Femandez-Duque & Thornton (2000; Thornton & Femandez-Duque, 

2000) suggested that their evidence implied that not only was the location of change 

implicitly perceived, but also that information about the identity of the changed item 

was also maintained.

An additional example of an attempt to seek evidence for implicit detection of 

change comes from Smilek, Eastwood & Merikle (2000). They utilised a visual 

search task in which subjects attempted to detect change as quickly as possible. 

Smilek et al varied the number of features that the changing target could change by, 

believing that if unattended changes are implicitly processed, the greater the number 

of features that change, the more efficiently unattended changes should guide 

attention to the locus of the change. Their results appeared to support this suggestion 

as search slopes were considerably steeper when a smaller number of features 

changed. However, as discussed at length in Chapter 1, the recent research by 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton (2000), and by Smilek et al (2000), is open to 

numerous criticisms. The present chapter sought more convincing evidence for 

implicit processing of unattended and undetected background changes, by further 

exploiting the paradigm introduced in the preceding chapter.
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New method for assessing implicit processing of background change

The following experiment attempts to detect whether unattended changes are 

implicitly extracted by the visual system. To address this issue, the method and 

displays used in the previous chapter were adapted (see Chapter 6). Recall that with 

the displays used there, subjects consistently failed to detect changes to the 

background region unless attention was explicitly drawn there, despite the fact that 

these background changes were larger and physically stronger than foreground 

changes which were consistently detected under default-attention conditions. Given 

this prior knowledge that the background changes are missed when unattended, the 

following experiment set out to discover whether they might be still implicitly 

processed to some extent.

Background-Change
/Foreground-Illusion

Time

Figure 7.1. Schematic example of the new critical trials in Experiment 13.
Note that all the background stripes change in luminance across the course of 
the trial. The physical luminance of the light grey foreground dot remains 
identical, but the change in luminance of the stripe behind it causes an illusory 
change of this dot’s brightness.
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The method and stimuli were similar to those used within the previous chapter. 

Small grey and black dots were arranged in a diagonal array on top of a dark and light 

grey striped background (see Figure 7.1). Background changes again involved each 

dark stripe becoming light, and each light becoming dark, across the course of two 

successive displays. Changes to the foreground dots also were similar to those in 

earlier experiments (with 1, 2 or 3 of these dots changing luminance for the 

foreground-change condition). However, in order to investigate any implicit 

extraction of undetected background changes a new condition was included. This 

new condition exploited a well-known simultaneous contrast illusion, whereby a 

foreground item appears to change in luminance when its background changes from 

light to dark, or vice versa (e.g. see Rock, 1975). The additional condition involved 

the background stripes changing, just as in the standard background change condition, 

but this change was now used to induce an illusion in the foreground dots such that 

they appeared to alter their own brightness (see Figure 7.1). In order to do this the 

foreground circles were now each simply placed in the centre of a stripe for some 

conditions. This results in the background behind each dot entirely changing in 

luminance when the background behind it was altered. This causes the apparent 

brightness of the lighter dots to appear to change illusorily (due to a simultaneous 

contrast illusion involving the background), despite the fact that the dots themselves 

remain absolutely identical to the previous display. During the background change 

condition without an illusion, dots were centred on the border between two stripes, as 

in Chapter 6, thereby preventing the average background luminance from changing.

It was anticipated that the new background-change/foreground illusion 

condition could reveal whether undetected background changes can be implicitly 

processed to produce foreground illusions. Subjects were expected to miss
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background changes (as in Chapter 6, where they had been shown to attend to the 

foreground elements under ‘default-attention’ conditions). Critically, despite missing 

the background changes it was predicted that these would induce an illusory change in 

the foreground in the appropriate new condition. This would strongly suggest that 

background luminance in the first and second display had been extracted and used in a 

comparison of the two displays. The foreground illusion should not arise if subjects 

did not process the background change at any level. Therefore, implicit processing of 

the unattended background stripes was expected to lead to explicit perception of 

illusory change for the foreground circles.

The experiment followed a similar procedure to the experiments discussed in 

the last chapter. Subjects were again informed to detect any change in the image for 

the first default-attention section. Subjects were not given any further details about 

the possible changes. It was hoped that this section would replicate the spontaneous 

bias, shown previously (see Chapter 6), for attending to the foreground of the image 

and thus detecting changes only to foreground items. Furthermore, it was expected 

that any implicit processing of unattended background changes could be revealed 

through the explicit report of illusory foreground changes when just the background 

behind each foreground dot altered in luminance.

The default-attention section was followed by a divided-attention section, 

before which subjects were informed of all possible changes, including the illusion. It 

was expected that this section would show that the background changes can be 

correctly detected (and attributed) when attended.

This method circumvents many problems addressed in relation to previous 

studies of putative implicit processing of missed changes (see Chapter 1 for detail). 

The measure operates in an on-line manner, thus potentially giving immediate access
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to any implicit representation of background change. Additionally, with this method 

changes can never be detected from only one display as there is no marker within 

either display alone indicating that the scene has changed in the second display (c.f. 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000). Subjects need to extract and compare 

information from the first and the second scene. Finally, the method also exploits a 

previously demonstrated natural attentional bias, the result being that attentional 

allocation is clear at the outset.
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Experiment 13

This experiment will investigate whether unattended background changes may 

be implicitly processed to produce foreground illusions. To this end, the paradigm 

used within Chapter 6 will be modified in order to assess whether the unattended 

background changes to the stripes may be implicitly extracted. The method 

attempting to reveal this processing will study whether undetected background 

changes can alter perception of foreground items at the focus of attention.

Subjects will be presented with displays consisting of a dark-and-light grey 

striped background, upon which an array of black and grey dots are arranged into a 

diagonal configuration. Subjects’ task is to detect whether there is any change in this 

image during the course of the two successive displays that make up each trial. There 

are three types of change trials; foreground-change, background-change/no-illusion 

and background-change/foreground-illusion (see Figure 7.2, p. 247). First, 1, 2 or 3 

of the grey dots changing to become lighter or darker during the course of a trial 

defines the foreground-change condition, similar to foreground change trials in the 

earlier experiments of the preceding chapter. Background-change/no-illusion trials 

occur when each light background stripe becomes dark, and each dark stripe becomes 

light, consistent with a 180 degree shift of phase for the background stripes. In order 

to prevent any illusory change in foreground dot luminance, dots within this condition 

were placed at the border between two background stripes in order that the average 

luminance behind the dots did not alter when the background changed (as in the 

experiments within Chapter 6). The final change condition, background- 

change/foreground-illusion, is critical for assessing any implicit processing of
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unattended background changes. Within this condition, the background shifts just as 

in the standard background change condition. However, due to different positioning 

of the foreground dots (see Figure 7.2), those that are light grey now appear to 

undergo a change of their own phenomenal brightness. This is due to the well-known 

simultaneous contrast illusion (see Rock, 1975), wherein an item appears to change in 

brightness when placed on a background of different luminance. Each dot is located 

fully within a background stripe in this condition, so that when the stripes behind each 

dot switch to the alternative luminance, it can appear as if the dots themselves change 

their own luminance. The possible occurrence of this illusion allows an investigation 

of whether background changes may be implicitly processed. If subjects detect a 

change during the background-change/foreground-illusion condition it is predicted 

that they may classify it as a change in the foreground circles. That is, an illusion of 

the foreground dots changing in brightness (actually based on a missed change to just 

the background) may be registered as a genuine foreground change. If this were the 

case, it would suggest that changes to the background may be implicitly processed to 

some extent, as in order to generate an illusory change in the foreground, the 

luminance of the background stripes before and after the change must be extracted.

As in Chapter 6, the first two blocks will examine these conditions under 

default-attention. That is, subjects will not be informed of the possible nature of the 

changes and will be simply told to respond to any change. It is expected given the 

results of the previous chapter that subjects will attend by default to the foreground of 

the display, demonstrating the spontaneous attentional bias found previously. As a 

result, changes should only be detected in the foreground dots. Furthermore, the new 

prediction is that changes to the background which result in an illusory foreground 

change will be detected but (mis)attributed to a change in the foreground circles. This
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would suggest that background properties can be encoded implicitly across the two 

successive displays.

Two further blocks will examine behaviour under divided-attention conditions. 

Subjects will now be informed of types of change and also of the possible illusion, 

prior to continuing to judge whether the display changes. This should reveal whether 

the background changes, which can in principle produce a foreground illusion, can be 

correctly attributed when spontaneous allocation of attention to the foreground no 

longer applies.

Subjects

10 new subjects were recruited by advertisement: 5 male and 5 female. They 

ranged in age from 19 to 31 (mean: 26). All subjects were naïve as to the purpose of 

the experiment and received monetary compensation for their time.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Stimuli were displayed on a Viglen 12” monitor, run from a Dell personal 

computer (Dimension 486/335). The task was programmed with Micro Experimental 

(MEL) software (Psychology Software tools (PST), Pittsburgh, USA). The 

experiment was conducted in a quiet darkened room.

The experiment was similar to those in the previous chapter except for a 

number of important differences. There were now three types of change condition. 

These will be known as; foreground-change, background-change/no-illusion. 

background-change/foreground-illusion (see again Figure 7.2 for examples of these).
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300 ms

100 ms

300 ms

A.
Background-Change
/Foreground-Illusion

B.
Background-Change
/No-Illusion

C.
Actual
Foreground Change

I
Blank Gray Screen

Figure 7.2. Schematic example of all display types from Experiment 13.
(Time runs from top to bottom)
A - Example of a background change trial that leads to an illusory change in 
brightness of the light grey foreground dot.
B - Example of a background change without illusory foreground change (note 
that dots are now placed at border of stripes in order  to prevent the simultaneous- 
contrast illusion).
C - Example of a genuine change in foreground brightness.

The foreground-change and background-change/no-illusion conditions were 

analogous to the foreground and background changes from Experiments 10, 11 and 

12. Foreground change involved one, two or three of the foreground circles changing 

luminance during the course of the two successive displays that comprised each trial. 

The background-change/no-illusion condition consisted of each dark background 

stripe becoming light and each light becoming dark during the trial. This is an 

identical type of change to the background changes from the experiments described in 

the previous chapter. The new condition, background-change/foreground-illusion, 

also involved the switch of dark background stripes to light and light background 

stripes to dark across the two successive displays, but there was a crucial difference 

between this and the other background change condition. Within these trials the 

foreground circles were now always centred on a stripe. The result of this is that.
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when the stripe behind any light grey dot switches to a different luminance, the light 

dot can in principle undergo a simultaneous-contrast illusion (e.g., Rock, 1975) such 

that it may appear to change its own brightness. Note that all circles were centred on 

the border between stripes of different luminance in the background-change/no- 

illusion condition (as was the case for all conditions in the experiments of the 

previous chapter). The average background luminance behind each dot does not 

change if the stripes change when the dot is placed at the border of the stripes, and so 

no simultaneous-contrast illusion should be produced for this condition.

There were a number of changes to the stimuli from the experiments in 

Chapter 6; these were mainly in order to maximise the possible simultaneous-contrast 

illusion. The alternating stripes were now dark-and light-grey rather than black and 

white. Photometer measurement revealed the dark stripes to be 17 cd/m^ whereas the 

light stripes measured 26 cd/m^. Pilot studies demonstrated that the shades of grey 

chosen could produce the illusion strongly. The eight circles were either black (3.5 

cd/m^) or light grey (19.3 cd/m^). Black was used because, due to its extreme 

luminance value, it is impervious to the simultaneous contrast illusion in this study. 

This meant that the number of changing dots could be manipulated in both the real 

foreground change condition and in the illusory change condition. If all the dots were 

grey, they would in principle all undergo an illusory change when the background 

shifted (when each dot was placed fully within the borders of one stripe), which 

would make the foreground change rather different and much stronger than that in the 

previous experiments. Instead one, two or three of the circles were light grey at all 

times. During the background-change/foreground-illusion trials, any light grey dots 

could induce the simultaneous-contrast illusion. Just as the illusory change affected 

the light grey circles rather than the black, genuine foreground changes in the
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foreground-change condition also only affected the light grey dots. Whenever one or 

more of the light grey circles underwent a real change in luminance, its brightness was 

increased to 31 cd/m^ or decreased to 14.7 cd/m^. The varying number of light grey 

dots mimics the conditions of foreground change in previous experiments.

To enable the circles to fit easily within the borders of one stripe, they were 

now somewhat smaller then those used in the experiments from Chapter 6, measuring 

1 degree in diameter. This was important, as the grey dots had to fall entirely on one 

particular shade of background stripe before and after the background change in order 

to be subject to the potential illusory brightness change. The circles were no longer 

outlined, in order to maximise the simultaneous-contrast illusion. The arrangement of 

the dots was also changed. The circular configuration of past experiments would not 

enable the array of dots to be easily shifted between the border and the middle of the 

stripes across conditions, so a ‘diamond’ formation was now used (see Figure 7.2). 

Trials were split equally between the four experimental conditions; no change, 

foreground change, background change-no illusion, background change-foreground 

illusion.

Procedure

There were now only two experimental sections: default-attention and divided- 

attention (the focused-attention blocks were no longer used, as any perception of the 

illusory change was now of primary interest rather than overall difficulty of 

responding to different changes). Within the default-attention section subjects were 

again instructed to look for any change in the image, just as subjects had been in the 

default-attention blocks for the experiments in the previous chapter. If they pressed 

the button indicating that they had detected a change, a written prompt now appeared
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on the screen asking “What?” had changed. Subjects then gave a verbal description of 

what they had seen changing to the experimenter. The experimenter coded these 

responses into the computer, by pressing one of two keys. One indicated that the 

change had been described as affecting the foreground circles (i.e., one or more of the 

grey dots) and the other indicated that the change was reported to have occurred in the 

background. The button indicating a background change was used not only for 

descriptions that explicitly mentioned the stripes, but also if less specific comments 

were made regarding the general background.

Subjects completed 16 practice trials (4 trials for each of the 4 conditions 

mentioned above) before commencing the 2 blocks of 80 trials that comprised the 

default-attention section (20 trials in each block for each of the 4 conditions, 

randomly ordered). This section was expected to reveal that despite the bias in 

attending to foreground objects (demonstrated within the previous chapter), changes 

to background stripes may be processed to a great enough extent to induce illusory 

changes in foreground dots.

The second experimental section was the divided-attention condition. Prior to 

commencing these blocks, subjects were explicitly informed of all the possible 

changes that could take place. In addition to the description of background changes, 

the illusory foreground changes were also described. Subjects were told that 

sometimes the background changes could lead to light grey dots superimposed upon 

the stripes appearing to change their brightness, and that this could occur without any 

“real” change in the absolute brightness of the grey dots. After being given this new 

information, subjects completed 16 practice trials before a further 2 blocks of 80 trials 

(counterbalanced as before). This section was expected to reveal that illusory changes 

to the foreground circles would now be correctly attributed to changes in the
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background stripes. Additionally, in line with the experiments in the previous 

chapter, it was hoped that the previously undetected background-change/no illusion 

trials would now be correctly identified as background changes on most trials.

Trial timings remained the same as those used within the previous chapter. 

Each trial began with the onset of the first display, which was presented for 300 

msecs. This was immediately followed by a blank grey screen for 100 msecs, then the 

second display appeared for 300 msecs. Subjects had a maximum of 3 seconds (from 

the onset of the second display) to make their change/no-change response. Their 

verbal description of detected changes was not timed. The screen was viewed from a 

distance of 50 cm.

Results

Default-attention: Table 7.1 gives percentage of differing report types for 

each experimental condition. First, the basic results replicated those of Experiments 

10, 11 and 12, as subjects detected true foreground changes (82%) significantly more 

often than they correctly attributed background changes to the background (only 

8.5%, when pooled across background-change/foreground-illusion and background- 

change/no-illusion trials); Wilcoxon T (N=10) = 0, p < .001. There was no significant 

difference between correct background change detection (8.5% across both 

background change conditions) versus false-positives to no-change trials (20%); 

Wilcoxon T (N=10) = 12, n.s.; see Table 7.1.

However, the introduction of the possible foreground illusion during some 

background change trials produced an interesting pattern of results. Despite the fact 

that the background changes themselves were identical for the illusion and no-illusion 

condition, they were responded to as some kind of change significantly more often in
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the background-change/foregroimd-illusion trials (70%; i.e. 60% plus 10%, see Table 

7.1) as opposed to the background-change/no-illusion trials (24%); Wilcoxon 

T(N=10) = 0, p < .005. The cause of this greater detection appears to be the 

foreground illusion, as when a change was detected on trials with this potential 

illusion, it was usually attributed to a change in the foreground dots (86% of detected 

trials, i.e., 60 versus 10, see Table 7.1); Wilcoxon T(N=9, 1 tied) = 1, n.s..

Actual Change

Reported Foreground

Foreground
Change

82

Background
Change/

Foreground
Illusion

60

Background 
Change/ 

No Illusion

17

No Cha 

19
Change

Background 1 10 7 1

None 16 26 73 78

Timeout 1 4 3 2

Table 7.1.
Percentages of each response-type observed for each event-type in the default- 
attention section.

The few consistent reports of background changes during background- 

change/foreground-illusion trials were from only one of the 10 subjects. Detections 

from this one subject comprise 61% of such reports. The reporting of a background 

change as a foreground change was significantly more common in the background- 

change/foreground-illusion condition (60%) than in the background-change/no- 

illusion trials (17%), even when including this subject; Wilcoxon T (N=10) = 0, p < 

.01. There was no such difference in attributions of changes to the background for 

these conditions (10% versus 7% respectively); Wilcoxon T (N=4, 6 tied) = 0, n.s..

As in the experiments of the previous chapter, subjects rarely detected 

background changes as such, consistent with spontaneous attention to the foreground
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of the image. However, despite this attentional bias, changes to the background 

stripes were apparently coded to a sufficient degree to enable them to affect 

perception of the attended foreground dots, producing reports of illusory foreground 

changes in the critical new condition.

Divided-attention: Table 7.2 gives the percentage of different report types for 

each condition. After subjects’ attention was drawn to the fact that the background 

could change and that this could sometimes lead to an illusory foreground change, 

correct detections of foreground change (82%) were still greater than correct 

background change detections (averaged across both background conditions; 49%); 

Wilcoxon T (N=9, 1 tied) = 3, p < .01. However, detection and correct attribution of 

such changes rose to 62% for background-change/foreground-illusion and 35% for 

background-change/no-illusion trials, which is a considerable improvement from the 

default-attention section. Importantly, correct responses to the background (pooled 

across background change condition; 49%) now significantly differed from the rate of 

false positives (10%); Wilcoxon T(N=10) = 0, p < .01.

Actual Change

Reported Foreground

Foreground
Change

82

Background
Change/

Foreground
Illusion

26

Background 
Change/ 

No Illusion

6

No Change 

6
Change

Background 6 62 35 4

None 11 11 57 89

Timeout 1 1 2 1

Table 7.2.
Percentages of each response-type observed for each event-type in the divided- 
attention section.
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Correct background responses also differed between the two background 

conditions, as subjects were more accurate in the background-change/foreground- 

illusion condition; Wilcoxon T(N=8, 2 tied) = 4, p < .05. Critically, changes in 

background-change/foreground-illusion trials were now significantly more likely to 

be attributed correctly to the background stripes (62%) rather than to the foreground 

circles (26%); Wilcoxon T (N=10) = 5.5, p < .05, unlike the default-attention 

condition.

Reaction times for detection responses that were correctly attributed did not 

differ between foreground and background responses. For foreground responses the 

mean RT was 1195 msecs and for background changes mean RT was 1220 msecs; 

F(l,9) < 1, n.s.. Note that there were too few correctly attributed background changes 

in the default-attention section for any meaningful comparison of foreground and 

background RTs under those instructions.
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General Discussion

This chapter investigated whether background changes, previously shown to be 

undetected under default-attention conditions, might nevertheless be implicitly 

extracted by the visual system to some extent. As in the previous chapter, subjects 

again proved unable to detect large changes to a striped background under default- 

attention conditions, presumably due to a failure to attend to this region. However, 

there was some evidence that such changes could still be processed in the critical new 

condition as they were able to affect conscious perception of foreground items. Dots 

in the foreground appeared to undergo an illusory change in brightness as a result of 

background changes. This implies some processing of the luminance properties of the 

background stripes both before and after the change, as it is only as a result of the 

relationship between background and foreground luminance across the two successive 

displays that the simultaneous contrast illusion can take place. This implies that some 

implicit processing can indeed occur for unattended background items.

Results thus suggest that it is possible that implicit detection of unattended change 

occurs in the visual system. Unlike Smilek, Eastwood and Merikle (2000), the results 

here need not suggest that attention was guided by the implicit processing, rather that 

implicitly detected changes can be attributed to the area that is already attended. 

Interestingly, this can thus take place even in a situation where conscious detection of 

a change is incorrect. Foreground circles themselves did not change absolutely in the 

background-change/foreground-illusion condition, suggesting that implicit extraction 

of relative visual properties may be an obligatory process, occurring regardless of its 

accuracy.
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The suggestion that large unattended changes seem to be processed (Smilek, 

Merikle & Eastwood, 2000; Williams & Simons, 2000) could suggest that perhaps the 

implicit processing shown here could disappear if background changes were smaller. 

As discussed in the last chapter, changes to the background in the present displays 

were actually designed to be larger and physically stronger than those in the 

foreground. This may be one reason for the implicit processing seen within the 

present experiment. It is established that processing of unattended items is modified 

by factors such as saliency (e.g. see Lavie & Tsai, 1994). Conceivably, implicit 

change detection could operate along similar lines to explicit change detection, i.e., 

being faster and/or more accurate for more salient changes (see for example, Rensink, 

O'Regan & Clark, 1997). Further research could examine this possibility.

Within Experiment 13, the critical default-attention section of the experiment 

produced clear results. First, a replication of the detection advantage for foreground 

changes was observed. Second, standard background changes in the background- 

change/foreground-illusion condition were responded to significantly more than 

highly similar background changes in the background-change/no-illusion condition. 

The cause of this increase in responses proved to be a result of an illusory perception 

of a change in the foreground circles, as most changes were attributed to these items. 

Thus, background changes were implicitly processed in the sense that they produced 

illusory change in the foreground. Although the improvement in background change 

detection in the divided-attention section was not as dramatic as in Chapter 6, this 

could be due to the more complex details that subjects were given at the onset of this 

block (i.e., information regarding the illusion, rather than simply the information that 

changes could occur in the background).
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The present demonstration that changes to unattended items may be implicitly 

extracted accords with recent papers on implicit change detection published 

subsequent to the running of the present experiments, by Femandez-Duque & 

Thornton (2000), Thonton & Femandez-Duque (2000), Smilek, Merikle & Eastwood 

(2000) & Williams & Simons (2000). However, this experiment avoids many 

problems encountered with their methods. For example, changes here are only 

detectable if both the first and second display are perceived and compared. Within 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton’s (2000) work, differences between the two displays 

could actually be implied by the nature of just their second display. Also, as the 

attentional allocation within the present displays is now well established (see Chapter 

6), it seems likely that the effective background changes were unattended under 

default-attention conditions, so that it is clear any implicit processing arose without 

attention. The potential distribution of attention is a problem for the tasks used by 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton (2000; Thomton & Femandez-Duque, 2000) and also 

for Smilek et al (2000). Smilek et al claim to demonstrate implicit processing of 

change but it is possible their results were a result of attentive change detection 

without any prior processing. Circumventing these problems here strengthens the 

claims for implicit detection of unattended changes.

In conclusion, the experiment described within this chapter provides initial 

evidence that, despite unattended changes remaining undetected with standard explicit 

tests, they may still be extracted by the visual system. However, the evidence here 

was tied to the implicit detection of change within just one dimension, namely 

luminance. It is possible that simultaneous contrast illusions, such as the one 

exploited within Experiment 13, arise at a relatively early stage in the visual system. 

Thus it would be useful to examine whether undetected background changes in
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another domain can be implicitly processed, through their influence on an additional 

foreground illusion. Chapter 8 will examine whether unattended background 

movements can be extracted by the visual system, to the extent that they induce 

illusory movement in attended foreground items, despite remaining undetected with 

explicit measures.
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Chapter 8 

Implicit Processing of Unattended Background 

Movement: Missed Background Changes can 

Induce Illusory Foreground Motion

Introduction

The evidence described within Chapter 7 suggests that some changes to 

unattended background items (e.g., to their luminance) may be implicitly processed 

while remaining undetected. Experiment 13 demonstrated that substantial luminance 

changes in the background went undetected under default-attention conditions, yet 

could induce the illusion of brightness changes for attended foreground items. 

Specifically, a change in the brightness of the background behind a foreground circle 

was perceived as a change in the luminance of the foreground circle itself.

However, on the evidence of Experiment 13 alone it would remain possible 

that such implicit processing of unattended background items may be restricted to the 

particular stimulus property investigated in Experiment 13, namely luminance or 

relative contrast. Moreover, it may be possible to argue that if the visual system 

computes the relative contrast value of the circles in relation to their background 

stripe before the change, and this relative value is encoded (rather than the absolute 

luminance value of the circle) then possibly a change to the background stripes might 

alter the encoded contrast value of the circle without necessitating the need for
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bringing forward any information about the absolute background luminance from the 

first to the second display. On this interpretation, the background stripes would still 

have to be encoded (perhaps implicitly) within each display, but the argument for such 

unattended background information being brought forward across the interrupting 

flicker might be weakened.

Given these considerations, a demonstration that implicit processing of 

background changes (via their ability to produce foreground illusions) is not confined 

to the luminance dimension would strengthen the previous finding. Consequently, 

Experiment 14 aimed to investigate whether unattended and undetected background 

movement could be extracted and thereby induce illusory motion for attended 

foreground items.

Method to assess implicit processing of 

unattended background movement

Experiment 14 examined whether unattended/undetected background motion 

can be processed to the extent that it will affect explicit perception of (illusory) 

movement in the attended foreground. Motion was used within this study, as there are 

a number of established induced-motion illusions wherein background motion can 

affect the perceived motion of foreground items. Moreover, unlike contrast, motion 

does not exist within either of two successive static frames, with apparent motion only 

being produced by the sequence of frames.
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Duncker (1929) was the first to describe the phenomenon that a fixated item, 

which remains physically stationary, can nevertheless appear to move in the opposite 

direction to the motion of a surrounding background. Wallach (1965) discussed this 

type of induced-motion illusion in terms of the relative perceptual superiority of 

motion cues derived from the relationship between visual objects, as opposed to the 

cues of movement relative to the observer. Fixation of the stationary item means that 

there is no change on the retina for it, nor in eye position or head position, thus all 

cues relative to the observer should indicate that the item does not move. However, 

the configurational change between the moving item and the fixated item can be 

sufficient to produce the perception of motion of the stationary object. Apparently this 

is due to the signal from the configurational change indicating that there is relative 

movement, but not indicating unambiguously which item has moved. In these 

situations, possibly because of the stationary object being attended (or simply because 

it is smaller), this often appears to move.

The particular motion illusion used within the present study was adapted from 

that described by Bacon, Gordon & Schulman (1982). Their target items were small 

spots of light placed on an array of vertical stripes. The dots moved vertically, either 

up or down, in phase with the left or right horizontal shift of the background vertical 

stripes (see Figure 8.1).
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Figure 8.1. Sketch of events in a typical trial within Bacon, 
Gordon & Schulman (1982).
Red arrows indicate actual movement within the trial; horizontal 
right for the background stripes and vertically down for the spot 
of light.
The blue arrow indicates the induced movement of the light spot; 
observers subjectively perceive it to move obliquely

These stimuli can result in the false perception that the target dot moves 

diagonally, as a result of the relative combination of its vertical motion and the 

horizontal motion of the background. Within the standard form of this illusion, 

observers are often aware that the background has moved. A critical aspect of the 

present study was that the stimuli were now created in such a way that the inducing 

background shift might not be subjectively obvious to the subjects. In this way, it 

might be possible for missed background movement to produce illusory induced 

foreground movement, thus producing a motion analogue of the simultaneous contrast 

illusion results from the previous chapter. To this end, the displays used in 

Experiment 14 were presented quickly and often featured more than one target dot, 

which pilot testing revealed to reduce explicit perception of background motion.
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Within Experiment 14 either 1, 2 or 3 small squares were placed on top of a 

vertically striped background (similar to that used in the previous two chapters). 

Across the course of two successive displays, a number of different apparent 

movements could take place in this scene. There were three possible events in the 

background: no movement, diagonal movement or horizontal movement. These 

events applied to a central array of dark and light grey stripes, which were placed in 

the middle of the screen (see Figure 8.2, p. 266 for a diagram of these stimuli). Thus, 

the vertical stripes moved on top of a grey background that filled the rest of the screen 

(note that the grey background did not move). There were analogous possible 

foreground events: no movement, diagonal movement or horizontal movement. Any 

movement in the foreground applied to only one dot during any one trial. However, 

as previously mentioned, 1, 2 or 3 dots were present, all but one of which remained 

static during the trial.

These possible movements combined to form five overall conditions: 

diagonal-background/still-foreground. still-background/diagonal-foreground, still- 

background/vertical-foreground. diagonal-background/foreground-illusion.

horizontal-background/foreground-illusion: see Figure 8.2 for an illustration of these 

conditions. Within conditions featuring a ‘foreground-illusion’, the movement of the 

foreground dot was actually vertical but due to the movement of the background it 

could in principle appear to move diagonally, as in the experiments of Bacon et al 

(1982). It is these two conditions with potential illusions that are most critical in the 

examination here of whether unattended/undetected background movement can affect 

perception of the attended foreground.

The subjects’ explicitly specified task was to detect any ^'diagonal motion'' in 

the image. Note that this task varied somewhat from that in the previous two chapters
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in that subjects were no longer just looking for ''any change” in the image. This was 

necessary as in the present design there was some form of movement (and thus some 

change) in every trial. However, this does not alter the overall logic of the study, in 

comparison to Experiment 13. The aim was again to test whether a specific change 

that was missed in the background (under default-attention conditions) could again 

produce a specific foreground illusion. Note that, in order to perceive any diagonal 

motion (real or illusory) subjects must extract the properties of the image both in the 

first and in the second display of each trial (as each of these displays was itself static, 

with ‘motion’ being produced only by the shift in location between successive 

displays); just as they had to compare successive displays when searching for “any 

change” in the previous experiments.
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Experiment 14 

Subjects

12 new subjects were recruited by advertisement: 4 male and 8 female. They 

ranged in age from 19 to 34 (mean: 23). All subjects were naïve as to the purpose of 

the experiment and had not participated in any similar studies. They received 

monetary compensation for their time.

Apparatus and Stimuli

Experimental stimuli were displayed on 12” Sony monitor run from an Apple 

Macintosh PowerMac G3. Monitor values were set to 832 x 624, 75 Hz. The task was 

programmed with PsyScope software (version 1.2.5, Cohen, Provost, MacWhinney & 

Platt, 1994). Subjects performed the task in a darkened soundproof booth.

The display consisted of a rectangle measuring 30 by 18 degrees of visual 

angle, filled with dark and light grey vertical stripes as background (see Figure 8.2 for 

examples of the displays). The width of each stripe was 2 degrees of visual angle, and 

there were 15 of these abutting stripes. The ‘rectangle’ of stripes was placed on a 

dark grey background, the same shade as the dark grey stripes, which filled the rest of 

the screen (29.25 by 22.78 degrees of a visual angle) so that the area near the edges 

distinguished any background motion. This rectangle of stripes was located centrally 

on the screen at the start of each trial. On top of these stripes were 1, 2 or 3 small 

coloured squares. These squares measured 1 by 1 degree of a visual angle. They 

could either be red, blue, black or green. The foreground items were now square 

rather than round to allow perfect alignment with one edge of a stripe. Each square
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was initially placed at one of four possible locations; see Figure 8.2. This 

pseudorandom layout of squares was necessary as a regular configuration (such as the 

circle or diamond used within previous studies) would easily reveal how any square 

had moved due to changing the fixed relationships between the dots. Only 1 to 3 of 

these four positions for the small squares were used in any trial.

A. B.

Diagonal-Background/Foreground-lllusion llorizontal-Background/Foreground-Illusion

500 msecs

l l i l l l llllll 100 msecs

300 msecs

C .

Still-Background/DiagonakForeground

D.

Still-Background/Verticai-Foreground

500 msecs■ l l l l l l
100 msecs

300 msecs

E.

Diagonal-Background/Still-Foreground

l l l l l l 500 msecs

l l l l l l 100 msecs

300 msecs

Figure 8.2 (A-E). Schematic 
example of all the possible trial 
types in Experiment 14.
Pink arrows indicate the actual 
direction of movement. The 
blue arrows appearing in 8.1 A 
and 8.1 B indicate direction of 
illusory foreground motion.
Not to scale.
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As discussed previously, there were three possible background events; no 

movement, diagonal movement, horizontal movement. Similarly there were three 

types of foreground event; no movement, or diagonal or vertical movement. These 

were combined to form the five experimental conditions, termed; diagonal- 

background/foreground-illusion. diagonal-background/still-foreground. horizontal- 

background/foreground-illusion. still-background/diagonal-foreground. still- 

background/vertical-foreground. Note that in order to create the foreground-illusion 

conditions, the foreground dot actually moved vertically. Thus, there was no 

condition in which nothing on the screen moved and hence subjects were now 

instructed to monitor displays specifically for diagonal motion, rather than for 

whether there was “any change” or not. Unchanged catch trials were therefore no 

longer necessary.

The diagonal-background/foreground-illusion condition assessed whether 

foreground diagonal motion was illusorily perceived when only the background 

actually moved diagonally, forcing the square actually moving vertically to appear to 

move diagonally as in Bacon et al (1982). This condition is logically analogous to the 

background-change/foreground-illusion condition in the previous chapter, as it 

assessed whether an event actually occurring in the (unattended) background can 

induce a specific illusion in the foreground. The diagonal-background/still- 

foreground condition appraised whether diagonal motion in the background would be 

detected when there was no event (or possible illusion) taking place in the foreground. 

This is logically analogous to the background-change conditions within the preceding 

four experiments. In the third condition, horizontal-background/foreground-illusion. 

an illusory diagonal motion of a foreground square (actually moving vertically) could 

be induced by a horizontal shift in the background. This condition allowed
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investigation of whether diagonal motion is reported when there is nothing moving 

diagonally on the screen and any perception of such must be due to the extraction of 

the (unattended) background shift in combination with (attended) foreground 

movement. During the still-background/diagonal-foreground condition, the effect of a 

genuine diagonal motion of a foreground dot was investigated in the absence of a 

background shift. Finally, still-background/vertical-foreground was included for 

comparison with horizontal-background/foreground-illusion, as both conditions 

involve identical foreground motion and thus should be perceived in the same way if 

the background shift is not processed. However it was expected that the horizontal 

shift in the background may be implicitly extracted, leading to perception of illusory 

diagonal foreground motion.

Each condition was presented 32 times during the course of the two blocks of 

80 trials that comprised each experimental section, with the five conditions randomly 

intermixed. The program also randomly selected further details of the trial. These 

trial details consisted of the number of foreground squares present (1, 2 or 3), the 

colour of these squares (red, blue, green or black), the selection of which square 

would move (if there was more than one square) and the direction moved for 

background and/or foreground square, within the confines of the condition (i.e., 

direction being moved vertically, diagonally or horizontally).

During conditions involving movement of the foreground, only one of the 

squares shifted even if there was more than one in the display. This was done in order 

to simplify the task, as pilot testing revealed that the displays were extremely hard to 

judge if different squares moved in different ways. This movement of the square 

could be vertical or diagonal. If a square moved vertically there was a shift of 22 

pixels (corresponding to 1 degree of a visual angle) up or down from the original
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position. Diagonal motion involved a shift of 22 pixels horizontally and 22 pixels 

vertically. This diagonal motion could be in any one of the four possible directions 

i.e.; left and up, left and down, right and up, or right and down. Trials involving a 

shift in the background moved the rectangle of stripes on which the dots were placed. 

Movement of this background could be horizontal or diagonal. The magnitude of this 

movement was as for square movement. That is, it was 22 pixels left or right for 

horizontal motion, together with 22 pixels vertical and 22 horizontal for diagonal 

shifts.

Procedure

There were two experimental sections, similar to those used in the previous 

studies of Chapters 6 and 7. The first of these was default-attention. while the second 

was focused-attention.

For the default-attention section, subjects were instructed to detect whether 

“anything moved in a diagonal way” during the course of the trial. Subjects were no 

longer looking for any change in the image but specifically for any diagonal motion. 

Indeed, as mentioned previously there were no trials in which no item moved during a 

trial and so there were now no trials in which nothing changed between the first and 

second display. Subjects were not told any additional information other than to press 

one button if an item moved diagonally and another if nothing appeared to move in 

this way. Thus, this section was similar to the first sections of other experiments (see 

Chapter 6 and 7) as subjects’ attention should be directed to foreground and/or 

background only by their own inherent biases. During this section, if subjects 

indicated that they detected a diagonal shift, the question “What?” then appeared on 

the screen. They were then required to verbally inform the experimenter as to exactly
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what they thought had moved diagonally. These responses were entered into the 

computer, by the experimenter entering one code if the motion was attributed to one 

of the foreground squares, but another if it was described as affecting the (striped) 

background. A third code was used (rarely in practice) if the subjects pressed the 

button to indicate that they thought they had perceived diagonal motion, but then 

changed their mind.

Before commencing the experimental blocks, subjects completed 20 practice 

trials to familiarise themselves with the task (4 trials of each of the five conditions). 

After completing the practice (which was iterated if subjects indicated that they were 

having great difficulty), two blocks of 80 trials were carried out under the default- 

attention conditions. During the course of these two blocks, 32 trials of each 

experimental condition were completed in random order. It was predicted that this 

first section might reveal that despite missing diagonal motion in the background, 

subjects would reveal that they implicitly processed such background shifts in that 

these would affect perception of foreground movement, inducing the perception of 

illusory diagonal motion when the foreground square moved vertically while the 

background stripes shifted horizontally or vertically, as in the diaeonal- 

background/foreground-illusion and the horizontal-background/foreground-illusion 

conditions.

In the second section, of focused-attention. the randomisation of the trials did 

not change as all five conditions still occurred in an intermixed fashion. However, 

instructions to subjects were different as they were now informed to attend to only 

one area of the display (i.e., just background or just foreground) for each block, so this 

section will be termed ‘focused-attention’ (though note that unlike sections with this
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name in the previous chapters, the possible actual changes remained randomised 

rather than blocked).

Thus, prior to commencing this section subjects were informed of all the 

possible forms of shift that could occur during the course of the two successive 

displays. The potential foreground illusions were also explained to them. They were 

told that they should continue the task as before except for the fact that they should 

now attend to only the foreground or only the background as instructed during each of 

the four blocks comprising this section, reporting diagonal motion only for the 

relevant part. For two of these blocks, they would attend and judge only the 

foreground squares and for the other two only the background stripes. The order of 

attention instructions was either foreground-background-foreground-background, or 

the converse commencing with background. Half the subjects completed the 

experiment with one order and the other half with the different order. Each block 

contained 80 trials. The two blocks of each attentional instruction comprised 32 trials 

of each of the five experimental display conditions in random order.

The first static display remained on screen for 300 msecs. A blank grey screen 

(the same luminance as the darker grey in the experimental displays) immediately 

followed the first display and was presented for 100 msecs. Finally, the second 

experimental display appeared on screen for 500 msecs. The timing of the second 

display was increased from that used in previous experiments, as piloting revealed this 

led to better judgments. Speed of response was not emphasised to the subjects; 

however, if there was no response after three seconds the next trial began. Subjects’ 

verbal description of the locus of any diagonal motion was also not timed. The next 

trial started after the experimenter had entered the subject’s response. The screen was
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viewed from a distance of 50 cm, position and distance were maintained across 

subjects with a chin rest.

Results

Default-attention section: Throughout the first section of this experiment no 

subject ever detected diagonal background movement. This differs somewhat from 

the previous two chapters, as despite detections of background changes being 

indistinguishable from false-alarms in those studies under default-attention conditions, 

there were nevertheless some responses to the background and some false alarms. It 

is possible that this is due to the increased difficulty of this particular task, or to the 

increased specificity of what should be looked for (i.e., “any diagonal motion” now, 

rather than merely “any change” as before). This being the case, the analysis of the 

present experiment will be slightly different from that of previous experiments. 

Instead of examining difference between foreground versus background responses, 

differences in foreground responses between the five conditions will be examined, 

since background responses were now at floor. See Table 8.1 for percentages of 

different response types for each condition. Overall, the code used by the 

experimenter to indicate that subjects had changed their mind after they had initially 

pressed the ‘diagonal motion’ button was used on only 0.3% of trials, so this was not 

considered further.

Examination of the table below reveals that there were many responses from 

subjects indicating that they believed the foreground moved diagonally in conditions 

when in fact the only foreground motion was vertical (i.e. in the diagonal- 

background/foreground-illusion and horizontal-background/foreground-illusion
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conditions, both asterisked in Table 8.1). This is an indication that despite background 

diagonal movement not being explicitly detected, it can nevertheless be processed 

(presumably implicitly), as it can alter the perception of the foreground movement, 

inducing illusory diagonal foreground motion for a square that actually moved only 

vertically.

Experimental Condition

Diagonal 
Bkg/ Frg 
Illusion

Diagonal 
Bkg/ still 

Frg

Horizontal 
Bkg/ Frg 
Illusion

Still Bkg/ 
Diagonal 

Frg

Still Bkg/ 
Vertical 

Frg

Foreground 44* 15 42* 69 2

None 50 77 53 28 92

Timeout 6 8 5 3 6

Table 8.1.
Percentages of each response-type observed for each of the five conditions during the default- 
attention section.

Analysis was first carried out to assess whether there was a significant 

difference in subjects’ responses between the two conditions where the background 

itself moved diagonally. In the diagonal-background/foreground-illusion condition it 

was predicted that the diagonal movement of the background would create the illusion 

that the vertically-moving foreground square had moved diagonally; whereas in the 

diagonal-background/still-foreground condition there should be no foreground 

illusion, just the diagonal movement of the background. Therefore, analysis 

examined whether there were in fact significantly more reports of diagonal motion in 

the foreground for the illusion condition. This proved to be the case; subjects were 

significantly more likely to respond (44% versus 15%) that the foreground moved 

diagonally in the diagonal-background/foreground-illusion condition: Wilcoxon
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T(n=12) = 0, p < .01. This demonstrates that despite failing to detect the background 

diagonal motion, it must be processed to some extent, as it can cause subjects to report 

diagonal motion in a vertically-moving foreground square.

The second test examined whether responses in the horizontal- 

background/fore ground-illusion and the still-background/vertical-foreground 

conditions differed. Within these two conditions, the physical movement in the 

foreground dot is identical (both vertical), however in just the first condition the 

background moves horizontally, so that it can in principle induce illusory diagonal 

foreground motion as in Bacon et al (1982). Thus, this analysis examines whether 

processing of the background motion can cause the perception of foreground diagonal 

motion, despite the fact that there is now no physical diagonal motion anywhere on 

the screen. Results confirmed that subjects were significantly more likely to report 

diagonal motion (42% versus 2%) when the background moved horizontally 

(Wilcoxon T(n=12) = 0, p < .01), thereby again suggesting that background motion 

can be implicitly processed. Furthermore, there is no need for the presence of true 

diagonal motion anywhere in the display for there to be some perception of diagonal 

motion in the foreground squares.

Analysis then examined whether the perception of foreground diagonal 

movement differed across the two illusory conditions; diagonal- 

background/fore ground-illusion and horizontal-background/foreground-illusion. This 

was not the case: Wilcoxon T (n=12) = 30, n.s.. As the illusion conditions did not 

differ, this suggests that detections of illusory foreground diagonal motion in these 

conditions are based on computation of the movement of the foreground dot in 

combination with implicit processing of the background, which when the foreground 

movement is vertical and the background movement is horizontal can combine to be
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perceived as foreground diagonal (e.g., Bacon Gordon & Schulman, 1982). The lack 

of any difference between these two conditions argues against the influence on 

foreground reports merely being misattributions of perceived true diagonal 

background motion to the foreground.

Finally, analysis examined whether detection in the two illusory foreground 

diagonal conditions differed from detection of real diagonal movement. First, the 

diagonal-background/foreground-illusion condition was compared with the still- 

background/diagonal-foreground condition. This revealed that there were 

significantly more responses to diagonal motion when a foreground square really 

moved diagonally: Wilcoxon T(n=12) = 3, p < .01. Responses were also significantly 

greater for the real foreground diagonal condition as compared with the horizontal- 

background/foreground-illusion: Wilcoxon T(n=12) = 0, p < .01. Hence, 

unsurprisingly, subjects reported real foreground diagonal motion somewhat more 

often than illusory diagonal motion.

Focused-attention section:

1. Attend to the Background

See Table 8.2 for mean percentage of different response types to the 

background for each condition. Note that subjects never reported foreground diagonal 

motion in this section as they were now instructed to attend and judge only the 

background of the display. Hence figures in the table below are for detections of 

background diagonal movement.
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Experim ental Condition

Diagonal 
Bkg/ Frg 
Illusion

Diagonal 
Bkg/ still 

Frg

Horizontal 
Bkg/ Frg 
Illusion

Still Bkg/ 
Diagonal 

Frg

Still Bkg/ 
Vertical 

Frg

Background 85 79 17 4 3

None 14 20 81 95 95

Timeout 1 1 2 1 4

Table 8.2.
Percentages of each response-type observed for each of the five conditions during the 
attend-background blocks of the focused-attention section.

The first comparison for this section examined whether the two foreground 

illusion conditions now differed (unlike the results from the preceding default- 

attention section). This is important, as it would demonstrate that subjects can detect 

the difference between horizontal and diagonal background motion when no longer 

attending to the foreground. This was the case, as subjects detected significantly more 

background diagonals (85%) in the diagonal-background/foreground-illusion 

condition as compared to the horizontal-background/foreground-illusion condition 

(17% false positives): Wilcoxon T (n=12) = 0, p < .01.

Note that performance thus changed greatly in the focused-attention ‘attend 

background’ blocks, as compared to default-attention blocks. Diagonal background 

motion was now detected in 79% of diagonal-background/still-foreground trials, 

whereas only 15% of these trials were reported as containing diagonal motion in the 

default-attention section, and all of these reports attributed the diagonal motion to the 

foreground.

The second comparison carried out in this section was to assess whether 

detections of diagonal motion significantly differed between diagonal-
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background/fore ground-i llusion condition and the diagonal-background/still- 

foreground condition. This comparison revealed that there were more detections of 

diagonal motion in the condition which also included the foreground illusion: 

Wilcoxon T (n=9, 3 tied) = 3.5, p < .05. This suggests that despite being requested to 

no longer judge the foreground, it may help them to detect background diagonal 

motion.

2.Attend to the Foreground

See Table 8.3 below for mean percentage of different response types to the 

foreground for each condition. Within this attend-foreground subsection, none of the 

subjects responded that the background rather than the foreground moved diagonally. 

This is of course expected, as they were now told only to attend and judge the 

foreground motion and were also told that background shifts could lead to foreground 

illusions. Examination of the table of means suggests that performance has changed 

somewhat in these blocks as compared to the earlier default-attention section. It 

seems as if there is less diagonal motion perceived in the foreground overall.

The first analysis examined whether detections of foreground diagonal motion 

for the two illusory conditions (diagonal-background/foreground-illusion, and 

horizontal-background/foreground-illusion) again significantly differed from trials 

containing real foreground diagonal movement tstill-background/diagonal- 

foreground). Note that in this block subjects have been informed about the diagonal 

illusion and so should hopefully be more able to detect only genuine foreground 

diagonal motion. Subjects detected significantly more foreground diagonal motion in 

cases when the background genuinely moved diagonally. This was true both 

compared to the diagonal-background/ fore ground-illusion condition (Wilcoxon T
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(n=12) = 0, p< ,01) and against the horizontal-background/foreground-iilusion 

condition (Wilcoxon T (n=12) = 1.5, p < .05). However, note that this had also been 

the case in the default-attention section.

Experimental Condition

Diagonal 
Bkg/Frg 
Illusion

Diagonal 
Bkg/ still 

Frg

Horizontal 
Bkg/ Frg 
Illusion

Still Bkg/ 
Diagonal 

Frg

Still Bkg/ 
Vertical 

Frg

Foreground 31 8 32 60 5

None 60 84 63 36 92

Timeout 9 8 5 4 3

Table 8.3.
Percentages of each response-type observed for each of the five conditions during the 
attend-foreground blocks of the focused-attention section.

The second comparison within this section was between the two illusory 

motion conditions. This analysis found that there was again no difference in 

detections of foreground diagonal motion across these two conditions: Wilcoxon T 

(n=10, 2 tied) = 26.5, n.s..

Further tests assessed whether performance had changed within this section as 

compared to the default-attention condition. First, there were more reports of 

(illusory) foreground diagonal movement in the default-attention section for both 

illusory motion conditions: the diagonal-background/foreground-illusion condition 

(Wilcoxon T (n=12) = 10.5, p < .05) and the horizontal-background/foreground- 

illusion condition (Wilcoxon T (n=12) = 9, p < .05). This would be expected, as 

subjects were warned about the illusion prior to the focused-attention blocks. Second, 

performance was compared across the still-background/diagonal-foreground condition 

for the default-attention versus the focused-attention (to the foreground) blocks. This
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surprisingly revealed that subjects detected significantly more genuine diagonal 

foreground motion in the default-attention blocks: Wilcoxon T (n=l 1, 1 tied) = 3.5, p 

<.05. This may have arisen because the warning about the illusion made subjects 

more reluctant to report foreground diagonal motion, although note that the effect of 

this warning was larger for illusory foreground diagonal motion than for real 

foreground diagonal motion.
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General Discussion

Experiment 14 sought to determine whether undetected (and thus presumably 

unattended) background movement might be implicitly processed. In order to 

examine this, the experiment assessed whether the undetected background movement 

could alter perception of movement for foreground items. The experiment was 

carried out in order to extend the previous results of Experiment 13, which had 

demonstrated that despite failing to detect large background changes in luminance, 

subjects appeared to implicitly process these changes, as these could induce illusory 

changes in apparent brightness for foreground items. Experiment 14 confirmed that 

such implicit processing of undetected background properties, to produce foreground 

illusions, was not just confined to the luminance dimension. Results suggested that 

subjects implicitly processed the movement of the background, as this movement 

could alter the reported motion of foreground items.

It was important to extend the results of the previous experiment to another 

visual dimension, as the conclusions of the Experiment 13 might be criticised in terms 

of the possible way in which the visual system might analyse luminance within a 

scene. For example, it may be the case that rather than just the absolute luminance 

value of a foreground circle being encoded from the first display, the luminance value 

of such a circle in the first scene is encoded in relation to the background stripes, and 

that this relative value for the circle might be compared to an analogous value for the 

same circle (on the changed background) in the second display. Thus, although this 

would still suggest that the background is (implicitly) perceived within each 

individual display, the conclusion might no longer follow that background changes 

themselves (i.e., across two successive displays, not just within each one) are
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extracted and compared across the flicker, as information about the background 

luminance itself might not need to be carried forward to produce the observed 

foreground effect. Thus, Experiment 14 utilised a similar method to extend the results 

to another visual dimension, motion, where the critical properties only arise across 

two successive displays not within each one.

Within this study, subjects monitored the two successive displays for diagonal 

motion. The task thus varied from that used before, as previously subjects had 

searched displays for any change. The different task was necessary due to the nature 

of the experiment; as there was always some motion in every trial, there was always a 

change from the first to the second display. However, the processing involved in 

judging whether any item moved diagonally has one logical similarity to judging 

change, as subjects must still extract and compare two successive displays in order to 

process the motion. This is analogous to the fact that subjects must extract and 

compare two successive displays when judging whether an item has changed.

Subjects never detected the diagonal movement of the background in the 

default-attention section of Experiment 14. It was expected from the previous studies 

in this thesis (see Chapters 7 & 8) that subjects would have great difficulty in 

processing the background explicitly, due to the natural attentional bias to attend to 

foreground items. However, the failure of all subjects across all trials to respond to 

the background was unprecedented. This may be due to the fact that the task was 

considerably more difficult than those described in the previous two chapters, as 

discussed further below. More importantly, despite the fact that there was no explicit 

detection of background diagonal motion, the motion of the background must have 

been extracted across the two successive displays to some extent, as it affected the 

perception of motion for the foreground dots. First, although diagonal motion of the
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background was not detected, it nevertheless led to the perception that a foreground 

square moved diagonally on many trials when, in fact, the square actually moved 

vertically. Second, in trials when there was no diagonal motion at all (neither in the 

foreground nor the background), a horizontal motion of the background led to the 

frequent perception that a foreground square moved diagonally when in fact it again 

actually moved vertically.

There are a number of further issues to discuss with regards to the present 

study. First, in the earlier experiments, there was a higher detection rate for real 

foreground changes. For example, in Experiment 13 subjects detected 82% of 

foreground changes, whereas in the present study the detection rate was only 69%. 

This appears to provide some evidence (in addition to the lack of any detections for 

the background) that the present task was more difficult than previously. Detection of 

illusory foreground diagonal motion was somewhat smaller than the detection of 

genuine diagonal motion (analogous to the luminance results of Experiment 13), 

which may be expected since the visual signal from a real diagonal movement can 

presumably be stronger than that caused by an illusion. The present experiment and 

Experiment 13 are similar in that the difference in detections between real and 

illusory events was approximately 20% in both studies.

Therefore, both the lack of any detection of background motion under default- 

attention, and the decreased detection of real foreground diagonal motion suggest that 

the present task may be more difficult than that of Experiment 13. This increased task 

difficulty seems to have three possible components. First, rather than subjects being 

told to detect any change, subjects now had to detect a particular movement. Second, 

across the critical illusory conditions (i.e., diagonal-background/fbreground-i 1 lusion, 

horizontal-background/foreground-illusion), events occurred simultaneously in more
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than one area (i.e, foreground and background) of the scene. This was not the case in 

the previous studies, as there was either a background change or foreground change, 

never both at the same time. The fact that some real motion does occur in the 

foreground during the present illusion conditions may provide extra impetus for 

attention remaining at the foreground of the scene. Finally, task difficulty may have 

been increased simply by the fact that the foreground items were not arranged in a 

uniform format as they had been in the experiments of the previous two chapters (a 

circle in Chapter 7 and a diamond in Chapter 8). A possible result of this necessary 

change is that it may have been harder to attend to the group of foreground items as a 

whole, as they were no longer grouped together.

Results for the ‘attend-background’ blocks of the focused attention section 

demonstrated that when attending to only this area, subjects were able to detect the 

diagonal background motion very well. However, the focused-attention blocks, 

wherein subjects attended the foreground, were more problematic. It appears that 

performance was actually detrimentally affected by the instruction to attend just to the 

foreground. That is, significantly more correct detections of foreground diagonal 

motion were made in the default-attention section than during the ‘attend-foreground’ 

part of the focused-attention section. Possibly due to the increased difficulty of the 

task and the increased complexity of the design (which subjects learn about in full just 

prior to commencing this focused-attention section), subjects may find it difficult to 

judge whether foreground diagonal movement is real or illusory. Thus they may 

become more reticent in responding that there was real diagonal foreground motion.

Despite some such problems caused by the difficulty of the task, it remains the 

case that subjects never explicitly perceived that the background moved diagonally 

under default-attention conditions, yet unreported movements of the background
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reliably affected responses to the foreground squares, inducing some foreground 

motion illusions. It should be noted that the demonstration of induced movement 

perception in this experiment is not in itself new (e.g. see Bacon, Gordon & 

Schulman, 1982). However, the present study may provide the only demonstration to 

date of perceived induced motion in the absence of conscious detection of background 

motion. The critical result concerns the diagonal-background/foreground illusion 

condition, a condition that is closely analogous to the illusory foreground brightness 

change within Experiment 13. That is, an undetected event occurring in the 

background produces an illusory event in the foreground that is consciously 

perceived. Thus, this experiment corroborates and extends the results of Experiment 

13, providing further support for implicit processing of undetected changes (see also 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; Thornton & Femandez-Duque, 2000; Smilek, 

Eastwood & Merikle, 2000).
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Chapter 9 

General Discussion

There are two distinct yet highly interrelated themes within this thesis. One of 

these concerns the role of attention, and of foreground versus background, within the 

‘Change Blindness’ phenomenon (e.g. see Rensink, O’Regan & Clark). The second, 

theme pertains to the use of indirect measures to examine potentially implicit 

processing of particular stimuli that much research has suggested are not accessible to 

explicit report as assessed by direct measures. These stimuli are generally those 

falling outside the focus of attention. The seeming failure of visual processing outside 

focused attention is reflected in both the ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) and the 

‘Inattentional Blindness’ (IB) literatures (see Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997; Mack 

& Rock ,1998). Here, processing of putatively unattended stimuli within both CB and 

IB paradigms were examined with indirect and on-line methods in order to investigate 

whether some degree of implicit processing may be occurring despite the absence of 

explicit perception on direct measures.

The first experimental chapter examined whether simple Gestalt grouping can 

arise outside the focus of attention. Previous evidence had been taken to suggest that 

when any intention to search was eliminated, to induce true ‘Inattention’, no 

processing of background visual grouping was possible (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, 

Kahn & Rock, 1992). However, it appeared possible that the seeming absence of 

processing shown within standard ‘Inattentional Blindness’ experiments (e.g.. Mack, 

Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992; Rock, Linnett, Grant & Mack, 1992) could be due 

to the methods used to assess this perception. The retrospective explicit questioning
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used by Mack, Rock and their colleagues can be criticised on a number of important 

points. First, subjects could have forgotten about the background grouping by the 

time that they were asked (see Wolfe, 1998). Subjects may also have processed and 

grouped the background items during presentation, without this processing reaching 

awareness (see Moore, 2001). Finally, Mack and Rock’s typical method may fail to 

take into account any low-confidence knowledge that the subjects may possess. To 

counteract these criticisms, a method was devised here that could examine processing 

of background visual grouping on-line and in an indirect manner. By operating on

line, the method avoids any problems associated with memory failures. Additionally, 

an indirect method may enable investigation of any implicit processing.

Within the method introduced in Chapter 2, subjects performed a central task 

wherein they judged whether a small black-and-white matrix pattern stayed the same 

or changed slightly across the course of two successive presentations. While 

performing this task, an array of coloured circles that was grouped (by colour 

similarity) into vertical columns or horizontal rows appeared in the background. 

Subjects were told that anything appearing on the screen apart from the matrix was 

irrelevant; it was thus expected that subjects should ignore the circles, as for the 

background items in Mack and Rock’s many studies. These circles could either 

change their grouping or remain in the same organisation across the course of the two 

successive presentations on each trial. Thus, while subjects had to respond ‘same’ 

versus ‘different’ to the successive central matrix patterns, the grouping of the 

background circles could be congruent or incongruent with this response, as their 

pattern could also either remain the same or change. Results investigated whether any 

processing of the background grouping could be revealed through an effect on 

subjects’ error rates or RTs in the matrix task, due to the congruency or otherwise of
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the task-irrelevant background grouping. Furthermore, to confirm that the displays 

conformed to Mack and Rock’s definitions of ‘inattention’, at the end of each study 

subjects were asked surprise explicit retrospective questions regarding the grouping of 

the background circles, as in Mack and Rock’s studies (e.g., 1998).

The results of Experiment 1 confirmed that error rates were affected by the 

manipulation of background organisation. Subjects were significantly more accurate 

in making ‘different’ responses to the central matrix when the background 

organisation also changed during the trial. Analysis of answers to the ‘surprise’ 

questions at the end of the study revealed that subjects were nevertheless unable to 

identify correctly the grouped pattern of the background in the preceding display on 

this direct measure. The subjects’ failure to correctly identify the grouping suggests 

that the conditions did concur with Mack and Rock’s definition of inattention (e.g.. 

Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992). However, subjects were able to correctly 

answer whether the preceding display was ‘systematically’ arranged or not. This 

might simply reflect a response bias, or else be explained by the fact that all 

background displays were systematically arranged in this experiment. Thus correctly 

answering this question need not suggest that subjects can explicitly perceive that 

there are two different types of grouping pattern, nor which particular one preceded 

the question (indeed as discussed previously subjects could not identify the 

immediately preceding background display). Further analysis demonstrated that 

those subjects who did answer the surprise questions correctly under inattentive 

conditions were no more likely to produce an implicit congruency effect than those 

who failed to answer the questions correctly. This further suggests that the 

differences in error rate between congruent and incongruent displays in the matrix 

task were not supported by explicit knowledge of the background grouping.
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Experiment 2 was carried out to establish whether the congruency effect 

shown in the first experiment was solely due to the use of the particular types of 

highly-ordered background grouping utilised in the first experiment. In this second 

experiment, background displays consisted of circles grouped either into vertical 

columns or into a pseudorandom ‘non-grouped’ configuration, by colour similarity. 

Furthermore, this experiment introduced the use of two different colour-mapping 

groups. In order to control for background change being detected by local changes in 

one or just a few of the circles, all background circles changed colour from the first 

display to the second (as in Experiment 1 also). During the first experiment, in 

conditions where the background organisation remained the same, all subjects were 

presented with the same colour-mapping contingencies. That is, red circles switched 

to blue and green circles became yellow, or when the background changed the format 

of the colours was determined by the colour of the top-left circle. However, it 

remained possible that certain colour mappings used within this Experiment 1 could 

have been intrinsically more salient than others. If this were the case then the two 

background conditions (same versus different) could differ in factors over and above 

the overall grouped configuration, as these different conditions would also produce 

different colour-mapping formations. Thus in order to assess whether the colour 

mappings played a part in the implicit effects previously discovered, in Experiment 2 

half the subjects were presented with the same colour mappings as the first 

experiment, and the other half received red circles switching to yellow and green 

circles switching to blue.

The results of Experiment 2 replicated the congruency effect found for 

subjects’ error rates in the first experiment. Subjects were again significantly more 

accurate to respond to changed central matrices when the background organisation
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also changed during the trial. Furthermore, RT data also demonstrated a marginal 

interaction between matrix response (same versus different) and background format 

(same versus different). Subjects tended to be faster to respond to changed matrix 

patterns when the background organisation also changed, in agreement with the 

significant accuracy result.

There were no between-subjects effects involving the two different colour- 

mapping groups. Thus, it can be concluded that any differential saliencies of 

particular colour switches did not contribute to the observed congruency effects. 

Additionally, subjects were now no better than chance in answering either of the 

inattentive questions at the end of the study (i.e. “Were the background circles in the 

previous display grouped systematically?” and “Were these circles arranged into 

vertical columns or into a pattern with no overall grouped configuration?”), as 

compared to Experiment 1 in which subjects had been able to correctly answer 

whether the background displays were grouped systematically. This may support the 

suggestion that above-chance performance for that question within the first 

experiment had been due to the fact that all its background displays were 

systematically ordered, rather than due to explicit processing of exact background 

organisation. Again, additional analysis showed that there was no difference in the 

pattern of error rates or RT in the matrix task, according to whether particular subjects 

were correct or incorrect in answering the inattentive surprise questions.

The further experiments described within Chapter 3 continued to utilise the 

same/different congruency paradigm introduced in the first experimental chapter. 

However, a number of refinements were implemented in the experimental design. 

First, it was noted that the implicit congruency effect consistently found (for subjects’ 

error rates) during the first two experiments could in principle be a result of
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processing only the central four circles nearest to the matrix pattern. If this were the 

case, any changes in the background organisation could possibly be extracted without 

necessitating an explanation involving grouping of the entire background 

configuration. Thus, within Experiment 3 the four central dots surrounding the matrix 

now never changed in organisation. That is, the displays were altered so that the four 

central circles were now in the same formation for both the vertically grouped display 

and the pseudorandom organisation.

The results of Experiment 3 replicated those of Experiments 1 and 2. There 

was again a consistent congruency effect within subjects’ error rates. As previously 

found this effect was led by responses to matrices that changed during the course of a 

trial being more accurate when the background configuration also changed. 

Additionally, answers to the inattentive explicit questions at the end of the study were 

again no better than chance. Moreover, subjects’ answers to both of the inattentive 

questions did not interact with the implicit behavioural effects observed.

Experiment 4 was carried out in order to assess whether the previous results 

might be due to the rather lengthy presentation time of the first display in each trial 

(1,200 msecs). It was possible that subjects could sometimes have shifted their 

attention (or even moved their eyes) towards the background circles in this time. 

Note that for the first three studies, results of the surprise questions at the end of the 

study had suggested that the stimuli nevertheless did meet Mack et al’s (e.g.. Mack, 

Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992) criteria for inattention. However, it was important 

to further confirm the results with a reduced display time. The results of Experiment 

4 replicated the critical congruency effect discovered within the three earlier 

experiments, using individual displays that were now only of 200 msecs in duration. 

Subjects were again consistently more accurate in responding to ‘different’ matrices
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when the background grouping pattern also changed. Additionally, subjects were 

still at chance when attempting to answer the explicit inattentive questions at the end. 

There was again no interaction between the critical implicit congruency effect and 

whether particular subjects were correct or incorrect in answering the explicit 

questions.

Experiment 5 adapted the paradigm developed within the previous two 

chapters for use in measuring possible background processing across saccadic eye 

movements. Much evidence has suggested that little integration of information may 

be possible across saccades, especially for unattended regions (e.g., Irwin, 1992a; 

Irwin, 1992b; Blackmore, Brelstaff, Nelson and Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; 

Currie, McKonkie, Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, 2000). However it appeared possible 

that an indirect on-line measure, such as the present same/different congruency 

measure, might reveal some implicit processing, which many of the past studies could 

have failed to measure due to a reliance on explicit measures. The small matrix 

pattern now appeared to the left of the configuration of background circles in the first 

display, but to the right in the second, thereby forcing the subjects to make a saccade 

from the first location to the second in order to complete the task (the matrices were 

too small for their details to be resolved in peripheral vision). Results of this 

experiment did suggest that some implicit processing of the background grouping, and 

of any change to this grouping, could also occur across a saccade. Error rates again 

demonstrated a congruency effect, as subjects were significantly more accurate to 

respond to matrices that remained the ‘same’ across the course of the trial if the 

background configuration also remained the same. Thus, the congruency effect 

differed somewhat from that demonstrated in the previous four studies (as previously 

the consistent effect had been that ‘different’ responses were facilitated by a changing
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background format). This change could be due to a number of possibilities. For 

example, the matrix task was now more difficult, and the ‘same’ responses, which 

may have previously been a default response, might now have become more 

susceptible to manipulation by background condition. Moreover, all matrices were 

now ‘different’ within each trial, in the sense of appearing at very different locations 

for the first time. However, the most important fact is that there was still some 

reliable congruency effects within the data of Experiment 5.

Examination of the results for the ‘surprise’ questions at the end of the task 

revealed that subjects were above chance in answering the first inattentive question 

(‘Were the background circles grouped systematically?”), just as they had been in 

Experiment 1. This result might be explained by the fact that the same two grouping 

patterns were used for this study and Experiment 1 (vertical columns and horizontal 

rows), which are both always ‘systematically arranged’. Importantly, however, 

subjects were still no better than chance in attempting to answer the second inattentive 

question (“Were the background circles arranged into vertical columns or into a 

pattern with no overall grouped configuration?). Moreover, subjects even failed to 

answer this question correctly in the control question of the final block, suggesting 

that while performing the required saccade between successive matrices, it may be 

difficult to explicitly perceive the background grouping, even when told to do so.

Chapter 5 moved away from the particular congruency paradigm developed 

over the course of the first three experimental chapters. However, the issues that the 

experiments within this chapter set out to investigate were closely related to those 

investigated in the early experiments. The primary motivation behind the 

development of the same/different congruency paradigm here had been Mack, Rock 

and their colleagues’ (see Mack & Rock, 1998) work on ‘Inattentional Blindness’,
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which had suggested that little (explicit) processing might be possible outside the 

focus of attention. The subsequent experiments in this thesis set out to investigate the 

role of attention, and of implicit processing, within a possibly related phenomenon to 

“Inattentional Blindness’ (IB), known as ‘Change Blindness’ (CB) (e.g.. O’Regan, 

Rensink & Clark, 1996; Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997; O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & 

Rensink, 2000). Researchers into this phenomenon have noted that subjects are often 

unable to explicitly detect large changes, across interruptions, if these arise in 

unattended regions. Thus, an apparent lack of explicit processing of stimulus 

properties outside the focus of attention is mirrored within both IB and CB.

Experiment 6 was devised to assess the role of attention within a standard 

‘Change Blindness’ paradigm, as within traditional studies of CB the role of attention 

has typically been inferred only indirectly (e.g., Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 1997). 

To this end, subjects were presented with two briefly presented successive full-colour 

photographs of natural scenes, with an intervening blank screen. Subjects were 

required to monitor the displays for any change; half of these images contained a 

change and half did not. In order to manipulate the presence of attention at the locus 

of the change, some of the trials contained a pre-cue. This cue appeared at the end of 

the presentation of the first display thereby guiding attention to the site of the change. 

Note that the cue was presented only for a brief period, thereby precluding direct 

fixations to this area during the first image. Results demonstrated that change 

detection was superior during pre-cued trials. This result suggests that attention does 

indeed play a vital role in change detection across interruptions.

Experiment 7 utilised the same full-colour images as the previous experiment 

and subjects again had to detect whether the image changed or not. However, rather 

than the cue appearing during the presentation of the first picture, it now appeared
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only at the onset of the second display. Thus, it was now deemed to be a ‘post-cue’ 

(with respect to information in the first display, which is critical for detecting any 

change in comparison with the second display). This study was carried out in order to 

investigate whether a cue appearing at this time could facilitate access to the relevant 

section of the now removed first display, thereby facilitating change detection. The 

motivation behind this study was the classic iconic-memory literature, within which 

post-cues can enable enhanced report of information from the previously displayed 

scene, as compared to conditions without a cue (e.g., Sperling, 1960). The benefit of 

these post-cues has been described as extending for up to 200 msecs (see Averbach & 

Corriell, 1961; Di Lollo & Dixon, 1988) which contrasts sharply with the 80 msecs 

blank over which the ‘Change Blindness’ literature has been taken to suggest that 

sufficient information to detect a change cannot be maintained (e.g., Rensink, 

O’Regan & Clark, 1997). Experiment 7 investigated this apparent disparity by 

utilising post-cues for full-colour photographic images, similar to those used by 

Rensink et al (1997). The post-cues were compared with ‘delayed-cues’. These 

delayed-cues appeared at the end of the presentation of the second picture display. 

These served as a control measure, as their timing would not be expected to improve 

change detection according to the iconic-memory literature. Furthermore, 

comparisons between a cue and a no-cue condition, as utilised in Experiment 6, might 

be criticised due to the fact that the appearance of any cue may diminish the area over 

which subjects must judge whether a change occurs, thereby leading to greater 

uncertainty in no-cue conditions. ‘Delayed-cues’ provide a control for this. The 

results of Experiment 7 unfortunately suggested that the appearance of a post-cue did 

not facilitate subjects’ change detection, at least not with the complex displays and 

timings used.
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The failure of Experiment 7 led to alterations of the display type and cue 

timing within Experiment 8, in a bid to fully examine whether post-cues (i.e. 

subsequent to the first display) can ever attenuate change blindness. Thus, within 

Experiment 8 displays were simplified such that they now consisted of a 3 x 3 grid of 

black-and-white photographs of everyday items. These displays are thus more similar 

to the type of neatly ordered displays traditionally used with iconic-memory studies. 

Additionally, the post-cue cue was now presented immediatelv after the offset of the 

first experimental display. This post-cue was now compared to both a no-cue and a 

delayed-cue condition. Results demonstrated that the post-cue improved change 

detection with respect to these other two control conditions. Thus, this experiment 

provides some rapprochement between the ‘Change Blindness’ and iconic memory 

literatures (see also Becker, Pashler & Anstis (2000) whose study was published 

subsequent to completion of the related work described here).

The final experiment of this chapter. Experiment 9, directly assessed pre- and 

post-cues within the same paradigm. To this end, displays like those used in 

Experiment 8 were employed again. Results demonstrated that pre-cues improved 

performance to a greater degree than post-cues. However, both of these cue types 

were more helpful than the delayed-cue condition. Therefore this experiment 

demonstrates within the same paradigm that pre-cues facilitate change detection to a 

greater degree than post-cues. However, there is still a benefit of post-cues compared 

to the control condition, thereby corroborating the results of the previous study.

Chapter 6 continued to assess the possible role of attention within change 

detection, across interruptions. However, these experiments investigated one reason 

why changes may be better detected at areas of so-called ‘Central Interest’ (Cl) as 

opposed to areas of ‘Marginal Interest’ (MI), see Rensink, O’Regan & Clark (1997).
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The new hypothesis was that this may be due to spontaneous attentional biases within 

normal vision favouring foreground regions. This was examined within the terms of 

the classic ‘figure-ground’ terminology (e.g., Rubin, 1915; Wertheimer, 1923). The 

conjecture was that Cl and MI regions, as characterised by Rensink et al. (1997), 

might in fact often correspond to the ‘figures’ and the ‘grounds’ of images 

respectively. Simplified scenes were used, in which figures and grounds were well 

defined, and the physical strength of changes within each could be controlled.

Displays within Experiment 8 consisted of a number of dark and light grey 

foreground circles arranged into a circular array. These dots were placed on a black- 

and-white striped background. Changes could occur, across the two briefly presented 

displays of each trial that were separated by a blank interruption, to either the 

foreground dots or the background stripes. A change within the foreground consisted 

of one of the dots changing to the other luminance value (i.e., dark to light grey, or 

vice versa); whereas a change in the background was defined as each white stripe 

changing to black and each black stripe changing to white. Thus, background 

changes were physically stronger, as they involved a greater change in luminance and 

covered a larger physical area. Attention was manipulated with different blocked 

instructions. First, subjects were told to detect any change in the image. This simple 

instruction was expected to result in subjects’ attentional allocation revealing any 

natural ‘default’ biases. It was hypothesised that the default tendency is to attend 

foreground items, which should lead to preferential change detection for the circles. 

This was indeed the case, as subjects consistently failed to detect changes in the 

background of the image, despite these changes being physically stronger. In fact 

detection of background changes did not exceed the levels of false-alarms to no

change trials.
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Following on from these blocks, subjects were explicitly informed that 

changes occurred equally often in the background stripes of the image as in the 

foreground circles. It was expected that this would reveal that subjects could detect 

changes to the background when attending there, and thus that the previous failure 

was due to attentional allocation. Results confirmed that this was the case. Subjects 

now detected changes almost as well in the background as in the foreground. In the 

final experimental section, subjects were instructed to attend to either just the 

foreground or just the background, and any changes only occurred in this area. This 

section revealed that background changes were detected more accurately and at 

greater speed than foreground changes under these focused-attention conditions. This 

confirms that the background changes, which had gone entirely undetected in the first 

‘default-attention’ experimental section, were indeed more physically striking.

Experiment 10 also manipulated complexity of the foreground dot displays. 

This manipulation was in place in order to examine whether sensitivity to background 

changes was affected by foreground complexity. There was a small effect of 

foreground scene complexity on background-change trials as subjects were 

significantly more accurate when the foreground was complex. However this effect 

appears to be due to increased uncertainty when the display is complex, as there were 

also more false-alarms during complex displays.

Experiment 11 was carried out to confirm that results of the previous 

experiment were not due to the manipulation of foreground complexity. It appeared 

to be a possibility that as the foreground displays varied, subjects’ attention could be 

artificially drawn to this area as more appeared to be ‘going on’ there. Thus, 

Experiment 11 utilised only simple foreground displays within the same paradigm as 

Experiment 10. The pattern of results, across the differing attentional instructions,
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replicated that of the previous experiment. Subjects consistently failed to detect 

background changes until their attention was directed there. Once subjects had been 

informed that changes could also occur to this region, changes could be detected in 

the background with greater ease. Finally, under focused-attention conditions, 

background and foreground changes were detected at a similar accuracy level, but 

again background changes were responded to more quickly, consistent with their 

greater physical strength.

The final experiment of Chapter 6 investigated whether the results of the 

previous two studies depended on the fact that foreground and background changes 

differentially affected the mean luminance of the entire display. That is, although the 

luminance changes involved in the foreground change condition were smaller, they 

did result in the ratio of light grey to dark grey circles altering somewhat across the 

trial, whereas after a background change the number of white and black stripes 

remains identical. Therefore, foreground displays were now altered within 

Experiment 12 such that they consisted of an equal number of light and dark grey 

dots. A foreground change thus now involved each light dot becoming dark and each 

dark dot becoming light, analogous to the background changes.

The results of Experiment 12 largely replicated those of the previous 

experiments, as detections of background changes in the first experimental section 

were rare (26% compared to 91% of foreground detections). Additionally, in the 

second section (when subjects were explicitly told that changes could occur in the 

background stripes), change detection accuracy was now equal for foreground and 

background changes, as in the final focused-attention section. Thus, Chapter 6 

provides strong evidence that the foreground of an image is preferentially attended 

under conditions in which attention is allocated spontaneously. Moreover, this bias
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can result in extremely poor detection of large changes occurring in the background of 

the image, across an interruption.

In Chapter 7, Experiment 13 returned to the earlier theme of implicit 

processing of unattended stimuli, in an attempt to investigate whether undetected 

background changes could be implicitly processed, within a similar paradigm to that 

of the previous three studies in Chapter 6. In order to investigate this, the experiment 

exploited a well-known simultaneous contrast illusion (e.g. see Rock, 1975), within 

which an item appears to undergo a change in its own brightness when the 

background surrounding it changes in luminance. Thus, in the critical condition, the 

small circles used in the previous chapter were each placed entirely within a 

background stripe. In this manner, when the background stripe changed to the 

opposite luminance value the dot superimposed on top of it could undergo an illusory 

brightness change. This experiment investigated whether subjects would continue to 

miss background changes and yet detect the illusory changes to the foreground dots 

that the missed background changes could induce. If illusory foreground changes 

were detected, and attributed to the foreground, this might suggest that the 

background luminance both before and after the undetected background change had 

been extracted. Only with this changed background luminance information could the 

simultaneous contrast illusion for foreground items arise. The results of Experiment 

13 suggested that background luminance information could be implicitly extracted to 

exert such an influence. Subjects continued to miss background changes, probably 

due to the fact that this region remained unattended. However, subjects did report 

illusory changes in the foreground, due to the genuine but undetected changes of 

background luminance. This result implies that unattended and undetected 

background changes can nevertheless undergo sufficient implicit processing to affect
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conscious perception of the attended foreground items, inducing illusions for these 

under the appropriate conditions.

The final experiment, Experiment 14, sought further evidence for implicit 

processing of unattended background elements. This was deemed necessary as it was 

otherwise possible that the intriguing results of Experiment 13 might be restricted to 

the particular property investigated in that study, which was luminance or relative 

contrast. Thus, Experiment 14 investigated instead whether information concerning 

background motion could be implicitly extracted across the two successive displays of 

each trial. To this end, similar displays to those used within the previous four 

experiments were again utilised. However, subjects now judged whether there was 

any diagonal motion within a trial (rather than any change). Either foreground 

squares or the striped background could move diagonally (e.g. see Bacon, Gordon & 

Schulman, 1982). However, in the critical condition, an induced motion illusion 

could take place, such that background diagonal or horizontal motion could cause a 

foreground square actually moving vertically to appear to move diagonally. This 

paradigm assessed whether background diagonal motion that was undetected could be 

implicitly extracted to the extent that it caused conscious perception of illusory 

foreground diagonal motion. Results confirmed that this was indeed the case; 

background diagonal motion was entirely undetected under default-attention, while 

subjects reported illusory foreground diagonal motion caused by real background 

motion. Thus, Experiment 14 corroborates and extends the results of Experiment 13. 

It appears to be the case that several properties of unattended backgrounds 

(luminance, and motion) can be implicitly extracted and can even generate conscious 

foreground illusions, despite remaining undetected with explicit measures.
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The methods used within this thesis consistently suggest that implicit processing 

could occur for stimulus properties that were not explicitly detected (see also, 

Castiello, Paulignan and Jeannerod, 1991; Luck, Vogel & Shapiro, 1996; Moore & 

Egeth, 1997; Shapiro, Driver, Ward & Sorensen, 1997; Smith & Merikle, 1999; 

Femandez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; Castiello, 2001; Merikle, Smilek & Eastwood, 

2001). Experiment 1 - 4  had investigated the claims of Mack and Rock (e.g.. Mack, 

Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992) that processing of Gestalt grouping does not occur 

outside the focus of attention. These experiments revealed here that when indirect 

measures rather than direct explicit measures are used, subjects appear able to extract 

background grouping even under conditions of ‘inattention’. Experiment 5 extended 

the paradigm used in the previous four experiments to demonstrate that Gestalt 

grouping of a background could also be processed across a saccadic eye-movement, 

albeit not explicitly.

Experiments 13 and 14 both sought to examine whether changes to an unattended 

background pattern could be processed, despite the fact that subjects explicitly fail to 

detect these changes. Both of these experiments manipulated a visual illusion within 

which actions in the background affected attended foreground items. Within 

Experiment 13, subjects reported an illusory change in the foreground, despite the fact 

that this change was solely a result of background luminance changes that were not 

explicitly detected. Similarly, Experiment 14 demonstrated that unattended and 

undetected movement in the background was nevertheless processed, as this could 

affect the conscious illusory perception of foreground motion. Therefore, although 

both ‘Inattentional Blindness’ and ‘Change Blindness’ may suggest that explicit 

awareness of background visual properties outside the focus of attention may be
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limited, the traditional direct measures fail to expose the full extent of implicit 

processing for these properties.

The experiments described within this thesis have consistently suggested that 

indirect and on-line measures can reveal implicit processing occurring outside the 

focus of attention within the Inattentional Blindness (IB) and Change Blindness (CB) 

paradigms. Previous experiments examining these two phenomena have been used to 

highlight the seeming scarcity of processing without attention (e.g. see Mack, Tang, 

Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992; Rensink, O'Regan & Clark, 1997). Within the IB 

literature it has convincingly been shown that when attention is engaged in a difficult 

central task, even simple grouping in the background is impossible to explicitly 

extract, thereby suggesting that attention is required for explicit perception of these 

types of grouping. Similarly, the CB phenomenon has been used to show that explicit 

perception of even large visual changes appears to require the presence of focussed 

attention. CB differs from IB in that perception of change must require extraction and 

maintenance of the first image for comparison with the second. Thus, there is a 

temporal dimension to CB methods which can be seen as link to the ‘Attentional 

Blink’ (AB) phenomena. As discussed within Chapter 1, within a standard AB 

experiment, subjects typically miss a salient target if it appears within 100 to 400 

msecs of a first target item in a RSVP display. These experiments, although operating 

within temporal rather than spatial attention, may still be concerned with similar 

internal processing. That is, IB, CB and AB are all examples of failures of explicit 

perception when attentional resources are otherwise occupied, for example by a 

difficult central task in Inattentional Blindness studies or by residual processing of the 

first target in the Attentional Blink. Furthermore, they are all phenomena within 

which more indirect methods have revealed considerable implicit processing (e.g. see
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Chapters 2, 3, 7 & 8 of this thesis and Luck, Vogel & Shapiro, 1996; Shapiro, Driver, 

Ward & Sorensen, 1997). Thus, Inattentional Blindness, Change Blindness and 

related phenomena (e.g., the Attentional Blink) suggest that our explicit processing 

capacity may be restricted to that which we can attend. However, experiments here 

have suggested that implicit processing occurring outside the focus of attention may 

be able to support explicit perception to the extent that it can ‘set the stage’ for 

conscious perception.

Suggestions for Further Study

There are a number of studies that could improve or extend the experiments 

described within this thesis, and the paradigms that were introduced here. First, the 

same/different congruency paradigm utilised within the first three experimental 

chapters could be extended to examine possible implicit processing for many other 

background properties. Gestalt grouping by similarity (in the present case, common 

colour) was used within the studies with this method here, as it had been this type of 

processing that Mack, Rock and their colleagues had sensationally claimed could not 

take place at all without attention (e.g.. Mack, Tang, Tuma, Kahn & Rock, 1992). As 

this had previously been a form of processing that was thought to arise relatively early 

in visual perception (e.g., Wertheimer, 1923), their claim appeared to be controversial 

and therefore worthy of investigation. Experiments 1 -  4 consistently found that such 

grouping could be implicitly processed outside the focus of attention. It might be 

interesting to examine whether any other forms of visual processing can likewise be 

shown to occur implicitly under conditions of ‘inattention’, such as different forms of 

grouping (e.g., by motion, alignment, depth, modal or amodal completion etc), plus 

higher levels of visual processing.
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Within this thesis the new congruency method was used primarily to assess the 

‘Inattentional Blindness’ paradigm. However as the method used investigates any 

implicit effect of whether the background stays the same or changes across two 

successive displays, it could also prove ideal for further investigating claims in the 

‘Change Blindness’ field. That is, implicit processing of more subtle changes (such 

as the orientation of a natural object in a complex scene) might be investigated via 

congruency or otherwise with matrix responses, analogous to Experiments 1 - 4 .  

That is, the central matrix task could stay the same or change across a trial, just as 

subtle changes to the background scene could take place or not. Thus, an experiment 

such as this could reveal whether changes more similar to those used by Rensink et al 

(1997) might be implicitly processed (see also Femadez-Duque & Thornton, 2000; 

Smilek, Eastwood & Merikle, 2000; Thornton & Femandez-Duque, 2000; Williams 

& Simons, 2000).

The results of Experiment 5, which suggest that background Gestalt grouping 

might be extracted and compared across a saccadic eye movement, could be further 

clarified through the use of eye monitoring equipment interfaced with a program that 

produces saccade-contingent changes. Furthermore, with equipment such as this, 

analysis of implicit transaccadic processing could be further investigated. For 

example, as the unattended background grouping appeared to be processed within 

Experiment 5 here, it seems worthwhile to investigate whether background 

movements such as those that were not explicitly detected in the study of Currie, 

McKonkie, Carlson-Radvansky & Irwin, (2000), might likewise actually be implicitlv 

processed across a saccade. Within complex natural images similar to those used by 

Currie et al, subjects could be cued to saccade towards a particular target object. 

Subjects could then be asked to respond whether this target object has moved left or
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right while they made this saccade. Meanwhile the background behind the target 

object could undergo a shift of a similar magnitude, again either left or right. Thus, 

results would seek a congruency effect in responses (from the direction of any 

background shift upon responses to the direction of the foreground shift) similar to 

that of the same/different congruency measure used here in Chapters 2 and 3. That is, 

speeded responses regarding the direction of movement of the saccade target object 

may be affected by whether this movement is congruent or incongruent with the 

motion of the background. Any such congruency effects would suggest that 

background motion in a complex image may be implicitly processed across a saccadic 

eye movement, in contrast to the suggestion of Currie et al based on their explicit 

measures.

The experiments in this thesis that examined whether a post-cue assisted 

change detection failed to demonstrate the efficiency of such a cue for full-colour 

natural photographic images, whereas this was successfully shown for simple and 

more ordered displays. It appears that this could in part be due to the fact that 

between Experiments 7 and 8 two important changes were made to the experimental 

design. That is, after the failure of Experiment 7 to demonstrate any benefit for the 

post-cue, the next experiment simplified the displays and also altered cue timing, such 

that the cue now appeared immediately after the offset of the first image (whereas 

previously the post-cue had appeared only at the onset of the second image). Thus, 

complex images with a cue appearing immediately at the offset of the first picture 

were not examined. It might be the case that a post-cue immediately after a first 

complex scene could improve change detection. Thus, introducing a post-cue 

immediately after the offset of the first display image whilst utilising complex natural 

images appears a useful future study. Alternatively, it may be that post-cues cannot
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be used so efficiently to interrogate a complex natural scene, rather than a well- 

ordered display.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to examine via parametric delays at what 

point in time a post-cue can still facilitate change detection. This might also 

demonstrate the length of time over which attentional cueing is able to access any 

representation of the first scene. To this end, it would be interesting to run a similar 

study to those utilising the 3 x 3 grid of discrete items here, yet introduce the post-cue 

at different SOA’s within the blank separating the two experimental displays. This 

should reveal the SOA at which a post-cue no longer enables access to a 

representation of the first scene.

Finally, examination of some of the issues discussed within this thesis with 

measures of brain activity (e.g. neuro-imaging techniques or ERPs) might also reveal 

fascinating insights into the extent of processing that might occur despite a lack of 

attention and explicit awareness (e.g. see Corbetta, Meizin, Dobmeyer, Schulman & 

Petersen, 1990; Mangun, Hillyard & Luck, 1993; Rees, Frith & Lavie, 1997). 

Although the study discussed in Chapter 1 by Rees, Russell, Frith & Driver (1999) 

appeared to demonstrate that unattended words in an Tnattentional Blindness’ 

paradigm could not be implicitly extracted (leading to no word-related activation in 

the brain as revealed by fMRI) it may be the case that some Tower-level’ processing 

of unattended visual stimuli can be revealed with this technology. For example, 

implicit processing of Gestalt grouping could be investigated with fMRI. Some 

recent work has appeared to indicate that the human lateral occipital complex 

preferentially responds to images that well organised into coherent objects rather than 

incoherent fragments (e.g. see Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Hendler, Edelman, Itzchak & 

Malach, 1998; Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Edelman, Avidan, Itzchak & Malach, 1999;
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Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Hendler, & Malach, 2000; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi & 

Kanwisher, 2001). These studies have generally been completed with full colour 

photographic images of everyday items. It might first be interesting to examine 

whether the lateral occipital complex will respond selectively to simpler images, 

grouped according to the Gestalt laws, compared to similar items that are not so 

grouped. If, as expected, grouped items produce a stronger signal within these 

occipitotemporal areas, the next step would be to assess whether this signal remains 

stronger if the organised versus non-organised patterns are no longer attended. Thus, 

an Tnattentional Blindness’ study could be created within which subjects perform a 

difficult central task, perhaps the original cross task utilised by Mack, Tang, Tuma, 

Kahn & Rock (1992) or a matrix task as used here, while circles of two different 

equiluminant colours are grouped or not into various configurations behind the task. 

Results would examine whether grouped patterns still produce increased activity in 

the lateral occipital complex, thereby suggesting that they were indeed inattentively 

processed. These stimuli could also be assessed with Mack et al’s retrospective 

questions in order to confirm that they satisfied their criteria for inattention.

An additional neurobiological study examining processing outside of focused 

attention could reassess a similar paradigm to that introduced by Mack & Rock (1998) 

in an attempt to prove that a failure of memory did not account for their results. This 

is the study described earlier (see Chapter 1), in which two dots appeared in the 

background of their cross task. The timing of these dots was such that they might 

generate apparent motion. Mack & Rock’s results suggested that subjects did not 

perceive apparent motion explicitly; in fact they failed even to explicitly detect the 

presence of either dot. Many studies have demonstrated that area V5 in the brain 

appears to be dedicated to motion perception (e.g., Zeki, Watson, Lueck, Friston,
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Kennard, & Frackowiak, 1991). Thus, a variation on Mack & Rock’s study could be 

repeated within a MRI scanner, in order to assess whether the apparent motion of 

Unattended’ dots can in fact be extracted by the visual system. A similar logic could 

be used to assess the neural response to missed motion of the whole background, as 

studied behaviourally in Experiment 14 here.

Conclusion

The results of the experiments reported here converge with other studies in 

suggesting that visual attention appears necessary to enable conscious detection of 

certain visual properties, or of changes across interruptions within some ‘Inattentional 

Blindness’ and ‘Change Blindness’ paradigms. However, many of the experiments 

described here have also consistently shown that indirect on-line measures can reveal 

implicit extraction of unattended background stimulus properties, or stimulus 

changes, in the absence of their explicit detection. Thus, although attention may be 

necessary for some aspects of conscious processing, within the study of visual 

cognition it is vital to take into account also the extent of implicit processing outside 

awareness. In some cases, as shown here, this can actually ‘set the stage’ for our 

conscious experience, as when an undetected background change induces a conscious 

foreground illusion.
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